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CODE SHEET FOR CONTINUING DATA

l .
Line Code Serial No. Filing Date Status Document No. Issue Date

77 0?
105

106

107
£43

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

 
115

117

Condition and Status Qodes tor Continuing Data

CONDlTION CODE

71 Continuation ol application No.
51 which is a continuation ot application No.
91 and a continuation ot application No.

72 Continuation-in-pan oi application No.
82 which is a continuation-In-pan ol application No.
75 and a continuation-in-pan oi application No.

74 Division ol application No.
54 which is a division ol application No.
76 and a division ot application No.

as , said application No.
39 Application No.
90 and application No.
92 each

55 tiled as application No.
65 Substitute tor applicatiott No.
63 Provisional application No.

STATUS CODE

01 Patent No.
as abandoned
04 SIR No.

NOTE 1: When the codes 36 and 92 are used, they must be lollowed by 81, B2 or 84 —- conditions beginning with "which is"

NOTE ll: Codes 71, 72 and 74 may he used o_nly on the lirst line; one ol them fli§t_be used on the lirst line in regular
continuing data. 66 or 68 may be used on the lirst line in Substitute or Provisional cases. Remember, however,
that it there is a Provisional and other continuing data, the Provisional is always listed last.
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FEE CALCULATION SHEET APPw=A~TIs>

I:

(FOR USE WITH FORM PTO-875)

 
TOTA L '
CLAIM

‘ U.S. DEPARTMENT f COMMERCE
*MAY BE USED FOR ADDITIONAL CLAIMS OR AMENDMENTS patent and -I-rademark°offlce
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMENATEON RECORD
Effective October 1, 1994  

CLAIMS AS FILED .. PART I OTHER. THAN
"mm_»k H (oimn 1) _ lun 2 SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

R A FILED RTE /7I 2 2 _,

*
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

\

I

 

 

 

 

   

 
" II the difierence In column 1 is less than zero, enter “O” in column 2   

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II OTHER THAN L:

<°°'"m" 0. .. (CW 2) ‘(I OR SMALL ENTITY L
CLAIMS *1 HIGHEST i ‘

REMAINING , NUMBER PRESENT
AFTER I PREVIOUSLY EXTRA *

AMENDMENT V. I I PAID FQH E   

 
E..-E~,._[,,

 AMENDMENTAH
  

,
OF‘ ADDIT. FEE U (Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

  

  
 

  

 

  
    

 

  

I m REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT =
I... I AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA
; fi PAID FOR I
2
D

: z
5 IL!

3 FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST I
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT I

AFTER 9 PREVIOUSLY EXTRA
— AMENDMENT » . PAID FOR

I FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

 
  

 
 

on

 
 

OR

 
 
 

0R
 L if the entry in column 1 is less than the entry In column 2, write "0' in column 3. " " '

“mil the “Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “2D." ADD” FEE l I OH EII the Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter "3." ' I - - ADD'T- FE W
‘ The Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

FORM PTO-875 Patent and Trademark Office, US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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U

\ UI\II'l'ED S‘|fA'rE¢ r"«EPARTMEl\lT OF COMMERCE
. Patent enu Trademark Otfice

J51 Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS Washington. DC. 20231

 APPLICKHON NUMBER ‘_ FILING DATE

6:153/425 ,. 161:1 134/11 I"S*E Ff-‘:fi:E%EFx' If‘ 21-‘B91517

0252/mesa
DALE 5 LAZAR
mfimmmnmmvsmxmmmmm
llflfl NEW vnem Avenue on
NINTH FLQUR EAST TUNER muse

u.uAs3H I. Moron no 21:» cu ::u.5— :39 1 “TE ”“"E°‘
NOTICE TO FILE NIISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 05/ Q"-.'dL./*3‘.‘;3

FILING DATE GRANTED

An ApplicationNumber and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. However, the items indicated
below are missing. The required items and fees identified below must be tim ysubmitted ALONG WITH
THE/P NT OF A SURCHARGE for items 1 and 3-6 only of $ E 2 t./ for large entities or
$ ’’ for small entities who have filed a verified statement claiming such status. The surcharge is set forth in
37 CFR 1.16(e). /

If all required items on this form are filed within the set below, the total amount owed by applicant as a gage
entity, D small entity (verified statement filed). is

.1

Applicant is given ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS LETTER, OR TWO MONTHS FROM THE
FILING DATE of this application, WHICHEVER IS LATER, within which to file all required items and pay any fees
an above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the
exte - ion fee under the provisions of 37 CFR .. 36(a).

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

1. "Is The statutory basic filing ;e-9‘ YA missing [:1 insufiicient. Applicant as a II! large entity 3 small
Mnfiw, must submit $ ’ to complete the basic filing fee.. _ . .~ ,/ ,1

2. Additional claim fees of $/)/E ' i Q as 9. AZ large entity, small entity, including any
required multiple dependent claim fee, are required. Applicant must submit the additional claim

es‘ or cancel the additional claims for which fee are due.

3. M e oath or declaration:
is missing.

Zl does not cover the newly submitted items.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date i required.

4. D The oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies. An oath or declaration
in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

5. D The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are: 13 missing; El by a person other than the inventor
or a person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. A properly signed oath or declaration in
compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required

6. D The signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration:

An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by
the omitted inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing
Date, is required.

7. D The application was filed in a language other than English. Applicant must file a verified English
translation of the application and a fee of$_j_under 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless this fee has

i. already been paid.

8. ' A $ processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment.
(37 CFR 1.21(m)).

9. Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was returned without payment.

10. :1 The application does not comply with the Sequence Rules. See attached Notice to Comply with
Sequence Rules 37 CFR 1.821-1.825.

11. C] Other.

Direct the response to Box Missing Part and refer any questions to the Customer Service Center
at (703) 308-1202.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned wité.‘ _1O15_Pa e 136 of 335OFFECE COPY  mun IrI'n..1 mama.-v I I414)
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T 565’ ‘got .

IN THE U!‘ > STATES 1-Mmm AND manmmr FFICE Z05 ‘205 H K/ 

 

FILING (.‘_ .aETION UNDER RULE 53 (d)_/60 L... :2 Id} _ 5(D0 1&1‘ use for PCT Applications) _
For Desigr_1 or Utility Applications 3051- ZO_&

I $0 «fol-I Page 1 of 2Z , Attn: licatzion Division

* **k>'c5'r*k>'c>':**~k

In re PATENT APPLICATION of / I * COMPLETION * (Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975
Inventor(s): FARBER ET AL. * under * (Our OrderNo. 

* Rule 53(d), 60(d) * C# / M#
Appln. No.: 08 425 160 5'6 or 62(d) *
“series code 1 / 1 serial no. we * arr * we arr we wr * we * Atty. Dkt. 213987
Filed: April 11, 1995 M# / Client Ref.

Title: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM Date: June 23, 1995

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks fl’5Washington, D.G. 20231

Sir: pa

in reply to the Hgtice to File Hissgrg Parts (Q91 attached), the following cgpletes the filgg Imder Rule
53gd2g60gd)(62gd) of the above-identified patent application:

1. [ X] Signed Declaration attached. [ X] Original [ ] Facsimile/Copy

2. [ ] Attached: Original signed Declaration with attached specification (including claim(s)) which is
a copy of specification and claim(s) originally filed to secure the above filing date.

3. [ ] The original application as filed in the PTO on the above filing date is the application which
' each inventor executed by signing the attached Rule 63 Declaration.

1+. [ ] ‘ Specification originally filed in non—English language; hence verified translation attached of:

 
a. [ ] Abstract

b. [ ] pgs. of Specification (only spec. & claims) , " _

c. [ ] Drawing Figs % [FWD 3°”ED'~”~E0\

5. [ ] Letter filing _g>_rn_1a]. drawing attached. } IL“ 2 6
K. ._

6. [ X] Attached is an Assignment and Cover Sheet. By Tmasury mark!” apnmxtmmaty
I‘

{an ($03 da 3 from above dam.

Please return the recorded assi ent to t e undersi ed.
7. [ ] Priority is claimed under 35 U.S.C. ll9/365 based on filing in (country)

Apolication No. Filing Date Application No. Fili_ng Date
(1)T T (4)
(2)ij T (5)
(3) (6)

 8. (No.) Certified copy/copies [ ] attached; [ ] previously filed date

9. in U.S. Application No., _/ , filed
series code T 1 serial no.

10. [ X] t : 1 No. Statement(s) establishing "small_entity" status der Rules 9 5: 27.

11. [ ]o 95 08425 1 202 304.00 CK0 ‘$19 1%:/Q/éz/95 0342§£i%0 1 203 891.00 UK
090 BA 06/26/95 08425160 I 201 120.00 CK

1 205 ' on», AL /94

£'5'&°Ot6G-1015-Page 137 of 335 '°
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12. [- ]- Preliminary amendment: Page 2 of 2
Completion Under Rule 53(d)

 

60(d)
or 62(d)

IHEFOIIUJDKJFEHKEFEEISBASEDGNCIADEASFHEDIESSANYABOVECANCEIIED

I.argegSm-‘ill Entity Fee Code

13. Basic Filing Fee - — — - - - - - - - - - - - - — - - - Design Appln. $300/$150 $ nos/zue

14. Basic Filing Fee - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - E1; Design Appln. $730/$365 Lin um/zon

15. Total Effective Claims 101 minus 20 = *8l x $22/$11 $ 891.00 (ma/203)
(Base this I on claims as amended to effect CIP if this is a Rule 62(d) completion)

1.6. Independent Claims 11 minus 3 = * 8 x $76/$38 304.00 (1021202)
*If answer is less than zero, enter "0"‘

1'7. If _a_r_1y proper (ignore improper) multiple dependent claim is present, 49¢; $240/$120 + S 120.00 (104/204:
(leave line 16 blank if this is a reissue application)

18. Surcharge for filing Declaration/filing fee late - - — - - - - - - — - - - - $130/$65 +i (1051205)

19. ’ FIZLING FEE $ l745.00

20. Original due date: June 24 1995

21 Petition is hereby made for an extension to cover the date this response is filed for which the
requisite fee is enclosed (Lg/Sm Entity: 1 month §ll0[$55 (code 115/215); 2 gths $370[§185
(Code 116/2'8); _3 months §870[§435 (code 117/217); 4 months §1,360[§680 (code us/215))! + 0

22. '1'(YI'AI. $ 1745.00

23. If "non-English" box 4 is X’d, §d_d Rule 17(k) processing fee ($130.00) - - - - - - — + (139)

24. If "assignment" box 6 is X’d, 9514 recording fee ($40.00) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 40.00 (531)

25. [ ] Attached is a Rule 47 Petition and Petition fee (1d_d $130.00 per Rule 17(h)) - - + (122)

26. TOTAL FEE ATIACHED $ 1785.00

27. (EARGE  : The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized
hereafter, or any missing or insufficient fee(s) filed, or asserted to be filed, or which should have been
filed herewith or concerning any paper filed hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18
(missing or insufficiencies only) now or hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official

- document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment, to our Account Order Nos. shown in the heading hereof

for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet is attached. This statement does not authorize charge
of the issue fee until/unless an issue fee transmittal sheet is filed.

 

1100 New York Avenue, NH.
Ninth Floor, East Tower

Washington, D.c. 20005-3918 ByAtty:
Tel: (202)861-3000

   
 

1 Fax: (202) 822-0944
'].‘e1.: (202) 861- 3527

Atty/Sec :DSL/BXS : cj 1

NOTE: File in duplicate with post card receipt (CDC-103) and attachments. a)c—1n6 in/94

GO -1015-Pa e 138 of 335
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’ ‘ “v. Dkt
lnventor(s): David A. Farber and Ronald I‘ ' achman .13987 [
Appln.'No.: 0 8 425.160 or Patent N _ W,
Filed: April 11, 1995 or Issued: l\.... / Client Fief.
Title: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM ‘ »t_._ ‘

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) '5 —"-" G SMALL ENTITY
STATUS (37 CFR 1.9(d) and 1.27(c)) -SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN

I hereby declare that I am

[we] the owner of the small business concern identified below:
[ ] an official of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the concern Identified below:
NAME OF CONCERN KINHECH INC.
ADDRESS OF CONCERN ' ' e —+ qr @

gtnto u}IAf$fi(.\y0G(QA C-I-. l._J(,{JtIn\nmci¢. 1'iI'mo\g 0562 _
o 15/?

I hereby declarg that the above identified small business concern qualifies as a small business concern as defined in 13 CFFI
121.12, and reproduced in 37 CFR 1.9(d), for purposes of payin reduced fees under Section 41 (a) and (b) of Title 35, United
States Code, in that the number of employees of the concern including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500 persons.
Fgr purposes of this statement. (1) the number of gmployees of the business concern is the average over the previous fiscal year
of the concern of the persons employed on a full-time, part-time or temporary basis during each of the pay periods of the fiscal
year, and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other when either, directly or indirectly, one concern controls gr has the power to
control the other, or a third party or parties controls or has the power to control both. '-

] hereby dgglggg that rights under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the small business concern identified
above with regard to the Invention entitled: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
 ——_

by lnventors(s)Davld A. FAHBER and Ronald D. LACHMAN '
described in

X ->[ ] the Specification filed herewith,
one ->[ X] Application No. 0 8 (425160 , filed April 11, tges .
box ->[ ] Patent No. , Issued

if the rights held by the above identified small -buslness concern are not exclusive, each small entity Individual, concern or
organization having rights to the invention is list In A an B below and no rihts to the invention are held by any person,
other than the inventor, who could not qualify under 37 CFFI 1.9(c) as an independent Inventor if that person had made the
invention, or by any concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFFI 1.9(d) or a nonprofit
organization under 37 CFFI 1.9(e).

  

(A) FULL NAME of assignee/IIcensee/grantee/conveyee*
 

ADDRESS

Xproper box: [ ]|ND|V|DUAL [ ]SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN 1 1 NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

(B) FULL NAME of asslgnee/Iicensee/grantee/conveyee* 
ADDRESS

X proper box: [ ] INDIVIDUAL [ ] SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN [ ] NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

*NOTE: Separate verified statement is reguired from each person, concern or organization named In (A) and (8) above having rights to the Invention, averringto his/her/its status as a small entity. (37 CFFI 1.27)

I acknowledge the dm to file In this casg__notlf1catlon of any change in status resulting In loss of entitlement to small entity stag: prior to paying, or at the tlrne
ofpaylng, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance 199 due after the date on which status as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.2B(b))

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true;
and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by line or imprisonment,
or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application, any patent
issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directed.

NAME or PERSON SIGNING " g3t;,g,_Ic(TITLE OF PERSON OTHER THAN OWNER
ADDRESS OF PERSON SIGNING ~/ 3/ a tum 4uow>s C7’ _

I z T . O0 '1‘

SIGNATURE /5 MI fig DATE (V/I’-‘I8’
CDC-I41) 8/94

GO -1015-Pa e 139 of 335
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P

" FOR UTILITY/DESIGN ‘ ‘Q RULE as (37 c.:=.n. 1.63) , CUSHMAN~* _\3q, CJI,-PCT NATIONALIPLANT DECLARATION AND POWER or ‘.1-rum FORM
ORIG ALISUBSTITUTE/SUPPLEMENTAL . FOR PATENT APPLICATION

DECLARATIONS «4 THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMA... . OFFICE

IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
the specification of which (CHECK applicable BOX(§))
-> [ ] is attached hereto.

X —> [x] was filed on April 11, 1995 as U.S. Application No. 01/ 425,160
BOX(ES) L1 ] was filed as PCI‘ International Application No. PCI‘/ [ on

-> -> and (if applicable to US. or PCI‘ application) was amended on

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment
referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. 1.56. I hereby
claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119/365 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor‘s certificate listed below and have also identified
below any foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate filed by me or my assignee disclosing the subject matter claimed in this application and having
a filing date (1) before that of the application on which priority is claimed, or (2) if no priority claimed, before the filing date of this application:

‘V atter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the INZIQQON ENTITLED

PRIOR FOREIGN APPLICATIONQS) Date first Laid- Date Patented Priorig Claimed
Number County Day[MONTI-Iggear Eiled ogn or Published or Granted Q _Ng

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120/365 of all United States applications listed below and PCI‘ international applications listed above or below
and, if this is a continuation-in—part (CIP ) application, insofar as the subject matter disclosed and claimed in this application is in addition to that disclosed
in such prior applications, I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me‘ to be material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. 1.56 which
became available between the filing date of each such prior application and the national or PCI‘ international filing date of this application:

PRIOR U.S. OR PCI‘ APPLICATION[S) Status
Application No. (series codezserial no.) Day[MONTI-Iggear Filed Ending, abandoned patented

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be
true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the
application or any patent issued thereon.

And I hereby appoint Cushman Darby & Cushi-nan,L.LP. 1100 New York Avenue, NW., Ninth Floor, East Tower Washington, D.C. 20005-3918, telephone
number 861-3000 (to whom all communications are to be directed), and the below-named persons (of the same address) individually and collectively my
attorneys to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith and with the resulting patent,
and I hereby authorize them to act and rely on instructions from and communicate directly with the person/assignee/attorney/firm/ organization who/which
first sends/sent this case to them and by whom/which I hereby declare that I have consented after full disclosure to be represented unless/until I instruct
Cushman, Darby & Cushman in writing to the contrary.

Paul N. Kokulis 16773 Edward M. Prince , g2429 g Dale S. Iazar 28872 Michelle N. Lester i2_3}_1
%\ Raymond F. Lippitt ,17519 Donald B. Deaver ,g3048 Glenn J. Perry ggga, Jeffrey A. Simenauer 31233.G. Lloyd Knight 17698 David W. Brinkman ;_Q_$_17 Kendrew H. Colton 30368 Robert A. Molan 29.8%.

Carl G. Love 1'8"/s1 George M. Sirilla 1821 Chris Comuntzis E. G. Paul Bdgell _2423s
Edgar H. Martin “T135?” Donald J. Bird 25323 Wallace G. Walter 2.2843. Lynn E. Eccleston ,_3_5,8.6.1_
William K. West, Jr. fg__ZU;_,'7' W. Warren Taltavull .§647 Lawrence Harbin 31654.. Frederick S. Frei —2fZJ.[l5.
 
 
 

 
 
 

Kevin E. Jo cc 20508 V1. INVENT R'S SIGNATU .
Inventor's Name (typed)

25872 Pul _" lute, Jr. 320 1 gaggi-
___.. ~. - USA. '

First Middle Initial Firm‘ ‘ Na e Country of Citizenship
5.43:Residence (City) Ojai |State[Foreig Countg) CA

Post Office Address (Include Zip Code)I

Date I 2 I: U.S.A

Fizst Mile Initial Family Nam A Country of Citizenship
Residence (City) State oreign Count II.

Post Office Address (Include Zip Code) 3140 Whisgrwoods Court, Northbrook, II. 60062

3. INVENTOR'S SIGNATURE: Date
Inventor's Name (typed)

 

2. INVEN'I‘0R'S SIGNATURE-
Inventor's Name (typed) :  

First Middle Initial Family Name Country of Citizenship
Residence(City) State Forei Count

Post Office Address (Include Zip Code)

(FOR ADDITIONAL INVENTORS, check box [ ] and attach sheet (CDC-1162) for same information for each re signature, name, date, citizenship,
residence and address.)

rnr_1u: nun:

GOOG-1015-Page 140 of 335
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Rule 56(a) & (b) = 37 C.F.R. 1.56(a) & (b)
PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES - RULES OF PRACTICE

DUTY OF DISCLOSURE

(a) ... Each individual associated with the filing and prosecution of a patent
application has a duty of candor and good faith in dealing with the [Patent and
Trademark] Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information
known to that individual to be material to patentability...(b) information is
material to patentability when it is not cumulative and (1) It also establishes by
itself, or in combination with other information, a prima facie case of
unpatentability of a claim or (2) refers, or is inconsistent with, a position the
applicant takes in: (i) Opposing an argument of unpatentability relied on by the
Office, or (ii) Asserting an argument of patentability.

PATENT LAWS 35 U.S.C. 

§l02. conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless--

(a) the invention was known or used by others in this Country, or patented or described
in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof
by the applicant for patent or {

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a
foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year
prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States, or

sfi (c) he has abandoned the invention, or

(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an
inventor’s certificate, by the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in
a foreign country prior to the date of the application for patent in this country
on an application for patent or inventor’s certificate filed more than twelve
months* before the filing of the application in the United States, or

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by
another filed in the United States before the invention thereof by the applicant for
patent, or on an international application by another who has fulfilled the
requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 37l(c) of this title before
the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or

(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or

(g) before the applicant's invention thereof the invention was made in this country by
another who had not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority
of invention there shall be considered not only the respective dates of conception
and reduction to practice of the invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one
who was first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to
conception by the other.

§103. Condition for patentability; non-obvious subject matter

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or
described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the
subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter
as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having
ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall
not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. Subject matter developed
by another person, which qualified as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of
section 102 of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this section where the
subject matter and the claimed invention were, at the time the invention was made, owned
by the same person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same person.

* Six months for Design Applications (35 U.S.C. 172).

GXI—1I6 1/‘J5
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIC 

"9 In re PATENT APPLICATION of:

FARBER, et al Group Art Unit: Unknown

Appln. No. Unknown Examiner: Unknown

Filed: April 11, 1995

For: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM

April 11, 1995

***'k

INFQBMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

“ Honorable Commissioner of Patents
- and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

Attached is a Form PTO—1449 listing the encloseddocuments.

This Information Disclosure Statement is intended to be

in full compliance with the rules, but should the Examiner find

any part of its required content to have been omitted, prompt

notice to that effect is earnestly solicited, along with

additional time under Rule 97(f), to enable Applicant to comply

fully.

Consideration of the foregoing and enclosures plus the

return of a copy of the herewith Form PTO-1449 with the

Examiner's initials in the left column per MPEP 609 along with an
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FARBER et al Application

early action on the merits of this application are earnestly

solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

Reg. No. 28,872
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

DSL:BXS:pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000
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(REVA 2-23) cushman Verslnn Patent and Trademark oiih

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMEN 11!"
BY APPLICANT - -14° %(Use Ieveral sheets If necessary) »
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  nventor(s))
FARBER et al

 
*Examiner's: 'Docunent Nu1ber' Date ' Name class Subclass Filing DateI
initials I I l Ho[\'r I g ' 1 Nam gf Firgt inventor) ', , If AggrogriateI, I .

OTHER 5 I ludi in thisorde Author Title P riodical Name Date Pertinent Pa es Etc.
I
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Lofghus, Noruax, H_ax Q-32. Jfifi Erfigings o
I I

x | UR [ Pr eedi of the 199 S (into nternational Conference on Hana ement of Data Volume 22 eaue 2 Juie 1993 1AJF :
' :

VR : ncea in Cr tol -AUSCRYPT ' Z - Horksho on the Theor and A licati of Cr t re i Techni uesI III
Gold Coast 0 nsland Australia December 13-16 1992 Proceedin s 9

EXAMINER I | DATE CONSIDERED€.0\r\ . D EE>5o(a
*EXAMINERl Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance H th MPE 609; Drau line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. gnclude cog! of this form with next comrunication to agglicant.
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l0- G"(?‘5 CTCL(2 gécgf
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE fig /Q6%9

et al Group Art Unit: 2317

 
Appln. No. 08/425,160 Examiner: Unkno

Filed: April 11, 1995

For: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM

January 24, 1996

**-k*

STATUS REQUEST

Honorable Commissioner of Patents 7 flpé
"' and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231 U/32300
Sir:

Please inform the undersigned of the status of the
above—identified application.

Please note the current address of the undersigned:

CUSHMAN DARBY & CUSHMAN, LLP
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN, DARBY & CUSHMAN

 
I ‘ Reg. No. 28,872

Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

DSL:BXS:pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS ANO TRADEMARKS

Washington, O.C. 20231

HRST seamen mvsmoe _m___: l mggesiev oocfirfi:

 
 

 

  
i.__......
-‘ .-, i,‘l "M EXAMi§ET¥ “ 7

E: Wmirlil i *’A3E~“Nili”i"'BEF:_._,s

 
EJATE ?trir'é.iLl;;i.i;

This as at corii:i‘.urir«itiun from the examiner in cixarue of your appl::;§2l:{:.'i
C.:;:’v‘lm‘.ri.p':‘~ zC:i\.».'~;i« r WXTENTS AND Ti-“i/-'\DEiviARl»<S

/‘

W This application has been examined D Responsive to communication filed on_ E] This action is made final.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 1 month(s), ""“"" days from the date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part l THE FOLLOWING AT|'ACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. El Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-B92. 2. 1:] Notice oi Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.
3. El Notice oi Art Cited by Applicant, PTO-1449. 4. D Notice of informal Patent Application. PTO-152.
5. D information on How to Effect Drawing Changes. PTO-1474. 6. D

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION -’

1. Claims I ' are pending in the application.

Of the above, claims /U'OI’L,§_, are withdrawn lrom consideration.

2. El Claims _ have been cancelled.

3. D Claims _ are allowed.

4. D Claims 4 are rejected.

5. E] Claims are objected to.

Claims I ~ 53 are subject to restriction or election requirement.
7. E‘ This application has been filed with informal drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

8. D Formal drawings are required in response to this Office action.

9. E] The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on . Under 37 C.F.R. 1.84 these drawings
are El acceptable; IE] not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Draftsman’s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-943).

10. U The proposed additional or substitute sheei(s) of drawings, filed on . has (have) been Clapproved by the
examiner; El disapproved by the examiner (see explanation).

11. D The proposed drawing correction, filed has been Elapproved; D disapproved (see explanation).
 

12. El Acknowledgement is made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has El been received El not been received
El been filed in parent application, serial no. '.fiied on .

13. D Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters. prosecution as to the merits is closed In
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11; 453 O.G. 213.

14. El Other

EXAMD‘IER'S ACTION
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Serial Number: O8/425,160 -2-
Art Unit: 2307

Part III DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restriction

1. Restriction to one of the following inventions is required

under 35 U.S.C. 121:

9.
Group I. Claims lzégi 35, 38-45 are drawn to the

determination of unique identifiers and corresponding data item,

classified in Class 395, subclass 741.

Group II. Claims 33-34, 36-37, 51-53 are drawn to the

duplication of unique identifiers and corresponding data item ,

classified in Class 395, subclass 182.04.

Group III. Claims 46-48 are drawn to the deletion of’

unassigned data items, classified in Class 395, subclass 469.

Group IV. Claims 49-50 are drawn to the synchronization of data

items after changes have been made to said data items, classified

in Class 395, subclass 839.

2. The inventions are distinct, each from the other

because of the following reasons:
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 -3-
Art Unit: 2307

1. Inventions I, II, III and IV are related as sub—combinations

disclosed as usable together in a single combination. The sub-

combinations are distinct from each other if they are shown to be

separately usable. In the instant case, invention I has separate

utility such as determining the existence of identifiers and

corresponding data items, while inventions II, III, and IV are

useable for respectively duplicating, deleting and updating data

items in a data processing system. See M.P.E.P. § 806.05(d).

2. These inventions are distinct for the reasons given above

and have acquired a separate status in the art as shown by their

different classification, restriction for examination purposes as

indicated is proper.

3. These inventions are distinct for the reasons given above

and the search required for Group I is not required for Groups II

III and IV, restriction for examination purposes as indicated is

proper.

4. A telephone call was made to Mr. Dale S. Lazar, reg.

no.28,872 on 05/30/96 to request an oral election to the above

restriction requirement, but did not result in an election being

made.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 -4-
Art Unit: 2307

Applicant is advised that the response to this requirement to be

complete must include an election of the invention to be examined

even though the requirement be traversed.

5. Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims

to a non-elected invention, the inventorship must be amended in

compliance with 37 C.F.R. § l.48(b) if one or more of the '

currently named inventors is no longer an inventor of at least

one claim remaining in the application. Any amendment of

inventorship must be accompanied by a diligently—filed petition

under 37 C.F.R. § l.48(b) and by the fee required under 37 C.F.R.

§ l.17(h).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to

Jean R. Homere whose telephone number is (703)-308-6647.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday from

08:30 a.m.—5:O0 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful,

the examiner's supervisor, Thomas G. Black, can be reached on

(703)-305-9707. The facsimile phone number for this group is

(703) 305-9564 or 9565.
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Serial Number: O8/425,160 -5-
Art Unit: 2307

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of

this application should be directed to the Group receptionist

whose telephone number is (703) 305-9600.
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In re PATENT APPLICATION of:

FARBER, et al Group Art Unit: Unknown
Appln. No. Unknown Examiner: Unknown

Filed: April 11, 1995

For: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM

August 2, 1995

'k***

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMEEE

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

Attached is a Form PTO-1449 listing the enclosed
documents.

This Information Disclosure Statement is intended to be

in full compliance with the rules, but should the Examiner find

any part of its required content to have been omitted, prompt

notice to that effect is earnestly solicited, along with

additional time under Rule 97(f), to enable Applicant to comply

fully.

Consideration of the foregoing and enclosures plus the

return of a copy of the herewith Form PTO-1449 with the

Examiner's initials in the left column per MPEP 609 along with an
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FARBER et al Application

early action on the merits of this application are earnestly

solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN, DARBY & CUSHMAN

BY “Q44 < LC is 1%
Dale S. Lazar F35
Reg. No. 28,872 A
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

DSL : BXS :pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000
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' DATE: August 2 1995 s.,._.e}_;_ur_5_ ._fi_.’,+’~
Form PTO-1449 u.s. [mar Comnerce ATTY. D L: NO. G OUP ART UNIT:(REV. Z»83) Cushman Version Patent and Trademark Office 213987 /

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT "“‘e"“‘“' 1 “W377;
BY APPLICANT

(Use severai sheets if necessary)

 

   

  
 

maucam (inventor(s))
- FARBER et a1
 

  
  
 

 

 
  

APPLN. N0. FILING DATE
08 /.425.—}6-6- qéO07q APRIL 11, 1995

*Examiner‘si 'Document Number Date . Name. mass subciass Fihrg DateInitiais Mo/Yr Famfl Name of First Inventor) If Aroriate
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Eniish Abstract Reaii Avaiiabie
 

   

 
 

 
 

 

witoid Litwin et a1 Linear Hashin for Distributed Fiies. ACM SIGMOD. May. 1993 . 327-336 
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Thomas A. Berson Differentiai Cr tanal sis Mod 232 with Apmications to MD5, 92. 69-81 3 -

 

 

| DATE CONSIDERED

‘TO
*ExAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conforman wi MPEP 609: Draw 11ne through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include co of this form with next communic tion to apmicant.
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DATE2 AUQUSIZ 2 1995 Sheet L of L
?_j 

Form PTO-1449 u.s. Denav. .ofEomnerce . OPAL; N15. GRUIF ART N T
(REV. 2-83) Cushman Version Patent and Trademark Office 213987 /. WM 717)

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT . ’““'e”””‘
BY APPLICANT (inventor(s))FARBER et a1

(Use several sheets if necessary)

ASPEN. N0: mg; qL0o7a\
DOCUMENTS

*Examiner's Document Number Date _ Name Ciass Subc1ass Fi1ing Date
Initials (Famii Name of First Inventor If A-nro-riate

Mo/Yr
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Twent -Seventh Hawaii International Conference on S stem Sciences Vol II.
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Birgit Pfitzmann Sorting Out Signature Schemes November 1993 1st Conf. Comguter & Comm. Security '93 go. 74-85.

| DATE CONSIDERED
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citation if not in conformance and not considered. Inciude copy of this form with next communication to aggiicant.
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R DATE: August 2, 1995 _ snee¢._;_ar_s__
. Form PT.O-1449 u.s. rd;-..~c.... of Camerce A Y. |J‘UCKi:‘.l N6. GWUP KR UN T

QED. ,
(REV. 2-83) Cushman Version Patent and Trademark arms 21 987 /

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT ." ”“'e””‘°"
BY m1um(Tnventor(s))FARBER et a1

(Use severai sheets if necessary)    

 

 
 

  

*Examiner's Document Number Date Name Ciass Subciass Fiiing Date
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FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS ' Transiation' Document Number
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V \ (1/R Mur idhar Koushik, Dynamic Hashing with Distributed Overflow Sgace: A Fiie Organization with Good Insertion
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EXAMINER | DATE CONSIDERED
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*ExAMINER: nitiai if citation consi ered. whether or not citation is in confo ance with MPEP 609; Draw iine through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to appiicant.
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ATTY. DOCKET NO.
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Form PTO-11149 U.S. Department of Emlnerce ART UN IT

(REV. 2-83) Cushman Version Patent and Trademark Office 213987 / ‘ 7INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT " ’ “"9” Re“ WSW‘
BY APPLICANT “""%‘A"rIaé£;””§€‘;’i‘”’ ”A”‘“E“.mw_»T
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EXAMINER | DATE CONSIDERED
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#5

M
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE <7:77C’J;7

In re PATENT APPLICATION of:

FARBER, et al Group Art Unit: 2307 '-

Appln. No. 08/425,160 Examiner: Homere,_$I %* vie
Filed: April 11, 1995 i

For: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM

July 3, 1996

**'k*

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

Attached is a Form PTO—l449 listing the enclosed

documents.

I hereby certify that each enclosed document listed on

the herewith Form PTO-1449 was cited in the attached

International Search Report dated June 24, 1996.

This Information Disclosure Statement is intended to be

in full compliance with the rules, but should the Examiner find

any part of its required content to have been omitted, prompt

notice to that effect is earnestly solicited, along with

additional time under Rule 97(f), to enable Applicant to comply

fully.

Consideration of the foregoing and enclosures plus the

return of a copy of the herewith Form PTO-1449 with the
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FARBER et al Application No. 425,160

Examiner's initials in the left column per MPEP 609 along with an

early action on the merits of this application are earnestly
solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN, D BY & USH

 
  Dale S.‘L z r

Reg. No. 28,872
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

DSL:BXS:pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000
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FORM PTO-1449 (Oushman Version) '3 H ‘.- oz u.s. artment of OonvmrcaE =. Paton and Trademark Ofllce

L . i Applicant FARBER, etal
-‘= Appln. No.: 0 A , .: C O 07_

i Filing Date: April 11. 1995
Examiner HOMERE, J. Group Alt Unit 2307

I Famil Name of First Inventor S”b°'a5S <lr'ai9l§iopr§''§°§el
%. 4571.700 2/1986 Emry. Jr. eta| %_

an
IEEI

Translation
R d‘[

Abstract Avgfiatz e

*EXAM|NER: Initial if citation considered. whether or not citation is in oonfomianoe with MPE § 99. . Draw Iinethrough citation if
not in conformance and not considered. lnolude co of this form with next communication to A Ilcant.

CDC-1449 9/95 at
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Hlntemational application No.
PCT/US96/04733

INTERNATILJAL SEARCH REPORT

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER
lPC(6) 2 GOGF 17/30; 15/00
US CL : 395/600

According to international Patent Classification (lPC) or to both national classification and IPC
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cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other
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later document published after the international filing date or priority
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principle or theory underlying the invention
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document of poniculsr relevance: the claimed invention cannot be
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Group Art Unit: 2307

Examiner: HOMERE, J. 
Filed: April 11, l99"

For: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM  

‘JUL 1 ‘E '!9i‘r3July 3, 1996

 ('l‘,i‘¢'.L‘9”"a§ E313 ff‘~..4J'..‘«..:~._,1. 1...: mi-
'k**'k

RESPONSE TO RESTRICTION REQUIREMENT
AND PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

In response to the Official Action dated June 4, 1996,

please amend this application as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please\;mQnd claim 30 as follows:

30. (Amended) A method o

 

identifying a data 

 

 

2 item in a data processing system or subsequent access to

3 the data item, the method com ising the steps of:

4 determining a substant'ally unique identifier for

5 the data item, said ident fier depending on all of the

6 data in the data item a d gnly on the data in the data

7 item; and
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REMARKS

Reconsideration and allowance of this application are

respectfully requested in view of the following remarks.

In response to the Examiner's Restriction Requirement,

applicant elects the invention of Group I with traverse. In the

Action of June 4, 1996, the Examiner listed claims 1-29, 35 and

38-40 as being in Group I. However, in an earlier telephone

conversation with the Examiner on May 30, 1996, he indicated that

Group I included Claims 1-32 and 35-45.

As noted above, the Examiner's restriction requirement is

respectfully traversed. Applicants note that the claims of Group

I, in particular, claims 7-9, 16 and 28, are drawn to the same

invention as those of Group II. Accordingly, applicants submit

that Groups I and II should be combined for examination.

Claim 30 is amended to clarify that the unique identifier

for the data item:

(a) depends on all of the data in the data item and

(b) depends only on the data in the data item.
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FARBER et al Application No. 425,160

Applicants respectfully submit that this application is in

condition for allowance and early and favorable Action on the

merits of this application are respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN D Y & CUSHMAN

/

BY
Dale S.‘flazar

Reg. No. 28,872
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

DSL:BXS:pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000

_ 3 _
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zfl

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF GDMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, D.C. 2D23’l

FILING ems j FiFiSTi¢.9t§2‘§::i3_ll\iVENT0R

    

 ATTQRNE‘! oocxegggg

Us/425.1eu U4/11/95 FARBER Akyo 213937 V
 §m i i

HUMEWEZ ”-amaa??;--“M
E3M1/0912 .wwM_m~~. _~_.T;.MssrW.

cusHmAN nosey AND cusnmen , {aa_flfl1flE;:L_JEWt“Nwflfibag
1100 NEN vqna AVENUE Nu
NINTH FLDDH EAST TUNER
Nf5i~‘.:.iH I i\ii3iTiI|i\i [3121 El) II! III 5- L3’? 143 "2307

ems i'iJi.4‘tlt.ié’iJ:

This a communication trom the examiner in charge oi your application.
COMiviiS83ONER CF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

E This application has been examined m Fiesponsive to communication filed on 0 z E’ This action is made final.
A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire , S month(s), ""‘ days from the date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

2. -E Notice oi Draitsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO—948.
4. D Notice of lnlonnai Patent Application. PTO-152.
s.l:]

1. E Notice of References Cited by Examiner. PTO—B92.3. Notice of Art Cited by Applicant. PTO-1449.

5. D information on How to Effect Drawing Changes, PTO-1474.

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

LE Claims L’ ‘.5’;

Ofthe above, claims it 5‘0 __

r

are pending in the application.

are withdrawn from consideration.

2. D Claims _A w have been cancelled.

3. D Claims are allowed.

mm Claims l“—t§ ., "5; ____ are rejected.

5. D Claims are objected to.

6. El Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

7. m This application has been tiled with informal drawings under 37 C.F.fi. 1.85 which are acceptable tor examination purposes.
8. D Formal drawings are required in ‘response to this Office action.

9. D The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on . Under 37 C.F.Fi. 1.84 these drawings
are E! acceptable; i.'.i not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Dra_itsman's Patent Drawing Fieview, PTO-948).

10. D The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings, filed on
examiner; U disapproved by the examiner (see explanation).

. has (have) been Eiapproved by the

‘it. D The proposed drawing correction. filed , has been El approved; Li disapproved (see explanation).
12. D Acknowledgement is made of the claim tor priority under 35 U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has El been received Ci not been received

been filed in parent application, serial no. :filed on .

13. D Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters. prosecution as to the merits is closed in
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 C.D. 11; 453 O.G. 213.

14. |_—_i Other

EXAMINEIFS ACTION
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Serial Number: O8/425,160 . Page 2

Art Unit:

DETAILED ACTION

Informatian Disclosure Statement

1. The information disclosure statements filed on 04/ 1 1/95, 08/02/95, and 07/11/96 complies

with the provisions ofMPEP § 609. They have been placed in the application file, and the

information referred to therein has been considered as to the merits. However, the applicant is

advised to provide the publication dates for all the documents cited in the IDS(please see attached

copies).

2. Drawings

This application has been filed with informal drawings which are acceptable for

examination purposes only. The application having been allowed, formal drawings are required in

response to this Oflice action.

3. Specification

The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is required that is clearly

indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 3

Art Unit:

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreigi country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

5. Claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Gramlich et al., USP no.5,202,982(supp1ied by applicant in paper no.4).

As to claim 1, Gramlich taught:

1)identity means for determining a unique identifier(col.2, lines 52-55; col.17, lines 14-20);

2)existence means for determining whether a paiticular item is present in the system(co1.2,

lines 42-48).

As to claims 2-3, Gramlich taught:

1)1ocal existence means for determining whether a particular instance is present at a

particular location(col.2, lines 42-48).

As to claim 4, Gramlich taught:

1)a data associating means between a data item and a corresponding identifier(co1. 17,

lines 38-41);
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Serial Number: O8/425,160 Page 4

Art Unit:

2)access means for accessing a particular data item using corresponding identifier(col. 17,

lines 45-50).

As to claim 11, Gramlich taught:

1)a requesting means for requesting a data item at a current location (col.18, lines 20-21).

As to claim 12, Gramlich taught:

1)a context means for making and maintaining a context association between a contextual

name of a data item and the identifier thereof(col. 17, lines 38-41);

2)referencing means for obtaining the identifier of the data item(co1.17, lines 45-50).

As to claim 23, Grarnlich taught:

1)means for verifying the integrity of a data item obtained from the requesting

means(col.2, lines 31-32).

6. The limitations of claims 13-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45 have already been discussed in

the preceding paragraph. They are therefore rejected on similar grounds.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160

Art Unit:

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Ofiice action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by themanner in which the invention was made. 5'

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Ca, 148 USPQ 459, that are

applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) are

summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness
unobviousness.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims

under 35 U.S.C. l03(a). the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to

the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor

and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was

made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. lO3(c) and potential 35

U.S.C. lO2(f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. l03(a).
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 6
Art Unit:

9. Claims 5-10, 16-17, 21, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gramlich et al. as applied to claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45

above, and fiirther in view ofKonrad et al., USP no.5,404,508.

In reference to claims 5-10, 16-17, 21, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53, Gramlich did not specifically detail

the means for copying the contents of a source file to thereby generate a backup file that is used

for restoring and recovering the data items of the source file upon failure. However, Konrad

taught an analogous system that detailed the aforementioned features (that the primary reference

lacked) as follows:

As to claim 5, Konrad et al. taught:

l)a duplication means for copying a data item from a source to a destination(col.4,

lines 48-51; col.7, lines 37-39).

As to claim 6, Konrad et al. taught:

1)an assimilation means for assimilating new data item into the system(col. 14,

lines 7-10).

As to claim 8, Konrad et al. taught:

1) a backup means for making copies for data items in the system(col.14, lines 4-6).
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 7

Art Unit:

As to claim 9, Konrad et al. taught:

l)a recovery means for retrieving data previously backed up(col.7, lines 33-48).

As to claim 10, Konrad et al. taught:

1) a remote existence means for determining whether data is present at a remote

location(col.5, lines 10—29).

As to claim 15, Konrad et al. taught:

a transparent access means for accessing a data item from one of several

1ocations(col.5, lines 10-29).

As to claim 21, Konrad et al. taught:

1)means for advertising a data item to different locations in the system(col.6, lines 44-47).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of data processing to combine the

teachings of the cited references because Konrad et al.’s system would increase the reliability of

Ramlich’s system by allowing it to be available and accessible at all times.

10. The limitations of claims 7, 16-17, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53 have already been discussed in the

preceding paragraph. They are therefore rejected on similar grounds.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 8

Anlmh

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to

Jean R. Homere whose telephone number is (703)-308-6647.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday from

08:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful,

the examiner's supervisor, Thomas G. Black, can be reached on

(703)-305-9707. The facsimile phone number for this group is

(703) 305-9564 or 9565.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of

this application should be directed to the Group receptionist

whose telephone number is (703) 305-9600.

 
HU{

September 7, 1996
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TO SEPARATE, HOV “OP AND BOTTOM EDGES, SNAP—APAF-IT AND C " c‘\FlD CARBON

FORM PTO-892 u.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE =5E"'A‘- “°- ' 2 ATTACHMENT 3
(REV. 2-92) PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE : J 2 TO. . ... ‘ 5 PAPER

' . NUMBER

NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED

DOCUMENT ND.

1-1-"—i—flfEj'—f— -1-—--sign-II,-1-EB

” A copy of this refe nce I not being furnished with this office action.
(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05 (a).)
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if X UNITED sures ‘IJEPAR11VlEl\lT or commence
* '1 ' Patent and Trademark Office

K . . ‘fig Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
"'47:-0‘ Waehingcon, D.C. EQEE1

oz[:¢';s‘,. Nov oiiiilvs” iarber 9/

RMW: , f

.239 7 //
DATE MAILED:

EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative. PTO personnel): ,

(1) (3)i

(2) V ' ' ’ ‘~ ' <4)
I “\

Date of interview 
Type: Cl Teiephonic R’Personai (copy is given to El applicant El applicant's representative).
Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: El Yes El No. If yes, brief description:

 

 

Agreement [1 was reached with respect to some or all of the claims in question. X was not reached.

Claims discussed:_ 

identification of prior art discussed: 7‘ ' ’ H . 0

Description

. , ‘

of the general nature oi what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments: { , 5 F ’ ‘I7 W,
Qlnfox‘   

 
  

\'k,|’J" :_ K .' 1- -, 5' 112 II C» n.» A

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments, if available. which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable must be
attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments which would render the claims allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

Cl 1. It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview.

Unless the paragraph below has been checked to indicate to the contrary, A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION IS NOT
WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW (e.g., items 1-7 on the reverse side of this form). If a response to the last Office
action has already been filed, then applicant is given one month from this interview date to provide a statement of the substance of the interview.

Cl 2. Since the examiner's interview summary above (including any attachments) reflects a complete response to each of the objections, rejections and
requirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the claims are now allowable, this completed form is considered to fulfill the
response requirements of the last Office action. Applicant is not relieved from providing a eparate record oi the s bstance of the interview unlessbox 1 above is also checked. —  

 
  Examiners Signa rePTOL-413 (REV. 2 -93)
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IN THE UNITED 1TES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFF» PATENT
11 73” APPLICATION

inventor(s): FARBER, et ai //
I U. s, PTO Group Art Unit 2307

em IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII
.Filed: APRIL ‘II, 1995 0. / 7
Title: DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING SUBSTANTIALLY

UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA (as amended)

Hon. Commissioner of Patents Date: March 12, 1997and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

\D
*1 1.

RESPONSE/AMENDMENT/LETTER

Eameygate
hm‘éfit in "'7':

EEE REQUIREMENTS FOR CLAIMS AS AMENDED1. “Small Entity‘ s1atement(5) iiied ;,_;.:xv.

Fee

0 C?

[:1 previously Claims H
CI herewith remaining after previously pa code. amendment

her
id for

._ tai Effective Claims 22/$11: i103,203
a. mdeenuem claims mminj x $80/$40 = nj
4. If amendment enters groper multiple dependent claim(s) into this application for first
time leave blank if this is a reissue a lication add + $260/$130 = + 0 104/2 41'” 1 - ‘sf
5. Oriinaldue Date: DECEMBER12. 1998 Elmij.
6. Petition is hereby made to extend the original (1 mo) $110/$55 =
due date to cover the date this response is filed (2 mos) $390/$195 = + 45 5
for which the reuisite fee is attached 3 mos $930/$465 =

flI21Fa_<7t_%’
8. Extension Fee Attached +465
9. If enninal D'c attached, ad Rule 20 d) official fee + 0 143/243
10. if IDS attached requires Officlai Fee, add + 126

or if Rule 97 d Petition ..................................................................... .. add 122
11. After—Final Reuest Fee er rules 129 a and 17 r) ..................... .. + $770/335 =
12. No. of additional inventions forexamination er Rule 129 b : x $770/385 ea = 149/249
13. Petition fee for
14. TOTAL FEE ENCLOSED = 1..15. *If the entry in this space is less than entry In next space, the “Present Extra” result is “O”.
I6. “If the “Highest number previously paid for” in this space is less than 20, write “20” in this space.
17. ***If the “Highest number previously paid for” in this space is less than 3, write “3" in this space.

CHARGE SLATEMENT: The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter. or any missing or insufficient fee(s) flied, or asserted to be
filed, or which should have been tiled herewith or concsmlng any paperilled hereafter. and which may be required under Rules 16-18( 
hereafter relative to this applitation and the resulting Otlicial Document under Rule 20. or credit any overpayment. to oumcoounling/Order Nos. shown in the headwhich purpose a daytime copy of this sheet is attached.

This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the l§_.me_1e§ untliluniess an issue fee transmittal sheet is tiled.

Query: is appeal deadline now? if
so, file Notice of A eals searatel .

x

1100 New York Avenue. N.W. . .1 , _ , /_ A W ‘.8133; _2,.,g3372
Ninth Floor East Tower I ’ '3 1155.00 cit
Washington, D.C. 20005-3918 ' : .. ' Fax: (202)822-0944
Tel: (202) 861-3000 Tel: (202) 861-3527DSL/pgd

Cushman Darby & Cushman

Intellectual Property Gro

NOTE: File this cover sheet in duplicate with PTO receipt (CDC—103A) and attachments CD0120 9/96
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/3 ,/M7
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT AP1>LIcATIp11\I73of:Z u.s

FARBER, et al Group Art Unit: 2307
Appln. No. 08/425,160 93/12/97 Examiner: HOMERE, J.
Filed: April 11, 1995

For: DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING SUBSTANTIALLY 1'2. w
UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA (As 1___ ,_
amended) _ E3 ;g T

March 12, 1997 J3
M T? '
:.~. =3 T1

* * * * CD qp g
IND

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 cm 1.115 ‘J
 

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

Please amend this applicat' n as follows:

In the Title:

Please replace the title with -—DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

USING SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA--.

In the claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1 1. (Amended) In a dat ocessing system, an

2 apparatus comprising:

3 identity means for ermining, for any of a

4 plurality of data items resent in the system, a

5 substantially unique i entifier, said identifier

l

T\
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depending on all of the data ' the data item and only on
the data in the data ite - nd

existence means fo determining whether a particular

data item is present ' the system, by examining the

identifiers of the lurality of data items. .in

30. (Twice Amended) A metho of identifying a data

item present in a data process' g system for subsequent

access to the data item, the ethod comprising [the steps

of]:

determining a sub ntially unique identifier for

the data item, said id ntifier depending on all of the

data in the data ite and only on the data in the data

item; and

accessing a ata item in the system using the

identifier of = e data item.

31. (Amended) A method as in claim 30, further

comprising [the step of]:

making and maintaining, for a plurality of data

items present in the system, an association between each

of the data items and the identifier of each of the data

items, wherein said accessing a data item [step] accesses

a data item via the association.

32. (Amended) A method as in claim 31, further

comprising [the step of]:

assimilating a new data item into the system, by

determining the identifier of the new data item and

associating the new data item with its identifier.

  

 
33. (Amended) A method r uplicating a given data

item present at [from] a s ce location to a destination
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3 location in a data processing system, e method

4 comprising [the steps of]:

5 determining a substantially uniq e identifier for

6 the given data item, said identifier depending on all of

7 the data in the data item and only n the data in the

6 data item;

9 determining, using said data identifier, whether

10 said data item is present at sai destination location;
H and

12 based on said determining providing said

13 destination location with sai data item only if said

14 data item is not present at aid destination. i

1 34. (Amended) A m o as in claim 33, wherein said

2 given data item is a c o data item having a

3 plurality of component a a items, the method further

4 comprising [the steps

5 for each data item of said component data items,

6 obtaini g the component data identifier of

7 the data item by determining a substantially unique

8 identifier for t e data item, said identifier

9 depending on al of the data in the data item and

10 only on the da a in the data item;

11 det mining, using said obtained component

12 data identifi r, whether said data item is present
13 at said dest'nation; and

14 b sed on said determining, providing said

15 destinatio with said data item only if said data

16 item is no present at said destination.

1 35. (Ame ded) A method for determining whether a

2 particular d a item is present in a data processing

3 system, the ethod comprising [the steps of]:
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(A) for each data item of a pl ality of data items
present in the system,

(i) determining a substa tially unique

identifier for the data item, aid identifier

depending on all of the data n the data item and

only on the data in the data item; and

(ii) making and mainta'ning a set of

identifiers of said plurali y of data items; and

(B) for the particular da a item,

(i) determining a p rticular substantially

unique identifier for th data item, said identifier
depending on all of the ata in the data item and

only on the data in the data item; and

(ii) determini hether said particular

identifier is in I et of data items.

d of backing up, of a plurality
36. (Amended) A m t

' dataof data items
  rocessin 

 

 
 
 

 
 

resent s stem, data  

items modified since a p evious backup time in [a] the

data processing system, the method comprising [the steps
of]:

(A) maintaining backup record of identifiers of

data items backe up at the previous backup time;
and

(B) for each 0 said plurality of data items
s stem

 

 

 

 
rocessin
 

ata
 resent in the

(i) deter ining a substantially unique

identifie for the data item, said identifier

depending on all of the data in the data item

and only on the data in the data item;

(ii) det rmining those data items of the

plurali y of data items whose identifiers are

not in he backup record; and
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18 (iii) based on sai termining, copying only

19 those data items , data identities are not

20 recorded in the ba up record.

1 37. A method as in claim 36, further comprising

2 [the step of]:

3 recording in the backup record the identifiers of

4 those data items copied in said [step of] copying.

 38. (Amended) A method of locatin a particularfdata
item at a location in a data processi system, the 

method comprising [the steps of]:

4 (A) determining a substantiall unique identifier

5 for the data item, said identi ier depending on all

6 of the data in the data item nd only on the data in

7 the data item;

8 (B) requesting the particu ar data item by sending
9 the data identifier of t e data item from the

10 requestor location to east one location of a

11 plurality of provider o tions in the system; and

12 (C) on at least some 0 said provider locations,

13 (a) for each data item of a plurality of data

14 items at said pro ider locations,

15 (i) determining substantially unique

16 identifier for e data item, said identifier

17 depending on al of the data in the data item

18 and only on th data in the data item; and

19 (ii) making a d maintaining a set of

20 identifiers 0 data items,

21 (b) determi ing, based on said set of

22 identifiers, whether the data item

23 correspondi g to the requested data identifier

M is present at said provider location; and

5
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(C) based on said de ermining, when said

provider location ermines that the

particular data i m is present at the provider

location, notify‘ said requestor that the

provider has a opy of the given data item.

39. (Amended) The method of claim 38, further

comprising [the steps of]:

(a) for each data item of a plurality of data items

present at said provider locations,

making and maintaining an association between
the data item and the identifier of the data

item,

(b) in response to said notifying, said client

location copying said data item from one of said

responding remote locations, using said association

to access the data item given the data identifier.

 
 

 

 
 

 

40. (Amended) A method of loca ing a particular data

item among a plurality of location , each of said

locations having a plurality of ta items, the method

comprising [the steps of]:

determining, for the icular data item and for

each data item of the plu alflty of data items, a
substantially unique iden ' er for the data item, said

identifier depending on a l of the data in the data item

and only on the data in he data item; and

determining the p esence of the particular data item

in each of said plur ity of locations by determining
whether the identi

present at each o

er of the particular data item is
said locations.

41. (Amended) The method of claim 30, wherein said

[step of] accessing further comprises [the steps of],
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3 for a given data identifier and for a given current

4 location and a remote location in the system:

5 determining whether the data item corresponding to
6 the given data identifier is present at the current
7 location, and

8 based on said determining, if said data item is not

9 present at the current location, fetching the data item

10 from a remote location in the system to the current
11 location.

1 42. (Amended) The method of claim 41, further f

2 comprising [the steps of]:

3 for each contextual name at a location,

4 making and maintaining a context association

5 between the context name of a data item and the

5 identifier of said data item, and when some context

7 association changes at said current location, and

8 notifying said remote location of a

9 modification to the context association.

1 43. (Amended) The method of claim 42, further

2 comprising [the step of]:

3 at said remote location, updating the association

.4 between the contextual identifier of the data item and
5 the identifier of the data item.

1 44. (Amended) The method of claim 43, further

2 comprising [the step of]:

3 from said remote location, notifying all other

4 locations that said data item has been modified, by
5 providing the contextual identifier and data identifier

6 of said data item to said other locations.

7
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1 45. (Amended) The method of claim 44, further

2 comprising [the step of], at each location notified that

the data item has been modified:

modifying an association between the contextualU1-{>03 identifier of the data item and the data identifier of

the data item, to record that the data item has been0‘!

7 modified.

 

51. (Amended) A method of maintain’ g at least a

predetermined number of copies of a gi en data item in a

(JON!
data processing system, at different cations in the

data processing system, said data pro essing system being
U’!-k one wherein data is identified by a ubstantially unique

identifier, said identifier dependi g on all of the data
01

\l
in the data item and only on the d ta in the data item,

®
and wherein any data item in the ystem may be accessed

(D
using only the identifier of the data item, the method

10 comprising [the steps of]:

11 (i) sending, from a irs location in the system,

12 the data identifier’ t e given data item to other
and

 13 locations in the sys

14 (ii) in response to sa'd sending, at each of said

15 other locations,

16 (A) determining whet er the data item corresponding

17 to the data identif' r is present at the other

18 location, and base on said determining, and

19 (B) informing sai first location whether said data

20 item is present a the other location; and

m (iii) in respons to said informing from said other

22 "locations, at s id first location,

23 (A) determini g whether said data item is present

24 in at least t e predetermined number of other

25 locations, a d based on said determining,
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n (B) when less than the p edetermined number of

Z other locations have py of the data item,

23 requesting some locat ns that do not have a copy of

B the data item make copy of the data item.

L1? 419
1 527 (Amended) A method as in claim 51, wherein said

2 step (iii) further comprises [the step of]:

3 (C) when more than the predetermined number of

other locations have a copy of the data item Dresent,

OAQ requesting some locations that do have a copy of the data/1 :‘
6 item present delete the copy of the data item.

___._. _- r... ,..,r.,.__._ .._,._, ___,... ..

1 51. (Amended) A method of maintaghing at least a
I0

predetermined number of copies of a given data item in a

data processing system, at different locations in the

data processing system, said data processing system being
one wherein data is identified by'a substantially unique(DUI-#01
identifier, said identifier depending on all of the data

7 in the data item and only on the data in the data item,

8 and wherein any data item in the system may be accessed

9 using only the identifier of the data item, the method

10 comprising [the steps of]:

11 (i) sending, from a first location in the system,

12 the data identifier of the given data item to other

13 locations in the system; and

14 (ii) in response to said sending, at each of said
_; 01 other locations,

16 (A) determining whether the data item corresponding

17 to the data identifier is present at the other
18 location, and based on said determining, and
19 (B) informing said first location whether said data

20 item is present at the other location; and

21 (iii) in response to said informing from said other
22 locations, at said first location,
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/

23 (A) determining whether id data item is present

M in at least the predeterm?:ed number of other
25 locations, and based on/said determining,
25 (B) when less than the predetermined number of

27 other locations hgze/a copy of the data item,28 requesting some 1 ations that do not have a copy of

29 the data item make a copy of the data item.
/

1 4? 56. (Amended) A method as in any of claims [30-52]
2 30-45, 51 and £3, wherein said data items are at least
3 one of a file, a database record, a message, a data 5
4 segment, a data block, a directory, and an instance of an

5 object class.

REMARKS

Favorable reconsideration of this application is

respectfully requested in view of the above amendments and the

following remarks.

Applicants thank the Examiner for the courtesy extended

their representative, Brian Siritzky, during their various

telephone conversations and during the personal interview

conducted March 10, 1997.

By this Amendment, the title has been replaced as

requested by the Examiner and the claims have been amended.

Claims l—53 are pending in this application, of which claims 46-

50 are withdrawn from consideration.

This invention relates to data processing systems and,

more particularly, to data processing systems wherein data items

are identified by substantially unique identifiers which depend

10
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on all of the data in the data items and only on the data in the

data items.

For example, claim 1 recites an apparatus, in a data

processing system, the apparatus comprising identity means and

existence means. The identity means determines, "for any of a

plurality of data items in the system, a substantially unique

identifier, said identifier depending on all of the data in the

data item and Qaly on the data in the data item."

Thus, in particular, the identifier does not defiend on

anything not in the data item. Specifically, the identifier does

not depend on other data, not on other identifiers and not on

other data items.

Further, the identifier depends on all, not just some,

of the data in the data item.

So, for example, if the data item is a file in a file

system (and even if the file has some other identifying name),

the identity means determines the unique identifier for that file

based on all of the data in the file and gnly on the data in that

file. No other data is used to determine the unique identifier.

File names or data from other files are not used.

The specification refers to this name as the so-called

"True Name" of the data item ("a data item may be the contents of

a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, an object in an

object—oriented program, a digital message, a digital scanned

image, a part of a video or audio signal, or any other entity

which can be represented by a sequence of bits." Specification,

ll
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pg. 2). The calculation of the true name of a data item is

described in the specification, for example:

A True Name is computed using a
function, MD, which reduces a data block B of
arbitrary length to a relatively small, fixed
size identifier, the True Name of the data
block, such that the True Name of the data
block is virtually guaranteed to represent
the data block B and only data block B.

The function MD must have the

following properties:

‘The results of MD(B) must be evenly
and randomly distributed over the
range of N, in such a way that
simple or regular changes to B are
Virtually guaranteed to produce a
different Value of MD(B).

A family of functions with the above
properties are the so-called message digest
functions, . . .

In the presently preferred embodiments,
either MD5 or SHA is employed as the basis
for the computation of True Names.

Specification, page 22 et seq, emphasis added.

Note that each of the independent claims (1, 30, 33,

35, 36, 38, 40 and 51) recites some similar means or method for

determining a substantially unique identifier.

For example, claim 31, as amended, and claims 35, 36

and 38 recite "determining a substantially unique identifier for

the data item, said identifier depending on all of the data in

the data item and only on the data in the data item," and claim

\ 33 recites "determining a substantially unique identifier for the

given data item, said identifier depending on all of the data in

the data item and only on the data in the data item."

12
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The Claim Reiections

The Examiner has rejected claims 1—4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-

32, 35 and 38-45 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by

Gramlich. This rejection is respectfully traversed.

Gramlich relates to naming of database component files

so as to avoid duplication of files. Gramlich, however, does not

teach or suggest the presently claimed means or method

determining a substantially unique identifier.

As an initial matter, it is important to understand

Gramlich’s terminology or nomenclature and what he is trying to

achieve.

Gramlich has two kinds of files, namely source files

and database component files. "Each database component file

contains information regarding the text contained in one source

file." Gramlich, col. 3, lines 4~5. Also, "A database component

file is created for each source file." Gramlich, col. 5, lines

66-67.

Source files, in Gramlich’s preferred embodiments,

contain computer program source code (hence their name). The

database component files contain information about the textual

words (symbols) in the source files.

For each textual word (. . . "symbol") [in a
source file], an entry in the database
component file is provided containing symbol
information . . . [comprising] the symbol
name, symbol type and line number in the
source file where the symbol is located.

Gramlich, col. 3, lines 8-13.

l3
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Gramlich gives an example of a source file and its

corresponding database component file in figures 3a and 3c. The

source file in Figure 3a has five lines of C program text:

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 main()

3 {
4 printf("Hello world\n");
5 }

The name of the source file shown in Figure 3a is

"foo.c”. (See, e.g. Gramlich, col. 6, lines 12-28). /

When Gramlich determines the name of the database

component file, this name is determined from two things. First,

Gramlich includes the source code file name in the database

component file name. Then Gramlich includes a hash value to make

up the rest of the database component file name.

Thus, unlike the unique identifiers of the present

invention, the composition of Gramlich's database component file

name is thus clearly a function of data not in the database

component file (i.e., the source file name and the data in the

source file). Gramlich is quite clear about this requirement

throughout his description. For example:

the source file name is used . . . to
construct the database file name

Gramlich, Abstract, emphasis added (except as otherwise noted,

all following emphases in quotations are added).

Preferably, the name of the file is generated
by computing a hash value from the sum of the
contents of the file and concatenating the
hash value to the name of the file.

14
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Gramlich, col. 2, lines 52-55. Note that this is the section of

Gramlich cited by the Examiner as supposedly teaching the claimed

identity means.

the file name . . . would be:
"[source code file name].[hash value].bd".

Gramlich, col. 8, lines 23-24.

So, we have shown so far that, unlike the data item

(file) names in the present invention, Gramlich’s file names do

not depend "ggly on the data in the data item." f

Further, Gramlich’s file names are not unique, even

without his use of the source file name. As Gramlich states,

[e]ach database component file name includes
a hash value which, when combined with the
file name of the source file results in a
unique file name.

Gramlich, col. 6, lines 29-31.

Thus, when not combined with the source file name,

i.e., when using the hash value alone, Gramlich’s file name may

not be unique.

Further, even if, and this is quite contrary to

Gramlich’s teaching, the source code file name were omitted from

Gramlich’s file name, the remaining name, "[hash value].bd" does

not depend on "all of the data in the data item and only on the

data in the data item." In fact, in Gramlich, the hash value is

a function of the source file, not of the database component
file.

The hash value is computed as a function of
the contents of the source file wherein if

the contents of the source file changes, the
hash code changes.

15
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Gramlich, col. 6, lines 29-31.

The name of the database component file to be
generated is derived from the name of the
text file and a hash value. The hash value
is computed as a function of the contents of
the file such that if the contents of the

text file changes, the hash code changes,
thereby distinguishing between the database
component files for different versions of the
same text file.

Gramlich, col. 7, lines 24-30.

So, Gramlich teaches a system where a database

component file name is determined as a function of two things,

both of which relate to and come from a different file. There is

nothing in Gramlich to teach that if the database component file

itself changes this will change the database component file name.

Further support for this can be seen by the fact that

Gramlich actually determines the name of the database component

file before the file is even generated.

Erior to generating the database component
file, a unique name is generated for the
database component file to be generated.

Gramlich, col. 7, lines 22:24.

prior to generating a database component
file, [the collector] will generate the hash
value, combine it with the source file name.

Gramlich, col. 15, lines 23-24.

Regarding the order in which the database component

file name and the actual file are generated, see also Gramlich’s

figures 5a and 10 and their corresponding description. For

example, referring to Figure 5a, first Gramlich

at block 400 . . . generates a unique name to
identify the database component file.

16
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[then] at block 410, the database component
file name generated is checked against the
existing database component file names
[and if] the database component file name
exists . . . [then] there is no need to
generate another database component file. If
the database component file name does not
exist, at block 420 a database component file
identified by the unique database component
file name is generated.

Gramlich, col. 10, line 51 to Col. 11, line 2.

Gramlich’s figure 10, block 700 serves the same

function. If "the database component file name already exists

there is no need to generate a new database component

file." Gramlich, col. 15, lines 25-27.

Thus, in Gramlich, if a unique database component file

is determined, only then is the database file actually generated.

So a database component file is not generated unless its name

will be unique.

If the name of the database component file depended on

the data in the database component file then the file would have

to have been created before the name was determined.

In the present invention, the name of a data item (file

etc.) is determined from the data item. Therefore the data item

cannot be created after the name is determined. The claims have

been amended to clarify that the substantially unique identifier

is determined for existing data items (e.g., in claim 1, "data

items present in the system").

Gramlich does talk about generating a hash of

information to be contained in the database component file, but

this hash is not formed from the database component file. For

17
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example, "the hash value is a sum of various key pieces of

information to be contained in the database component file."

Gramlich, col. 7, lines 53-55. Notably, Gramlich does not even

use all of the information in the source file, only "various key

pieces of information." (See also, "To generate the hash values

certain information is selected." Gramlich, col. 7, lines

62-63.)

In one place Gramlich does state that the "hash value

is generated as a function of the contents of the database

component file" (Gramlich, col. 10, lines 57-59), but there

Gramlich specifically states that in order to get "a unique name

to identify the database component file . . . the source file

name is concatenated with a hash value.” Gramlich, col. 10,

lines 52-55. Gramlich’s hash is preferably computed "from the

sum of the contents of the file," Gramlich, col. 2, lines 53-54

and is therefore unlikely result in a unique name without

additional concatenated components (e.g., the source file name).

In fact Gramlich is concerned about the source files

and their corresponding database component files getting out of

synch. To deal with this problem he puts hash values of the

various source lines into the database component files. See

generally, Gramlich, col. 9, lines 16-51.

Note also that what Gramlich refers to as a hash

function is not the same as the type of function used in

preferred embodiments of this invention. Even when large changes

are made to text files, Gramlich will not necessarily get a

18
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different database component file name. For example, the source

program shown in Gramlich’s figure 3a could be changed at line 4
to

#include <stdio.h>
main()

{

}

and this would still, according to Gramlich’s "hash" function,

fprint("world Hello\n");m.z:uM—-»

get the same hash result and therefore the same database

component file name. Since Gramlich computes his hash based on

the hashes of source lines ("e.g. the sum of the bytes in the

line." Gramlich, col. 6, lines 49-50), the new line 4 will result

in the same hash as the old line 4. So, even though the source

file has changed, the database component file name will not

change.

Note that Gramlich’s intended use is to aid debugging

of computer programs. This poorly defined hash raises doubts

about the efficacy of Gramlich’s approach. As a more significant

example, note that in Gramlich the following two lines, while

computationally completely different, would produce the same
"hash":

a := b * c + d;

b := a + C * d;

So, in summary, in determining his database component

file name, Gramlich does not use all of the data in the database

component file and Gramlich does not use only the data in the

database component file.

19
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The Examiner cited the following supposedly to teach

the identity means of the claims:

Preferably, the name of the file is generated
by computing a hash value from the sum of the
contents of the file and concatenating the
hash value to the name of the file.

Gramlich, col. 2, lines 52-55. As noted above, what Gramlich is

doing here is generating a name for a database component file

(one file) from some of the data in a source file (another file),

along with the name of the source file (the other file). :Here

Gramlich is not teaching the presently claimed means which uses

all of the data in the data item and only the data in the data

item. To form the name, Gramlich uses some of the data in

another file and then adds the name of the other file.

Thus, Gramlich lacks at least the identity means of the

present invention. Further, as to claim 1, Gramlich lacks the

claimed existence means. In Gramlich,

a database component file . . . is given a
unique name that is dependent upon the
contents of the file such that, when the
contents of the source file changes, the name
of the corresponding database component file
. also changes. Conversely, if two
database component files have identical
information contained therein, the same file
name will be generated and the duplication of
information in the database is prevented by
providing a simple test that checks for the
existence of the name of the database
component file before the generation and
addition of the file to the database.

Gramlich, col. 2, lines 36-49, italics added.

The Examiner relies on the italicized portion above,

supposedly to show the presently claimed existence means.

20
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Ignoring for the moment the fact that Gramlich lacks any teaching

of this invention’s identity means, note that Gramlich will only

get the same database component file name for files generated

from the same source file. Thus, the section of Gramlich cited

by the Examiner must be read as

Conversely, if two database component files
for a particular source file would have
identical information contained therein, the
same file name will be generated.

In Gramlich, identical source files with different file

names will cause duplicate database component files with

different names.

"For a prior art reference to anticipate in terms of 35

U.S.C. 102, every element of the claimed invention must be

identically shown in a single reference." Diversitech Corp. V.

Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 UsPQ2d 1315, 1317 (Fed.

Cir. 1988). Here there are clearly elements of all of the claims

which are not shown at all, let alone identically, in Gramlich.

In particular, Gramlich lacks at least the presently claimed

system wherein data items are "identified by substantially unique

identifiers which depend on all of the data in the data items and

only on the data in the data items."

The differences between Gramlich and the present

invention were explained in detail to the Examiner in the

personal interview conducted March 10, 1997. In that interview

applicants’ representative explained that Gramlich does not use

all of the data or only the data in the data item to generate the
data items name.

21
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A summary of the differences between Gramlich and the

present invention can be seen with reference to the attached

Figures A and B. As can be seen from Figure A which shows the

naming operation of the present invention, a data item A-1 is

given a name (true name) A-2 by passing the data item through a

function MD, where MD uses all of the data in data item A-1 and

only the data in data item A-1 to determine the name A-2.

Gramlich’s operation is shown in attached Figure B. /The

name B-1 of database component file B-2 (shown in dashed lines

because it is only created after the name is determined) is

determined by taking the name B-3 of the source file B-4 and

concatenating that with a hash of sgmg of the contents of the

source file B-4. This name B-1 is the name of the database

component file B-2, yet it is formed from the data in the source

file B-4 and from the name B-3 of the source file B-4.

In view of the above, applicants respectfully submit

that Gramlich does not anticipate the presently claimed invention

and withdrawal of this rejection is respectfully requested.

The Examiner rejected claims 5-10, 16, 17, 21, 33, 34,

36, 37 and 51-53 under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over

Gramlich in view of Konrad. This rejection is respectfully
traversed.

As shown above, Gramlich does not name files in the

same way as is done in the presently claimed invention.

The Examiner applies Konrad, supposedly to show various

aspects of backup and restoring data.

22
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Applicants respectfully submit that no proposed

combination of Gramlich and Konrad would produce the presently

claimed invention. Any such combination would not be a system

wherein data items are identified by substantially unique

identifiers which depend on all of the data in the data items and

onlv on the data in the data items.

Accordingly, withdrawal of this rejection is

respectfully requested.

Applicants respectfully submit that this applicafion is

in condition for allowance, and an early Action allowing the

claims is solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN DARBY & CUSHMAN
INTELLECTU‘u

PILLSBUR . SUL.L.P.
. /J

S . Lazar
Reg. No. 28,872
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

 

 
 

 

  
DSL:BXS:pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000

213987 ‘
aw
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Appln. of Farber at al

A-1

Data Item

B-3 34

5°"''°° “'9 concatenate Databasetname componen
file name

B-4

Source file

Database
component
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A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 month(s), -——— days from the date of this |9ner_
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATrACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. [3 Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 2. El

3. D Notice oi Art Cited by Applicant, PTO-1449. 4. D Notice of informal Patent Application. PTO-152.
5. E] information on How to Effect Drawing Changes, PTO-1474. 6. D

Part ii SUMMARY OF ACTION

Notice of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review. PTO-948.

1. m Claims /’})‘'5) are pending in the application.

Of the above, claims are withdrawn irom consideration.

2. El Claims have been cancelled.

3. D Claims are allowed.

4.-E Claims I " )_ 3 are rejected.

5. Claims _ are objected to.

6. D Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

‘LE This application has been filed with intormai drawings under 37 CPR. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

8. E] Format drawings are required in response to this Office action.

9. D The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on . Under 37 C.F.R. 1.84 these drawings
are E} acceptable; El not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948).

10. E] The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings. filed on . has (have) been El approved by the
examiner; El disapproved by the examiner (see explanation).

11. D The proposed drawing correction, filed , has been E] approved; Ci disapproved (see explanation).

12. D Acknowledgement is made of the claim ior priority under 35 U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has El been received U not been received
El been filed in parent application, serial no. ;f|led on .

13. I: Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11; 453 O.G. 213.

14. CI Dther
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 2

Art Unit: 2307

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. Applicant's arguments filed on 03/12/97 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Information Disclosure Statement

2. The applicant is advised to provide the publication dates for all the documents cited in the

information disclosure statements filed on 04/11/95, 08/02/95, and 07/11/96 (please see attached

copies sent with the office action of 09/12/96.

2. Drawings

This application has been filed with informal drawings which are acceptable for

examination purposes only.

3. Specification

The title of the invention has not been substantially amended to be descriptive. A

new title is required that is clearly indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 3

Art Unit: 2307

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Ofiice action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

5. Claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Gramlich et al. (‘Gramlich’, hereinafter), USP no.5,202,982(supp1ied by applicant

in paper no.4).

As to claim 1, Gramlich taught:

1)identity means for determining a unique identifier(co1.2, lines 52-55; col. 17, lines 14-20);

2)existence means for determining whether a particular item is present in the system(col.2,

lines 42-48).

As to claims 2-3, Gramlich taught:

1)local existence means for determining whether a particular instance is present at a

particular 1ocation(col.2, lines 42-48).
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 4

Art Unit: 2307

As to claim 4, Gramlich taught:

1)a data associating means between a data item and a corresponding identifier(col. 17,

lines 38-41);

2)access means for accessing a particular data item using corresponding identifier(col.17,

lines 45-50).

As to claim 11, Gramlich taught:

1)a requesting means for requesting a data item at a current location (col. 18, lines 20-21).

As to claim 12, Gramlich taught:

1)a context means for making and maintaining a context association between a contextual

name of a data item and the identifier thereof(col.17, lines 38-41);

2)referencing means for obtaining the identifier of the data item(col. 17, lines 45-50).

As to claim 23, Gramlich taught:

1)means for verifying the integrity of a data item obtained from the requesting

means(col.2, lines 31-32).

6. The limitations of claims 13-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45 have already been discussed in

the preceding paragraph. They are therefore rejected on similar grounds.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 5

Art Unit: 2307

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

8. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 148 USPQ 459, that are

applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are

summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness
unobviousness.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to

the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor

and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was

made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(0) and potential 35

U.S.C. 102(f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 6

Art Unit: 23 07

9. Claims 5-10, 16-17, 21, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gramlich et al. as applied to claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45

above, and fiirther in view of Konrad et al., USP no.5,404,508.

In reference to claims 5-10, 16-17, 21, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53, Gramlich did not specifically detail

the means for copying the contents of a source file to thereby generate a backup file that is used

for restoring and recovering the data items of the source file upon failure. However, Konrad

taught an analogous system that detailed the aforementioned features (that the primary reference

lacked) as follows:

As to claim 5, Konrad et al. taught:

l)a duplication means for copying a data item from a source to a destination(col.4,

lines 48-51; co1.7, lines 37-39).

As to claim 6, Konrad et al. taught:

l)an assimilation means for assimilating new data item into the system(co1.l4,

lines 7-10).
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Art Unit: 2307

As to claim 8, Konrad et al. taught:

1) a backup means for making copies for data items in the system(col.14, lines 4-6).

As to claim 9, Konrad et al. taught:

1)a recovery means for retrieving data previously backed up(col.7, lines 33-48).

As to claim 10, Konrad et al. taught:

1) a remote existence means for determining whether data is present at a remote

1ocation(co1.5, lines 10-29).

As to claim 15, Konrad et al. taught:

a transparent access means for accessing a data item from one of several

1ocations(col.5, lines 10-29).

As to claim 21, Konrad et al. taught:

1)means for advertising a data item to different locations in the system(col.6, lines 44-47).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the an of data processing to combine the

teachings of the cited references because Konrad et al.’s system would increase the reliability of

Ram1ich’s system by allowing it to be available and accessible at all times.
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 8

Art Unit: 2307

10. The limitations of claims 7, 16-17, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53 have already been discussed in the

preceding paragraph. They are therefore rejected on similar grounds.

Remarks

The applicants alledge that claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35, 38-45 are not anticipated by

Gramlich, and claims 5-10, 16-17, 21, 33-34, 36-37, 51-53 are not obvious over Gramlich in view

ofKonrad because Gran1lich’s unique identifiers do not depend on all of the data in the data items

and only on the data in the data items. The applicants seem to be arguing that Gramlich’s

identifiers depend only on the source files not on the database files. Therefore, they cannot

depend on only and all of the data in the data items, as required by the applicants’s claims.

In response to the preceding allegations, the examiner respectfully submits that such analysis of

the reference is erroneous. Gramlich details a unique name that is dependent upon the contents of

the data items such that the unique names of corresponding database files change when the

contents of the source file change (please see col.2, lines 38-42). The applicant’s attempt to

completely separate the source files from the database files is improper. The source files are

rather computer codes for the database files. One of ordinary skill in the art would never separate

two. The ordinary skilled artisan would realize that source files can be used as back ups when the

database files are defective. Since each source file is used to generate a corresponding database
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Serial Number: 08/425,160 Page 9

Aut[hnt:2307

file, the unique name to a source file is therefore the same to the corresponding database file (DB

files cannot exist without the source files). Thus, it would be redundant for Gramlich to specify

unique identifiers for the source files and additional ones for the database files since unique

identifiers for source files are inherently the same identifiers for the database files. Therefore,

Gramlich’s unique names do depend on only and all of the data in the data items. In light ofthe

foregoing arguments, the 35 USC 102 and 103 rejections are hereby sustained.

Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of

rejection presented in this Office action. Accordingly, THIS

ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a) . Applicant is

reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR l.l36(a).

A shortened statutory period for response to this final

action is set to expire THREE MONTHS from the date of this

action. In the event a first response is filed within TWO MONTHS

of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action

is not mailed until after the end of the THREE—MONTH shortened

statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire

on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee

pursuant to 37 CFR l.l36(a) will be calculated from the mailing
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Serial Number: O8/425,160 Page 10

Art Unit: 2307

date of the advisory action. In no event will the statutory

period for response expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of

this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to

Jean R. Homere whose telephone number is (703)-308-6647.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday~Friday from

08:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful,

the examiner's supervisor, Thomas G. Black, can be reached on

(703)-305-9707. The facsimile phone number for this group is

(703) 305-9564 or 9565.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of

this application should be directed to the Group receptionist

whose telephone number is (703) 305-9600.

JRH /‘#17?
May 27, 1997  
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Y ,#15/awe
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICAIIGN=5§f;

,,/Q E ‘J ..E~"“*«,
FARBER, et al /‘I *~ Group Art Unit: 2307

f

Appln. NQQD8/425§_1w6é\UG 2 9 W9’; 63} Examiner: HOMERE, J.
Filed: April 11, 19%.,

‘~» 1;‘ t\V‘~,S’/
For: DATA PROCESSING srsmw USING SUBSTANTIALLY

UNIQUE IDENYYFIERS T0 [DENYYFY DATA ITEMS, .»
WHEREBY IDENTYCAL DATA ITEMS HAVE THE SAME "
IDENTIFIER (As amended)

August 29, 1997

**>l<>l< -p '; 1

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR 1.116

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

Please amend this application as follows:

In the Claims:

1 1. (Twice Amended) In a data processing system, an apparatus comprising:

2 identity means for determining, for any of a plurality of data items present

3 in the system, a substantially unique identifier, [said] m identifier being

4 determined using and depending on all of the data in the data item and only [on]

GO -1015-Pa e211 of335
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5 the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in the svstem will have

s the same identifier; and

7 existence means for determining whether a particular data item is present

a in the system, by examining the identifiers of the plurality of data items.

1 23. (Amended) An apparatus as in claim 11, further comprising:

2 means for verifying the integrity Q“ a data item obtained from [said] me

3 requesting means in response to providing [said] th_e requesting with a particular

4 data identifier, to confirm that the data item obtained from the requesting means is

5 the same data item as the data item requested, [said] the verifying means invoking

6 [said] gig identity means to determine the data identifier of the obtained data item,

7 and comparing [said] E determined data identifier with [said] :13 particular data

8 identifier to verify [said] me obtained data item.

1 30. (Three times amended) A method of identifying a data item present in

2 a data processing system for subsequent access to the data item, the method

3 comprising:

4 determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said] @

5 identifier depending on gd being determined using all of the data in the data item

6 and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in the

7 system will have the same identifier; and

8 accessing a data item in the system using the identifier of the data item.

1 33. (Twice Amended) A method for duplicating a given data item present

2 at a source location to a destination location in a data processing system, the

3 method comprising:

2
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4 determining a substantially unique identifier for the given data item, [said]

5 Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data

6 item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in

7 the system will have the same identifier;

8 determining, using [said] Q data identifier, whether [said] Q data item is

9 present at [said] Q destination location; and

10 based on [said] Q determining whether the data item is present, providing

11 [said] Q destination location with [said] Q data item only if [said] Q data item

12 is not present at [said] Q destination.

1 34. (Twice Amended) A method as in claim 33, wherein [said] Q given

2 data item is a compound data item having a plurality of component data items, the

3 method further comprising:

4 for each data item of [said] Q component data items,

5 obtaining the component data identifier of the data item by

6 determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said] Q

7 identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the

8 data item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two identical

9 data items in the system will have the same identifier;

1o determining, using [said] Q obtained component data

11 identifier, whether [said] Q data item is present at [said] Q destination;

12 and

3
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13 based on [said] E determining, providing [said] the

14 destination with [said] Q data item only if [said] tfi data item is not

15 present at [said] me destination.

1 35. (Twice Amended) A method for determining whether a particular data

2 item is present in a data processing system, the method comprising:

3 (A) for each data item of a plurality of data items present in the system,

4 (i) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,

5 [said] mg identifier depending on and being determined using all of the

6 data in the data item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two

7 identical data items in the system will have the same identifier; and

8 (ii) making and maintaining a set of identifiers of [said] Q

9 plurality of data items; and

10 (B) for the particular data item,

11 (i) determining a particular substantially unique identifier for the

12 data item, [said] _th_e identifier depending on and being determined using all

13 of the data in the data item and only [on] the data in the data item]

14 whereby two identical data items in the system will have the same

15 identifier; and

16 (ii) determining whether [said] Q particular identifier is in [said]

17 . E set of data items.

1 36. (Twice Amended) A method of backing up, of a plurality of data items

2 present in a data processing system, data items modified since a previous backup

3 time in the data processing system, the method comprising:

4
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4 (A) maintaining a backup record of identifiers of data items backed up

5 at the previous backup time; and

6 (B) for each of [said] _tl;g plurality of data items present in the data

7 processing system,

8 (i) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,

9 [said] @ identifier depending on and being determined using’ all of

10 the data in the data item and only [on] the data in the data item,

11 whereby two identical data items in the system will have the same

12 identifier;

13 (ii) determining those data items of the plurality of data items

14 whose identifiers are not in the backup record; and

15 (iii) based on [said] tl1_e determining, copying only those data items

16 whose data identities are not recorded in the backup record.

1 38. (Twice Amended) A method of locating a particular data item at a

2 location in a data processing system, the method comprising:

3 (A) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said]

4 E identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in

5 the data item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two

6 identical data items in the system will have the same identifier;

7 (B) requesting the particular data item by sending the data identifier of the

3 data item from the requestor location to at least one location of a plurality

9 of provider locations in the system; and

10 (C) on at least some of [said] mg provider locations,

11 (a) for each data item of a plurality of data items at [said] Q

12 provider locations,

5
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23

24

25

(i) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,

[said] Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of

the data in the data item and only on the data in the data item,

wherebv two identical data items in the system will have the same

identifier; and

(ii) making and maintaining a set of identifiers of data items,

(b) determining, based on [said] Q set of identifiers, whether the

data item corresponding tothe requested data identifier is present at

[said] Q provider location; and

(c) based on [said] Q determining, when [said] Q provider

location determines that the particular data item is present at the

provider location, notifying [said] Q requestor that the provider

has a copy of the given data item.

40. (Twice Amended) A method of locating a particular data item among a

plurality of locations, each of [said] Q locations having a plurality of data items,

the method comprising:

determining, for the particular data item and for each data item of. the

plurality of data items, a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said]

Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data

item and only [on] the data in the data item, wherebv two identical data items in

the system will have the same identifier; and

determining the presence of the particular data item in each of [said] th_e

plurality of locations by determining whether the identifier of the particular data

item is present at each of [said] Q locations.
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16

17

18

20

23

51. (Twice Amended) A method of maintaining at least a predetermined

number of copies of a given data item in a data processing system, at different

locations in the data processing system, [said] gm data processing system being

one wherein data is identified by a substantially unique identifier, [said] Q

identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data item

and only [on] the data in the data item, wherebv two identical data items in the

system will have the same identifie , and wherein any data item in the system may

be accessed using only the identifier of the data item, the method comprising:

(i) sending, from a first location in the system, the data identifier of the

given data item to other locations in the system; and

(ii) in response to [said] E sending, at each of [said] E other locations,

(A) determining whether the data item corresponding to the data identifier

is present at the other location, and based on [said] Q determining, and

(B) informing [said] LL first location whether [said] m data item is

present at the other location; and

(iii) in response to [said] Q informing from [said] tm: other locations, at

[said] m first location,

(A) determining whether [said] E data item is present in at least the

predetermined number of other locations, and based on [said] m

determining,

(B) when less than the predetermined number of other locations have a

copy of the data item, requesting some locations that do not have a copy of

the data item make a copy of the data item.
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In the Title:

Please replace the title with -—DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

USING SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA

ITEMS, WHEREBY IDENTICAL DATA ITEMS HAVE THE SAME

IDENTIFIER--.

 .

Reconsideration and allowance of this application are respectfully requested in view of

the above amendments and the following remarks.

By this Amendment, the title has been replaced as requested by the Examiner.

Claims 1, 23, 30, 33-36, 38, 40 and 51 have been amended. Claims 1-53 remain pending in

this application, of which claims 46-50 are withdrawn from consideration.

This invention relates to data processing systems and, more particularly, to data

processing systems wherein data items are identified by substantially unique identifiers

(A) depend on and

(11) are determined using:

Q) Q of the data in the data items and

(l_)) only the data in the data items.

A notable and significant property of this invention is that, in any particular system, two

identical data items in the system will have the same identifier.

Claim 1, for example, recites an apparatus which includes identity means and

‘» existence means. The identity means determines, "for any of a plurality of data items in the

1 system, a substantially unique identifier, the identifier being determined using a_1l of the data

in the data item and using E1 the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in

the system will have the same identifier." Claim 1 has been amended to clarify that tfi

identifier depends on and is determined using:
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(a) all of the data in the data item, and

(b) only the data in the data item.

Claim 1 is further amended to clarify the property of the invention that, within the

same system, two identical data items in the system will have the same identifier.

From the above at least the following should be clear:

(1) the identifier for a data item does not depend on anything not in the data item

("only in the data item"); {

(2) the identifier is not determined using anything except the data in the data item

("determined using . . . only the data in the data item");

(3) there is nothing in the data item that is not used to determine the identifier,

that is, everything in the data item is used to determine the identifier ("all of

the data in the data item");

(4) if two data items are identical (i.e., contain exactly the same data), they will

have the same identifier. (Note, of course, that this does not imply the

converse, i.e., that if two data items have the same identifier then they are

identical.)

(5) Given any data item, its identifier can be determined without reference or

access to anything else.

As a consequence of the above, if the data item changes, the identifier for the data

item should change (because it is the data in the data item that is used to determine the

identifier). But if something other than the data item changes (e. g., if some data in another

data item changes or if a file name of the data item or of another data item changes), then

the identifier should not change (because it is only the data in the data item that is used to

determine the identifier).

So, for example, if a data item were to be given an identifier (i.e., be identified or

named) based on something else (other than only the data in the data item) such as, say, a

file name of the data item, then that identifier would not depend on or be determined using
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"only the data in the data item." It may depend on the data in the data item, but it also

depends on the file name of the data item. So if the filename of the data item changes then

the identifier for the data item would change, even if the data in the data item did not change

at all.

To summarize, if a system determines an identifier using all of the data in a data item

as well as something els , then that system does m determine the identifier using gly the

data in the data item. 5

And, if a system determines an identifier using only some of the data in a data item,

even if it uses nothing else to determine the identifier, that system does n_ot determine the

identifier using Q the data in the data item.

And, if a system cannot determine an identifier for a data item without reference or

access to some other data, the system does Q determine the identifier using only the data in

the data item.

Using the present invention, a substantially unique identifier is determined for a data

item, regardless of any other names (identifiers) that data item may have. Further, the

substantially unique identifier is determined for the data item, regardless of any names

(identifiers) or the contents of any other data or data items.

Note that a data item may have other names, i.e., names other than the substantially

unique identifier. For example, a data item may be a data file and may have a data file

name given to it by a user. This file name is not part of the data item. The same data item

with a user file name may be known internally in the system by yet another name (e.g., an i-

node number in a Unix-like file system). This other name is also not part of the data item.

All the data in a file can be changed and its user-supplied and system filenames can stay the
same.

Suppose that two identical data items have different file names such as, for example,

"a.c" and "e.c". In a system such that of the presently claimed invention the two data items,

because they are identical, will have the same identifier.

10
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The Examiner continues to reject claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35 and 38-45

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by Gramlich.

The grounds for this rejection are respectfully traversed.

The factual determination of anticipation requires the disclosure in a single reference

of every element of the claimed invention. In re Spada, 911 F.2d 705, 15 USPQ2d 1655

(Fed. Cir. 1990) In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 15 USPQ2d 1566 (Fed. Cir. 1990), Diversitech

Corp. v. Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 USPQ2d 1315, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 51988),

Constant v. Advanced Micro-Devices, Inc., 848 F.2d 1560, 7 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed.

1988), Alco Standard Corp. v. TVA, 808 F.2d 1490, 1 USPQ2d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 1986), In re

Marshall, 578 F.2d 301, 198 USPQ 344 (CCPA 1978), In re Arkley, 455 F.2d 586, 172

USPQ 524 (CCPA 1972). Anticipation requires that all of the elements and limitations of

the claim are found within a single prior art reference. Carella v. Starlight Archery and Pro

Line Co., 804 F.2d 135, 138, 231 USPQ 644, 646 (Fed. Cir. 1986), RCA Corp. v. Applied

Digital Data Systems, Inc., 730 F.2d 1440, 1444, 221 USPQ 385, 388 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

"@r_a prior art reference to anticipate in terms of 35 U.S.C. 102, eveg element of the

claimed invention must be identically shown in a single reference." Diversitech Corp. v.

Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 USPQ2d 1315, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 1988), emphasis

added. Anticipation under section 102 is established only when a single prior art reference

expressly describes or inherently contains each element of a claimed invention functioning in

substantially the same way to produce substantially the same result. Tate Engineering, Inc.

v. United States, 477 F.2d 1336, 1342, 178 USPQ 365 (Ct. Claims 1973).

The Examiner must identify wherein each and every facet of the claimed invention is

disclosed in the applied reference. Lindemann Maschinenfabrik v. American Hoist and

Derrick, 730 F.2d 1452, 221 USPQ 481 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

If prior art reference lacks an element of a claim at issue, the reference cannot

anticipate. Carman Indus., Inc. v. Wahl, 724 F.2d 932, 938 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

11
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Of the claims rejected under Section 102, claims 1, 30, 35 and 38 and are

independent. Applicants respectfully submit that Gramlich lacks elements recited in the

claims and therefore Gramlich does not anticipate the claimed invention. In particular, as to

claim 1, Gramlich lacks at least the claimed identity and existence means; as to claim 30,

Gramlich lacks at least the claimed "detennining" and "accessing;" as to claim 35, Gramlich

lacks at least the claimed "determining a substantially unique identifier" and the "making and

maintaining a set of identifiers;" and as to claim 38, Gramlich lacks at least the claimed

"determining," and the "requesting."

Since Gramlich lacks at least these elements of the independent claims, Gramlich

cannot anticipate the independent claims. And since Gramlich does not and cannot anticipate

the independent claims, he cannot and does not anticipate the dependent claims.
So, what does Gramlich do?

As discussed in applicants’ earlier response, Gramlich has two kinds of files, source

files and database component files. "Each database component file contains information

regarding the text contained in one source file." Gramlich, col. 3, lines 4~5. Also, "A

database component file is created for each source file." Gramlich, col. 5, lines 66-67.

Gramlich’s source files contain computer program source code, and his database

component files contain information about the textual words (symbols) in the source files.

For each textual word . . . [in a source file], an entry in the
database component file is provided containing symbol
information . . . [comprising] the symbol name, symbol type
and line number in the source file where the symbol is located.

Gramlich, col. 3, lines 8-13.

Gramlich determines the name of the database component file using two things.

First, Gramlich includes the source code file name in the database component file name gd

then Gramlich includes a hash value to make up the rest of the database component file
name .
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Thus, Gramlich determines a name of one data item (the database component file)

a) the name of a different data item (the source code file), and (b) a hash value.
Note that Gram1ich’s source files are not identical to his database component files.

However, even if they were identical, Gramlich would still not use only the data in the data

it_em since he also uses the source filename to determine the database component file name.
Since, in Gramlich, the name of the different data item (the name of the source code

using (

file) is concatenated to the hash and is not part of the data in the data item (i.e., it is not part
of the database component file), Gramlich does not determine the name of the data item

using only the data in the data item as claimed.

That is, as to claim 1, Gramlich lacks the claimed identity means

for determining . . . a substantially unique identifier,
said identifier being determined using and depending on all of
the data in the data item and only the data in the data item.

In Gramlich the identifier is determined (a) using the data in another data item (the

source file) and (b) using data other than the data in the data item (the name of the source

file).

Similarly, as to the method claims 30, 35 and 38 (and their dependents), Gramlich
does not teach or in any way suggest the claimed:

determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,
said identifier being determined using and depending on all of
the data in the data item and only the data in the data item.

Accordingly, Gramlich lacks at least one claimed element and therefore cannot

anticipate any of these claims or their dependents.
Still further, Gramlich lacks the property that two identical data items in the system

will have the same identifier. Consider the example noted above (at page 10), of two

identical data items have different file names such as, for example, "a.c“ and "e.c".

Gramlich teaches (Fig. 2 and its corresponding description) that the database component files

corresponding to the files (data items) named "a.c" and "e.c" will have names "a.c.*.bd" and

13
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"e.c.*.bd", where "*" is some hash value. That is, even if the contents of files "a.c" and

"b.c" are identical, in Gramlich they will cause different file names to be generated for their

corresponding database component files. In a system such as that of the presently claimed

invention the two data items, designated "ac" and "b.c", if they are identical, will have the

same identifier, regardless of their user—given file names.

As well as the above, there are other elements of the claims which are not taught or

suggested by Gramlich. Some of these are discussed below:

Claim 2 depends from claim 1.

For example, further as to claim 2, there is nothing in Gramlich to teach or in any

A

way suggest the claimed "local existence means for determining whether an instance of a

particular data item is present at a particular location in the system, based on the identifier of

the data item." First, as noted above, Gramlich lacks the identifiers of the present invention.

Accordingly, there is no way that Gramlich could determineif an item is present using such

an identifier. Further, Gramlich has no notion of ''local'' or "location in the system," so he

cannot have any sort of "local existence means." Inasmuch as Gramlich determines whether

items are present, his decision is binary. That is, the item would either be there or not.

There is nothing in Gramlich about items "being present at a particular location. "

is depends from claim 2.

Similarly, as to claim 3, since Gramlich lacks the identifiers of this invention and he

lacks the local existence means, he must also lack such a means that "determines whether a

particular data item is present at a particular location in the system by examining the

identifiers of the plurality of data items at said particular location in the system."

C_lz1_'1g41 depends from claim 2.

And similarly as to claim 4, since Gramlich lacks the identifiers of this invention and

I he lacks the local existence means, he must also lack anything like the claimed data

associating means and the claimed access means. As recited in claim 4, the associating
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means makes and maintains, for a data item in the system, "an association between the data

item and the identifier of the data item."

To show, supposedly, where Gramlich teaches the data associating means the

Examiner refers to the following:

generating an index file for at least one database component file,
said index file comprising a listing of symbols and the name of
the database component file the symbol occurs in.

Gramlich, col. l7, lines 38-41 (this is a step in Gram1ich’s claim 2).

Gramlich does not associate a data item with the identifier of the data item, Gramlich

)

associates symbols '_u; a database component file with database component file names. That

is, Gramlich associates data in data items with file names.

For the access means of claim 4, the Examiner refers to the Gramlich, col. 14, lines

4550 (steps in Gram1ich’s claim 3). However, since Gramlich lacks the association. of the
present invention, he must also. lack the access means which uses the claimed association.

Claims 11 15 and 23 depend from claim 4.

Claim 11 recites an apparatus wherein "a location is a computer among a network of

 

computers," the apparatus having a requesting means which requests data items at a current

location from a remote location. In other words, in the invention of claim 11, the requesting

means requests data items at a current computer from a remote computer in a network of

computers.

Gramlich says nothing about a network of computers, and is silent about any kind of

requesting means.

The Examiner relies on Gramlich, col. 18, lines 20-21, supposedly to anticipate the

subject matter of claim ll. That portion of Gramlich, part of his claim 6, recites:

means for performing a query for at least one symbol
comprising:

means for reading the index file for the occurrence of the
symbol.

15
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Applicants fail to see anything in the cited portion of Gramlich (or anywhere else in

Gramlich) which teaches or suggests anything about a network of computers or about a

requesting means, as claimed, which requests an item from a remote location in such a

network. Gramlich is not about networks! Accordingly, Gramlich does not anticipate claim

11.

Claim 15 depends from claim 11 and is therefore also patentable over Gramlich.

Further, since Gramlich lacks any notion of a network of computers and of accessiiig data on

such network, he clearly lacks the claimed transparent access means "for accessing a data

item from one of several" computers among a network of computers.

Claim 23 depends from claim 11 and is therefore also patentable over Gramlich for

the reasons given above.

Claim 23 recites an apparatus which includes verifying means for verifying the

integrity of a data item obtained from the requesting means in response to providing the

requesting with a particular data identifier. The verifying means confirms that a data item

obtained from the requesting means is the same data item as the data item requested. The

verifying means invokes the identity means to determine the data identifier of the obtained

data item, then it compares determined data identifier with the particular (requested) data

identifier to verify the obtained data item.

Gramlich neither teaches nor suggests any such verifying means.

First, as noted above, there’s nothing in Gramlich about requesting or getting data

items over a network as recited in the claim.

Second, Gramlich does not teach or in any way suggest verifying a data item by

determining its identifier. In fact, other than Gramlich’s statement that "[i]t is an object . . .

to provide a means for checking the integrity of the database with the current version of the

source file," Gramlich, col. 2, lines 29-32, Gramlich provides no teaching at all about

verifying integrity. What Gramlich seems to do is to check whether a database component

file in the database matches the current version of the source file. And the reason he has to

16
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do this is precisely because he does not have the same naming scheme as the present

invention. For if Gramlich generated the name of a file using all of the data in the file and

only the data in the file then the name of the file would be an indication of which file to use!

It is because Gramlich uses only some of the information in the file and because he uses

other information external to the file and because he uses all of this to name another file that

he has to do the kind of verification he talks about.

In this invention on the other hand, the verification checks that a particular data item

obtained is in fact the requested data item. It may be that the wrong data item was sent, that

the wrong data item as received or simply that the data item got corrupted while being sent

or received. In any case, once a data item is obtained, the system can determine the

identifier of the received data item and check that the identifier matches the one requested.

Gramlich does not do this.

Claim 12 depends from claim 2.

Gramlich’s file names are somewhat akin to the contextual names of the data items

referred to in claim 12. But, as stated repeatedly above, they are in no way like the

identifiers of this invention. The Examiner seems to want it both ways. If the identifiers of

this invention are the same as Gram1ich’s file names, then where does Gramlich teach

contextual names? Since Gramlich’s file names are like the contextual names of this

invention, there would be no reason for him to associate the contextual names with

themselves. Thus, as to claim 12, Gramlich is silent about the claimed context means and

referencing means.

Claims 13 and 14 depend from claim 12.

Gramlich lacks the assignment means of claim 13 and, since he also lacks the context

means, he cannot have any assignment means which invokes the context means. As to claim

14, Gramlich lacks at least the contextual name access means.

17
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Claim 18 depends from claim 1.

In some case, e.g., as recited in claim 18, at least some of the data items are

compound data items, each compound data item including at least some component data

items in a fixed sequence. Here the "identity means determines the identifier of a compound
data item based on each component data item of the compound data item."

Gramlich has absolutely no notion of identifying (naming) compound data items. All

that Gramlich teaches is source files, database component files, and tile directories;
Directories are the only compound data items in Gramlich, and he has no notion at ‘all of

naming them. If anything, the directories are given arbitrary and random user-selected

names (such as "Project", "Source1" and "Source2" in Gramlich’s Figure 2). The Examiner

has shown nowhere in Gramlich where the naming of compound data items is either taught
or in any way suggested--let alone where a compound data item is named "based on each

component data item of the compound data item."

For claim 18 the Examiner simply says that the "limitations . . . have already been

discussed in the preceding paragraph." Applicants fail to see anywhere in the Action where

the limitations of claim 18 (or its dependent claims 19-22) are discussed.

Claim 19 depends from claim 18.

As noted, Gramlich does not teach anything about naming compound data items and

he has no notion of compound data items which "are files and said component data items are

segments," as recited in claim 19. And since he lacks the claimed segments, he does not and

cannot determine "the identifier of a file based on the identifier of each data segment of the

file." Again the Examiner has shown nowhere in Grarnlich where segments are taught,
where files are made up of segments, or where the names of tiles are determined based on
the segment names.

Claim 20 depends from claim 18.

As noted above, Gramlich does make use, in an unimportant or peripheral way, of

tile directories. However, as noted above, the directories in Gramlich are given arbitrary

18
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names by the user, and the names are not based on the contents of the directories. Gramlich

does not in any way teach or suggest naming a directory "based on each file and subordinate

directory within the given directory," as recited in claim 20.

Claim 22 depends from claim 18.

In some data processing systems, it is desirable to copy compound data items (e. g.,

compound files made up of segments or directories made up of other directories and files)

from one location to another in the system. Obviously there is some cost associatefl with

such copying and so it is desirable to avoid unnecessary copy operations. Accordingly, in

one aspect, as recited in claim 22, this invention provides for ''local existence means for

determining whether a particular data item is present at a particular location in the system,

based on the identifier of the data item." The invention of claim 22 fiuther recites

"compound copy means" which uses the local existence means to determine when and

whether to copy the components of a compound data item.

The only kind of compound data item in Gramlich is a file directory, and this item is

peripheral to Gramlich’s operation. Gramlich is completely silent about any sort of data item

copying, and neither teaches or suggests anything at all about copying compound data items.

Still further, there is nothing in Gramlich to teach or in any way suggest the claimed

compound copying means which only copies the components which are not present at the

destination location. The Examiner has given no indication of where in Gramlich this

conditional compound copying is supposedly taught.

Claim 25 depends from claim 3.

As noted above, Gramlich is silent as to the naming of compound data items.

Accordingly, he has no notion of the apparatus claimed in claim 25 "wherein the identity

means determines the identifier of a compound data item based on the identifier of each

component data item of the compound data item."

Claim 27 depends from "claim 25.

19
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And since Gramlich is silent about naming compound data items, he has no notion, as

recited in claim 27, of naming such compound data items as files where the component data

“" items are segments, and "wherein the identity means determines the identifier of a file based

on the identifier of each data segment of the file. "

Claim 28 depends from claim 25.

As noted above, Gramlich teaches nothing about copying any data, let alone about

copying compound data items. And he definitely says nothing about copying such data items

only if they are not present at their intended destination, as determined using their identifiers.

Claim 26 depends from claim 3.

Claim 26 recites a context associating means, a means for obtaining the identifier of a

data item and a logical copy means. As discussed above (at page 15 in the discussion of

claim 4), Gramlich does not have anything like the claimed context associating means.

Further, Gramlich lacks the claimed obtaining means and the claimed logical copy means.

The Examiner has shown nowhere in Gramlich where data item copying is taught or in any

way suggested.

Claim 29 depends from claims 1-28.

As to claim 29, there is nothing at all in Gramlich about database records, messages,

data segments, data bl0Cl(S, directories or instances of object classes.

Claims 31 and 32 depend from claim 30.

As noted above, Gramlich has no notion of associations between data items and

identifiers or of assimilation of new data items into a system.

Claims 39-45 are patentable for at least the reasons stated above.

Summgy

Applicants have shown that each of the rejected claims has at least one element which

is not disclosed in Gramlich. Applicants respectfully remind the Examiner that anticipation

under Section 102 requires that all of the elements and limitations of the claim be found

within a single prior art reference. Not only must the elements be shown, they must be

20
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identically shown. Diversitech Corp. v. Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 USPQ2d

1315, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

The Examiner has failed, as required by Lindemann Maschinenfabrik v. American

Hoist and Derrick, 730 F.2d 1452, 221 USPQ 481 (Fed. Cir. 1984), to identify wherein

each and every facet of the claimed invention is disclosed in the applied reference. This is,

of course, not surprising, since Gramlich does not teach or suggest the claimed invention.

In view of the above, applicants respectfully submit that Gramlich does not ariticipate

the presently claimed invention and withdrawal of this rejection is respectfully requested.

The Examiner continues to reject claims 5-10, 16, 17, 21, 33, 34, 36, 37 and 51-53

under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Gramlich in view of Konrad.

The grounds for this rejection are respectfully traversed.

First, as clearly shown above, claims 1 and 2 are patentable over Gramlich. In

particular, Gramlich lacks the identity means and the existence means of claim 1 and it

further lacks the local existence means of claim 2. Konrad does not overcome the

deficiencies in Gramlich, and therefore no proposed combination of Gramlich with Konrad,

inasmuch as such a combination is possible, would produce the invention of claims 1, 2 or

their dependents.

Similarly, as to claims 33 and 35, any proposed combination of Gramlich with

Konrad would lack at least the "determining a . . . unique identifier," and there is nothing in

Gramlich or Konrad about a data processing system "being one wherein data is identified by

a substantially unique identifier, said identifier being determined and depending on all of the

data in the data item and only the data in the data item, wherein two identical data items

~. have the same identifier, and wherein any data item in the system may be accessed using

only the identifier of the data item."

Konrad relates to a database backup and recovery system. More particularly, Konrad

relates to a database system which uses two almost parallel databases so that if one of the

databases becomes inaccessible then the other backup database can be used instead. The way

21
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that Konrad does this is to maintain an audit trail of all updates to his primary database. A

recovery processor continuously reads the audit information and updates the backup database

accordingly. Konrad, Abstract.

Konrad has nothing really to do with data backup other than making one backup copy

of an entire database.

Applicants respectfully submit that the claims are further patentable over the proposed

combination of Gramlich and Konrad for at least the following reasons. 2

gag; depends from claim 2.

In one aspect of this invention, as recited in claim 5, the invention includes

duplication means which copies data from a source to a destination in the data processing

system. lmponantly, the copying takes place by providing said destination with the data item

only if it is determined using the data identifier that the data item is not present at the

destination. Notably there are two features recited in the claim. First the data is only copied

if it is not present at the destination and second, the determination as to whether it is present

at the destination is made using the data identifier.

As noted repeatedly above, since neither Gramlich nor Konrad teach anything like the

identifier of the present invention, they do not and cannot determine the presence of a data

item at a location using such an identifier.

In particular, there is nothing in Konrad to teach or in any way suggest copying data

items at all, let alone copying from one place to another only if the data item is not present

at the second location.

The Examiner cites the following supposedly to support his rejection over Konrad:

Information relating to updates to the primary data base is saved
to intermediate storage in what is logically referred to as the
audit trail.

Konrad, col. 4, lines 48-51.

Backup database 48 is a copy of Primary Data Base 34 made at
a particular point in time.

22
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Konrad, col. 7, lines 37-39.

But the Examiner has shown nothing in Konrad to show the conditional copying of the

present invention which provides the "destination with the data item only if . . . the data item

is not present at the destination. “ And since Konrad does not do a conditional copy, there is
no way that he does it based on the identifier.

Claim 10 depends from claim 2.

In one aspect, such as recited in claim 10, this invention includes a "remote: existence

means for determining whether a data item is present at a remote location in the system. "

Konrad recommends storing his backup database at a remote location. Konrad, col. 5, lines

10-14. However, there is nothing in Konrad about determining whether a data item is

present at the remote location. All that Konrad does is use the entire database from the

remote location in the event of a crash of his primary database. In fact, not only does

Konrad not determine whether data is stored at the remote location, he acknowledges that the

databases are not synchronized and so, in the event that he has to use the backup database,

he has to synchronize it based on the audit trail. Konrad, col. 5, lines 15-29.

C_l21_'1r__r;§ depends from claim 4.

As recited in claim 6, the system includes "assimilation means for assirnilating a new

data item into the system." This is not taught in Konrad. The Examiner cites the following

from Konrad’s claim 1 (col. 14, lines 7—10) supposedly to support Konrad teaching the
assimilation means:

receiving transactions to process against the primary
database;

updating the primary database according to said
transaction.

Konrad relates to a database system. As such, the transactions could potentially include any

sort of standard database transactions such as deletion, insertion or update or records.

However, Konrad is silent about using any form of identity means to associate identifiers
with data items.

23
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Claims 7-9 depend from claim 4.

As recited in claim 7, this invention includes a duplication means which provides a

destination with a data item only if alocal existence means determines that no instance of the

data item is present at the destination. This determination is based on the identifier of the
data item.

Konrad neither teaches nor suggests any such conditional duplication. In fact Konrad

teaches no duplication. {

As to claim 8, there is nothing in Konrad to teach or in any way suggest the backup

means for making copies of data items in the system, the backup means maintaining a backup

record of identifiers of data items backed up, and invoking duplication means to copy only

those data items whose data identifiers are not recorded. in the backup record."

First, as already noted, Konrad lacks the claimed duplication means. The Examiner

relies simply on Konrad’s use of a backup database to show the backup means of this

invention. However, Konrad makes only one copy of the primary database and this copy is

not made conditionally "to copy only those items . . . not in the backup record."

Backup Data Base 48 is a copy of Primary Data Base 34 made
at a particular point in time.

Konrad, col. 7, lines 37-39.

Konrad copies the entire primary database and then tries to keep the copy in synch

with the primary using the audit trail. Konrad does not do any selective copying.

Claim 9 depends from claim 8 and further includes recovery means for retrieving a

data item previously backed up by the backup means. Konrad does not do backup or

retrieval. Konrad makes one backup copy of his primary database. Then, if the primary

database becomes inaccessible, he reverts to the backup database. He does not retrieve "a

' data item," he just uses the backup database. And, since he does not retrieve any items, he

does not and carmot do so based on the identifier of the data items.

Claim 21 depends from claim 11.

24
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In one aspect of this invention, as recited in claim 21, the invention includes means

for advertising a data item from a location in the system to at least one other location in the

system. Recall that, as recited in claim 11 from which claim 21 depends, a location is a

computer among a network of computers. The advertising means provides each of the other

locations (computers) with the data identifier of the data item. It provides the data item to

only those locations (computers) that request the data item in response to their getting the
data identifiers. {

Konrad teaches or suggests nothing about such advertising. There is absolutely
nothing in Konrad about sending identifiers from one location to another, let alone about the

second location then requesting a data item based on that sending.

The Examiner cites the following from Konrad, supposedly to show the advertising
means:

Depending upon the storage requirements of the Primary Data
Base 34, part or all of the data base may be loaded in the main
storage units . . . of Processing Complex 18 for quick access.

Konrad, col. 6, lines 44-47.

Applicants find nothing in the cited portion of Konrad or anywhere else in Konrad to

teach or suggest the claimed advertising means. All that the cited portion says is that if all

of the primary database can fit in memory then it is loaded there for quick access. There’s

nothing about providing other locations with identifiers of data items and nothing about
conditional providing of data items to locations only if the locations request the items. The

main storage of Konrad is passive in the sense that it makes no decisions as to what is stored
in it.

Claim 17 depends from claim 15.

The invention of claim 15 includes context means, context copy means and
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given the contextual name of the data item, by copying only the context association between

the contextual identifier and the data identifier from the source location to the destination

location. The transparent referencing means obtains a data item from one of several

locations the system given a contextual name for the data item. It invokes the context

association to determine the data identifier of a data item given a contextual name, and

invokes the transparent access means to access the data item from one of several locations

given the identifier of the data item. f

Konrad teaches none of the elements recited in claim 17. For one thing, Konrad does

not teach anything about getting a data item from anywhere, let alone from "one of several

locations . . . given a contextual name." Konrad only has two locations where data is

stored--the primary database and the backup database. He only uses the backup database if

the primary database fails. And he doesn’t use either database to ‘get data based on a

contextual name, let alone using the identifier of a data item.

Claims 16, 33, 34, 36, 37 and 51-53 are patentable for at least the reasons stated

above.

Accordingly, withdrawal of this rejection is respectfully requested.

Comment on Examiner’s Remarks

In response to applicants’ Amendment of March 12, 1997, the Examiner stated that:

applicants seem to be arguing that Gramlich’s identifiers depend
only on the source files and not on the database files.

Therefore, they cannot depend on only and all of the data in the
data items, as required by the applicant’s claims.

Paper of 5/30/97, pg. 8.

No! Applicants never said or meant to say that "Gramlich’s identifiers depend only

on the source files." Applicants never said this because its not true. Gramlich’s identifiers

depends on some of the contents of the source files and on the names of the source files.

And, with the claims amended to clarify that in this invention the identifiers are

determined using the data in the data items, this further distinguishes over Gramlich.

26
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The Examiner is missing a fundamental point. Gramlich has two kinds of files (data

items) that are of interest here. The first kind are source files which the user names, e.g.,

"e.c". The second type of files (data items) are database component files which the system

names. The database component file names are derived from some of the contents of a

source file and from the name of the source file. So, Gramlich has an identifier, a database

component file name, which is not and cannot be determined from only the database

component file. That is, Gramlich’s identifier is not and cannot be determined from the data

igm.

Applicants note, however, that even if Gramlich’s database file names did depend on

the data in the database files (which they do not), and even if they depended on all of the

data in the database files (which they do not), they would still not depend on flly the data in

the database files. Gramlich’s database file names are formed from some of the contents of a

source file Q from the name of the source file.

Preferably, the name of the [database component] file is

generated by computing a hash value from the sum of the
contents of the [source] file and concatenating the hash value to
the name of the [source] file.

Gramlich, col. 2, lines 52-55.

Gramlich generates a name for a database component file (one file) from some of the

data in a source file (another, different file), along with the name of the source file (the

other, different file).

Thus, even if Gramlich did use the contents of the database component file to give

that file its name, which he clearly does not, the database component file name would still be

formed using some other information obtained from some other place. Specifically, the file

V name would be formed using the file name of another file. So Gramlich does not use E

the data in the data item to name a data item. Arguably he may use some of the data in the

data item, and then only because that data happens to be the same as data in the source file

from which the name is actually derived.
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The Examiner further states that

Gramlich details a unique name that is dependent upon the
contents of the data items such that the unique names ‘of the
corresponding database files change when the contents of the
source file change.

Paper of 5/30/97, pg. 8, emphasis added.

However, it is irrelevant that the data base file name id change when the contents

of the source file change. That is not what is claimed. The claims recite that the data item’s

identifier is dependent "on all of the data in the data item and only the data in the data item."

This is just not the case in Gramlich. As repeatedly noted, in Gramlich the identifier is not

dependent on all of the data and its not dependent on only the data.

The Examiner goes on to say that

applicant’s attempt to completely separate the source files from
the database files is improper. The source files are rather
computer codes for the database files. One of ordinary skill in
the art would never separate the two. The ordinary skilled
artisan would realize that source files can be used as back ups
when the database files are defective. Since each source file is

used to generate a corresponding database file, the unique name
to a source file is therefore the same to the corresponding
database file (DB files cannot exist without source files). Thus,

it would be redundant for Gramlich to specify unique identifiers
for the source files and additional ones for the database files

since unique identifiers for source files are inherently the same
identifiers for the database files. Therefore, Grarnlich’s unique
names do depend on only and all of the data in the data items.

Paper of 5/30/97, pg. 8.

There are a ‘number of things wrong with the above.

First, it is irrelevant whether or not the source or database files would be stored

separately. The issue is that each of them is a separate data item, and each of them has a

name, and for neither of them is the name dependent on all of the data and only the data in

the file.
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As to the Examiner’s assertion that "[o]ne of ordinary skill in the art would never

separate the two," why does Gramlich say that there is "a need to insure [sic] that the

database component files . . . match the current version of the source files." Gramlich, col.

2, lines 3-6? Precisely because the files get out of synch. In fact, the whole reason for

Gramlich’s naming scheme is to be able to match source files with their corresponding

database component files. If, as the Examiner would have it, the files were never separate,

then there would be no reason to have a special naming scheme. 3

Applicants question the Examiner’s statement that "the unique name to a source file is

therefore the same to the corresponding database file." Likewise, when the Examiner says

"it would be redundant for Gramlich to specify unique identifiers for the source files and

additional ones for the database files since unique identifiers for source files are inherently

the same identifiers for the database files." Gramlich’s source file name is not the same as

the correspondingqdatabase file name. So what is the Examiner saying? That the database

component file name includes the source file name? Well this is what applicants have been

arguing. The database file name is determined from something other than the contents of the

database file.

Applicants submit herewith corrected PTO Forms 1449 providing publication

dates for all the documents cited in the Information Disclosure Statements and thank the

Examiner for pointing out this omission.
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Applicants respectfully submit that this application is in condition for

allowance, and an early Action allowing the claims is solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN DARBY & CUSHMAN

INTELLECTU PROPERTY GROUP OF

PILLSBURY DISON & S TRO, .L.P.
 

  
 

Dale’S. Lazar ’

Reg. No. 28,872
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202)822-0944

DSL:BXS:pgd K
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000213987
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Unfit
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Otlico

Address‘ COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington. DC. 20231

 
Q i\lI‘! L2 Li Hlil iii N

=.. 2‘-”a‘-r"E7i\ll..il7. l‘~ll*§

 
DATE Fxtl,lSiLED:

Below Is a communication from the EXAMINER In charge of this application

COMMISSIONER OF PA TENTS AND THADEMARKS

ADVISORY ACTION

QT THE PERIOD FOR RESPONSE:
 

3) K is extended to run or continues to run_ from the date of the final rejection

b) D expires three months from the date of the final rejection or as of the mailing date of this Advisory Action. whichever is later. in no
event however. will the statutory period for the response expire later than six months from the date of the final rejection.

Any extension of time must be obtained by filing a petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a), the proposed response and the appropriate fee.
The date on which the response. the petition . and the fee have been filed is the date of the response and also the date for the
purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. Any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR
1.17 will be calculated from the date of the originally set shortened statutory period for response or as set forth in}b) above.

[3 Appellant's Brief is due in accordance with 37 CFR 1.192(a).

ea’ Applicant's response to the final rejection. filed 8 27 7 has been considered with the following effect. but it is not deemedto place the application in condition for allowance:

1. flThe proposed amendments to the claim and /or specification will not be entered and the final rejection stands because:

afi'There is no convincing showing under 37 CFPI 1.1 16(b) why the proposed amendment is necessary and was not earlierpresented.

b.B’They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search. (See Note).
c. D They raise the issue of new matter. (See Note).

cl. D They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or slmplilying the issues forappeal.

e. [:I They present additional claims without cancelling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

 
2. E] Newly proposed or amended claims would be allowed if submitted in a separately filed amendment cancellingthe non-allowable claims.

3. K Upon the filing an appeal. the proposed amendment D will be entered Kwill not be entered and the status of the claims willbe as follows:

Claims allowed:

Claims objected to:

Claims rejected: _/Ltfif)
However;

 

D Applicant's response has overcome the following rejection(s):

4. D The affidavit, exhibit or request for reconsideration has been considered but does not overcome the rejection because

presented.

5. D The affidavit or exhibit will not be considered because applicant has not shown good and sufficent reasonsw earlie
D The proposed drawing correction [3 has [3 has not been approved by the examiner.
El Other

 .1:
r‘ (K( 2

  
 '‘if'w~ «

.. u » r
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G 9&3 l 7 tfi
IN THE ’4!liTED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK (n‘riUE '

t’

In re Patent ' iicgiofi Group Ari Unit: 2307
of Inventor s) ’ Examiner: HOMEFIE, J.
Appln. No 425,160 Atty. Dkt. 213987

Serial No. 4* Old M#

Filed: Apri (Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975)
(Our Order No. 7018 213987

Title: IDENTIFYING DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM C# Old M#

Date: October 24, 1997
PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME FOR COPENDENCY

Hon. Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231  
ir: ,.~S ,

Applicant hereby petitions to extend the life of this application to and through at least the above dates so as to copend
with a continuing application. The requisite extension fee is enclosed.
1. The original due date in the subject application was AUGU§i 30 1997

Large/Small
Enti 
 
 

2. Extension fee required

   
 

  

   

 

 
  

4 mos)
3. Enter any previous extension fee gajg since last Action .................................... ..subtract1_
4. CHECK ATTACHED FOR FEE or
5. [___l "Small entity" verified statement filed: [___I herewith. >14 previously.

Please charge any mission or inadequate fee re this petition to our Deposit Account/Order Nos. shown in the heading
hereof for which purpose a duplicate copy of this sheet is attached:

  

Cushman Darby & Cushman
Intellectual Property Group of

Pillsbury Madison & ltro LLP "1100 New York Avenue, N.W. By: Atty: Dale S.,,_.;__ 7 /Reg No. 28872
Ninth Floor, East Tower " ' ' '5 '

Washington. D.C. 20005-3918 Sig: . : (202) 822-0944
Tel: (202) 861-3000 Tel: (202)861-3527
DSL/pgd

NOTE: This paper must be headed in the parent application of, and filed in duplicate and separately
from, Rule 60, 62. continuation, division or CIP papers, with se arate PT recei t CDC- 3

' /31/1997 EKIIRTZ 00000019 08425160
I-'C:,216 aoo,oo up

 

CDC-111 10/97
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UNITED STATES OEPAIITMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent: and Trademark Office

Address : COMMISSIONER DF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKSWashington. Dc. 20231

NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT

This application is abandoned In view of:
5 4 7

1§ppllcant's failure to respond to the Office letter. mailed ii /‘T
2. ppi|cant’s letter of express abandonment which is In compliance with 37 C.F.Fl. 1.138.
3. Cl App|lcant’s failure to timely file the response received within the period setIn the Office letter.

 

4. Ci App||cant’s failure to pay the required Issue fee within the statutory period of 3 months from the
mailing date of of the Notice of Allowance.
III The issue fee was received on _

 

III The Issue fee has not been received in Allowed Files Branch as of 

in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 151. and under the provisions of 37 C.F.R. 1.316(b), appIicant(s) may
petition the Commissioner to accept the delayed payment of the issue fee If the delay in payment
was unavoidable. The petition must be accompanied by the issue fee, unless it has been previously
submitted. in the amount specified by 37 C.F.R. 1.17 (I), and a verified showing as to the causes ofthe delay.

If appiicant(s) never received the Notice of Allowance, a petition for a new Notice of Allowance and
withdrawal of the holding of abandonment may be appropriate in view of Delgar inc. v. Schuyler,172 U.S.P.Q. 513.

5. Cl Applicant's failure to timely correct the drawings and/or submit new or substitute formal drawings byas required In the last Office action.
Ci The corrected and/or substitute drawings were received on

6. KThe reasonis) below.

flu aw:/fcanfi /hi/c 6i1Jm1ci.oru,r¢L +”l;5 "/’/5/’.‘“‘L”.°” ‘En IQWY‘ 0f
Pm, s/N osz/%o,o79. I

 

 

/4/;y4/
' E AMSBUFIY

PR|MX¥ié{YI§ATENT EXAMINERPTO-I432 (REV. 5«B3)
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6955 , _

H“ ne79"snsn79"°
flL|!flfllfl|[Jfl|J|l|||l||||||||

PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO. __________,______

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FEE RECORD SHEET

Ragga? KHIIRLIBB MOMS! Oflfifiggaa ?‘
°‘% °:‘as‘.M» 9

PTO-1556

(5/37)
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AMENDMENTC

«,- ~ K,

Application or Docket Number

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Effective October 1, 1997

CLAIMS As FILED - PART I SMALL EN ITY omen THAN
(Column 1) (Column 2) TYPE OR SMALL ENTITY

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRAX, . ,

' ' 1TOTAL CLAIMS

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

  
' II the dlllerenoe In oolunn 1 Is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2

 
CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II on-[En THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA

AMENDMENT PAID Fon

1m1—

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

RATE

OHI
ORH
or-

  
AMENDMENTA

TOTAL
AD DIT. FE E

TOTAL
OR

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) ADD” FEE
CLAIMS ’ HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER
AFTER

AMENDMENT

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

RATE

on -

TOTAL
OR ADDIT. FEE

  AMENDMENTB
TOTAL

(Column 1) tfiolumn 2) (Column 3) ADD'T' FEE
HIGHEST

‘ NUMBER PRESENT
I PREVIOUSLY EXTRA

. PAID FOR

_W_1
_MiZ

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

" If the entry In oolumn is less than the entry In column 2, write “o' in column 3.

OR +270:

TOTAL TOTAL A .
"' If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20.' OR -
”"If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter "3." ADD”-' FEE ADD'T' FEE ' ‘

The “Highest Number Previously Paid For‘ [Total or Independent) is the highest number found In the appropriate box In column 1.

F°RM PT°'575 IE9“ 3/973 'u.s. Government Prlnnng Otllcez 1997 - 430-571/69194 fig‘, '1 5' Pa 9 e of ROE

RATE  
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Page 1 of 4
PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK APPLICATION
OFFICE

RE UEST FOR FILE WRAPPER CONTINUING APPLICATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.62
(RULE 62)

For Design or Utiliy Applications BOX FWC

R Hon. Commissioner of Patents Prior Application:
and Trademarks Group Art Unit: 2307

Washington, D.C. 20231 Examiner: HOMERE, J.
Atty Dkt: 243063/

Sir: new M#//Client Ref.
(Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975

This is a RULE 62 REQUEST forfiling from (Our Order No. 7018/243063
prior copending parent Application No. 08/425 160 ,a C# / new M#

series code ‘0 1} serial no. Date: October 24, 1997

 LGNZIUIllll.'lLl'l.l"lll'll’
 
 

 

  

E] divisional

El continuation (Exr. NOTE: any election in parent as to species/restriction requirement: 9%E is carried over with traverse (|:] is not carried over)

I:] continuation-in-part without new Declaration (Rule 62(d)) [:1 without fee fl
I:] continuation-in-part (with new Declaration attached hereto) K} q444 0
The parent was filed on April 11 1995 , entitled DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING

SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE ‘etc.

by the following named inventor(s) who is/are the same as, E] less than all of (see Item 17),
III more than for CIP onl , those named in that arentalication:

IE_FARBER
First Middle Initial Famil Name

E_U-S-ACi State/Foreln Count Coun of Citizenshi

Post Office Address 202E N. Carillo Rd., O'ai, CA 93023

fl (include Zip Code 93023

I_LACHMAN
First Middle Initial Famil Name

Northbrook V V V A A I_
Ci State/Foreln Count Count of Citizenshl

Post Office Address 3140 Whisen/voods Court, Northbrook, II. 60062 ‘
include Zip Code 60062

"<3 Inventor— 
trst , - Middle Initial Fami Name -

G . .

 

 
  
 

 F

 _

 _

T 
First Middle initial Famil Name

 —

Pst office Address 
‘R

‘j 
, First Middle Initial Famil Name

ResidenceTR—
0‘ State/Forein Count Coun at Citizenshi

Post Office Address 
include 2i Code —

NOTE: FOR ADDITIONAL INVENTORS, check box El and attach sheet (CDC-110A) with same information with
same information for each inventor starting with inventor No. 6 and number new page 1A.

CDC-11010/97
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Page 2 of 4

1. Requirement of Rule 62: Rule 62 filings are to be used only when the issue fee has not been paid (except as
noted below) in the above-identified prior application nor that application abandoned or its proceedings
terminated. This Rule 62 filing will be considered by the PTO as an express abandonment of that prior
application flq_eptM1e_n this Rule 62 filing is pursuant to Rule 313(b)(5), i.e., when the issue has been paid in
the prior application and a petition filed to abandon that application to permit an IDS to be considered in this
Rule 62 application. (Note: 37 CFR 1.53 (Rule 53) may be used for continuations and divisions where the prior
application is not to be abandoned.)

2. I:I The issue fee has been paid in the parent, but this Rule 62 Request follows a Rule 313(b)(5)
petition, and per 1138 OG 40 waiver is respectively requested of that part of Rule 62 which
prohibits use of the rules to file an FWC after payment of the issue fee.

3. I:I Priority is claimed under 35 U.S.C. 119/365 based on filing in of:
(country)

Application No. Filing Date Application No. Filing Date

(1) ___j__ (4)
(2) ___j_ (5)
(3) (6)

 
 

  W W
a. [I (No.) Certified copy/copies attached.

b. E] Certified copy/copies previously filed on 4 in prior
U.S. Application No. I , filed on '

seres pode 1) 1) serial no.
c. E] Certified copy/copiesfiled during International stage of PCT/ / .
d. E] Priority is also claimed from PCT/ /. filed

 .ajj

 .

IZ The prior application is assigned of record to KINETECH, INC. by Assignment recorded JUNE 23, 1995Reel 7593 Frame 0036.

I:I Attached is an assignment Cover Sheet.
Please return tlge recorded Assignment to the undersigned.

IZ The power of attorney in the prior application is to Dale S. Lazar, Reg. No. 28872

(Name. Reg. No.) 1}

|:I Recognize as associate attorney

(Name and Reg. No.; Address as in item 8 unless otherwise indicated) 1}

Address all future communications to Cushman Darby & Cushman, Intellectual Property Group of Pillsbury
Madison & Sutro LLP, Ninth Floor, East Tower
1100 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005-3918

 
IX Amend the specification by inserting before the fi ' ' ce of any com arable ins rt

requested in any prior application) the sentence: — This is a

El continuation-in-part (CIP) IX continuation El division

of application No. 08/425,160 , filed on April 11, 1995 . which was
series code 0 0 g|;i_eJ__r)9_.

d u on the filing hereof .

10. IX] (No.) Verified Statement(s) establishing “small entity” status under Rules 9 and 27
a. IZ filed in above prior application (and hence applicable hereto)
b. [I attached.

.

6’ .

// “— ccc-11010/97
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Page 3 cf 4

11. Requirement of Rule 62: it is understood that secrecy under 35 U.S.C. 122 is hereby waived to the extent
that if information or access is available to any one of the applications in the file wrapper of a 87 CFR 1.62
application, be it either this application or a prior application in the same file wrapper, the Patent and Trademark
Office may provide similar information or access to all the other applications in the same file wrapper.

12. Petition to extend the life of the above prior application to at least the date hereof

NOTE: (gig box) is being concurrently filed in that prior application (Use From CDC-111).
(must be) III was previously filed in that prior application (Check length of prior extension).
(X‘d) I:I is not necessary for cogendency (Double check before X’ing this box).

13. IE Please enterthe amendment previously filed on AUGUST 29, 1997
but unentered in the above prior application.

14. I:l Attached: sheet(s) per set of drawing of Figgs) :
El 1 set informal; I:I formal of size: I:I A4 I] 11”

15. El PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT to be entered before fee calculation (Do n_ot make amendments here
except cancellation of whole claims or multiple dependencies for purpose of reducing the filing fee per
MPEP §§ 506 and 607; do Q cancel all claims.):

16. El Attached is a Rule 103(a) Petition to suspend action
I

17. Petition is hereby made requesting deletion as inventor(s) of the following who is/are not inventor(s) of the
invention being claimed in this Rule 62 application:

1. 2.
4.
 
 

‘ 18. III This Rule 62 application is a continuation-in-pal: which discloses and claims additional matter and the
amendments in attached Amendment are to be considered an integral part of the CIP ab initio.

a. III New Declaration is attached.

b. I:I This application is also filed under Rule 62(d) (without a Declaration) and hence filing fee is not enclosed.FILING FEE
THE FOLLOWlNG F|LlNG FEE IS BASED ON THE CLAIMS

EX|STlNG lN THE PRlOR APPLICATION AS AMENDED A 1 AND 15 AB VE 

 

 
 

 
 

Fee
Code

106/26
101/201

   19. Basic Filing Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Design Application
$790/$395 +395

 
20. Not Desin A lication

21. Total Effective Ciaims x $22/$11 .
(Bass this it on claims aaamaudm to eltect CIP it this is a Rule 62(d) completion)

22.. indeendent claims Mx $82/$41  
 

  
  

23. if flggroger multiple dependent claim (ignore improper) is present. $270/$135 +135Leave this line _, if this is a rssue a lication
24. TOTAL FILING FEE = $1705

25. if “assinment" box 5 is X’d. add recordin fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W
25. if “etition" box 16 above is X’d add etition fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $130

 

      
  

 (carry forward to line 36)

  
 

CDC-11010197
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28. El Preliminary Amendment afiached (to be entered after assigning Appln. No.).
(Do NOT X box 28 or 29 for ClP Amendment. See box 18)

29. CI The following PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT is to be entered after assigning Appln. No.:

30. El ATTACHED:

ADDITIONAL FEE CALCULATION FOR
PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

PER BOXES 28/29

Claims Highest
remaining number
after previously Present Additional
amendment paid for Extra Fee

Larce/Small Entig 1- Fil d

32. Total Effective Claims 97 minus ** 97 = * 0 x $22/$11 = $ 0 (103/203)

33. independent Claims 11 minus “* 11 = * 0 x $82/$41 = + 0 (102/202)

34. if amendment enters proper multiple dependent claim(s) into this application for the
first time, add . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$270/$135(per application) + 0 (104/204)

35. ADDITIONAL FEE $ 0

36. gig FEE from item 27 on page 3 + 1705

37. TOTAL FEE ATTACHED $ 1705

33. ‘It the entry in the first space is less than an entry In the middle space, the ‘Present Extra" result is “O”

39. “If the ‘Highest number previously paid lor‘ (see Item 21 above) is less than 20, write "20’ In this space

40. It the “Highest number previously paid for" (see item 22 above) is less titan 3, write “3" in this space

C|;lABGE STATEMENT: The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter. or any missing or insuffictentfee(s) filed. or asserted to be
filed, orwhlch should have been filed herewith or conoeming any paper flied hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18( iHOW or
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Ofllclal document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment. to our Accountlordar Nos. shown in the heading hereof tor which
purpose a dumigatg copy of this sheet is attached. This CHARGE STATEMENT (l_oe§_ n_ot guthorlge charge of the §su_e Q untlllunless an Issue tee transmittal form isflied.

 

Cushman Darby & Cu "man
intellectual Property rou -
Pillsbury Mad'son :

1100 New York Avenue, N.W. By: Atty:
Ninth Floor East Tower Vi :

Washington, D.c. 20005-3918 Sig: ' / Fax: (202) 822-0944
Tel: (202) 861-3000 ' Tel: (202) 861-3527
DSL/pgd

Reg. No. 28872

NOTE: No: 1: File this Request in duplicate with 2 postcard receipts (CDC-103) & attachments
NOTE: No: 2: is extension in parent necessary for copendency? DOUBLE CHECK item 12 above.

CDC-11010/97
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICA,'JZI€9N~e -

//Q l .
 

 
 

FARBER, et al Group Art Unit: 2307

Appln. No. 08/425“ Examiner: HOMBRE, J.
 La

 

Filed: April 11, 199%, A-:<}7
\(¢ 1. mx\. I _l g\§\;x

For: DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING SUBSTANTIALLY 2/ /02
UNIQUE IDENYYFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA ITEMS, ;
WHEREBY IDENTICAL DATA ITEMS HAVE THE SAME £ /2

IDENTIFIER (As amended) ' W/
August 29, 1997

<'- u 3

lv 1 _ ‘;

ANIENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR 1.116 :3 ’~?
2 : )v

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C., 20231

Sir:

Please amend this application as follows:

 
In the Claims:

 *

1 1. (Twice Amended) In a data processing system, an apparatus comprising:

2 identity means for determining, for any of a plurality of data items present

3 in the system, a substantially unique identifier, [said] Q1; identifier being
4 determined using and depending on all of the data in the data item and only [on]

GO -1015-Pa e258 of335
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APPLICATION of FARBER, et al
Serial No. 08/425,160

\ 5 the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in the system will have
Q 6  ;and

7 existence means for determining whether a particular data item is present

 
 
 

8 in the system, by examining the identifiers of the plurality of data items.

 

1 23. (Amended) An apparatus as in claim 11, further comprising:

2 means for verifying the integrity _o_f a data item obtained from [said] the

/V 3 requesting means in response to providing [said] mg requesting with a particular
4 data identifier, to confirm that the data item obtained from the requesting means is

5 the same data item as the data item requested, [said] me verifying means invoking

6 [said] the identity means to determine the data identifier of the obtained data item,

7 and comparing [said] ti; determined data identifier with [said] E particular data

8 identifier to verify [said] Q; obtained data item.

1 30. (Three times amended) A method of identifying a data item present in

2 a data processing system for subsequent access to the data item, the method

I I? 3 comprising:
( 4 determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said] me

5 identifier depending on mg being determined using all of the data in the data item

6 and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in the

7 system will have the same identifier; and

8 accessing a data item in th ’ the identifier of the data item.

1 33. (Twice Amended) A method for duplicating a given data item present/1

[f (f 2 at a source location to a destination location in a data processing system, the
3 method comprising:

2

‘/4
GO -1015-Pa e 259 of 335
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APPLICATION of FARBER, et al
Serial No. 08/425,160

4 determining a substantially unique identifier for the given-data item, [said]

5 Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data

6 item and only [on] the data in the data item. wherebv two identical data items in

7 the system will have the same identifier;

3 determining, using [said] Q data identifier, whether [said] Q data item is

9 present at [said] Q destination location; and

10 based on [said] Q determining whether the data item is present, profviding

11 [said] Q destination location with [said] Q data item only if [said] Q data item

12 is not present at [said] Q destination.

1 34. (Twice Amended) A method as in claim 33, wherein [said] Q given

2 data item is a compound data item having a plurality of component data items, the

3 method further comprising:

4 for each data item of [said] Q component data items,

5 obtaining the component data identifier of the data item by

s determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said] Q

7 identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the

a data item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two identical

9 data items in the system will have the same identifier;

10 determining, using [said] Q obtained component data

11 identifier, whether [said] Q data item is present at [said] Q destination;
12 and

L/ GO -1015-Pa e 260 of 335
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APPLICATION of FARBER, et al
Serial No. 08/425,160

13 based on [said] Q determining, providing [said] _t_h_§

14 destination with [said] fie data item only if [said] E data item is not

15 present at [said] mg destination. ’

1 35. (Twice Amended) A method for determining whether a particular data

2 item is present in a data processing system, the method comprising:

3 (A) for each data item of a plurality of data items present in the system,

4 (i) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,

5 [said] Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of the

6 data in the data item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two

7 identical data items in the system will have the same identifier; and

3 (ii) making and maintaining a set of identifiers of [said] Q

9 plurality of data items; and

10 (B) for the particular data item,

11 (i) determining a particular substantially unique identifier for the

12 data item, [said] E identifier depending on and being determined using all

13 of the data in the data item and only [on] the data in the data item,

14 whereby two identical data items in the system will have the same

15 identifier; and

16 (ii) determining whether [said] Q particular identifier is in [said]

17 E set of data items.

1 36. (Twice Amended) A method of backing up, of a plurality of data items

2 present in a data processing system, data items modified since a previous backup

3 time in the data processing system, the method comprising:

4
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4 (A) maintaining a backup record of identifiers of data items backed up
5 at the previous backup time; and

6 (B) for each of [said] LL plurality of data items present in the data

/ 7 processing system,
\6 3 (i) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,

9 [said] t_h§ identifier depending on and being determined using all of

10 the data in the data item and only [on] the data in the data item;

11 whereby two identical data items in the system will have the same
12 iL1t£'1e_r;

13 (ii) determining those data items of the plurality of data items

whose identifiers are not in the backup record; and

15 (iii) based on [said] Q9 determining, copying only those data items

16 whose data identities are not recorded in the backup record.
 

1 38. (Twice Amended) A method of locating a particular data item at a

2 location in a data processing system, the method comprising:

3 (A) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said]

4 me identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in

5 the data item and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two

<0 6 identical data items in the system will have the same identifier;
7 (B) requesting the particular data item by sending the data identifier of the

a data item from the requestor location to at least one location of a plurality

9 of provider locations in the system; and

10 (C) on at least some of [said] E provider locations,

11 (a) for each data item of a plurality of data items at [said] the

12 provider locations,

5
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13 (i) determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,

14 [said] Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of

15 the data in the data item and only on the data in the data item,

16 whereby two identical data items in the system will have the same

17 identifier; and

13 (ii) making and maintaining a set of identifiers of data items,

19 (b) determining, based on [said] Q set of identifiers, whether the

20 data item corresponding tothe requested data identifier is present at

21 [said] Q provider location; and

22 (c) based on [said] Q determining, when [said] Q provider

23 location determines that the particular data item is present at the

24 provider location, notifying [said] Q requestor that the provider

25 has a copy of the given data item.

1 40. (Twice Amended) A method of locating a particular data item among a

2 plurality of locations, each of [said] Q locations having a plurality of data items,

3 the method comprising:

4 determining, for the particular data item and for each data item of. the

5 plurality of data items, a substantially unique identifier for the data item, [said]

6 Q identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data

7 item and only [on] the data in the data item wherebv two identical data items in
 

8 the system will hay; the SQ identifier; and

9 determining the presence of the particular data item in each of [said] Q

10 plurality of locations by determining whether the identifier of the particular data

11 item is present at each of [said] Q locations.

6
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1 '-(W 5/1’. (Twice Amended) A method of maintaining at least a predetermined

2 number of copies of a given data item in a data processing system, at different

3 locations in the data processing system, [said] Q data processing system being

4 one wherein data is identified by a substantially unique identifier, [said] mg

5 identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data item

6 and only [on] the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in the

K‘ 7 system will have the same identifier, and wherein any data item in the system may

 

3 be accessed using only the identifier of the data item, the method comprising:

$ 9 (i) sending, from a first location in the system, the data identifier of the/ 1o given data item to other locations in the system; and
11 (ii) in response to [said] Q sending, at each of [said] gm other locations,

12 (A) determining whether the data item corresponding to the data identifier

13 is present at the other location, and based on [said] Q determining, and

14 (B) informing [said] Q first location whether [said] mg data item is

15 present at the other location; and

16 (iii) in response to [said] mg informing from [said] the other locations, at

17 [said] Q5 first location,

13 (A) determining whether [said] 13 data item is present in at least the

19 predetermined number of other locations, and based on [said] Q

20 determining,

21 (B) when less than the predetermined number of other locations have a

2 copy of the data item, requesting some locations that do not have a copy of
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In the Title: /
Please replace the title with - DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

USING SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERSTO IDENTIFY DATA
E?’ ITEMS, WHEREBY IDENTICAL DATA ITEMS HAVE THE SAME

IDENTIFIE —.

REMARKS

Reconsideration and allowance of this application are respectfully requested in view of

 

 

the above amendments and the following remarks.

By this Amendment, the title has been replaced as requested by the Examiner.

Claims 1, 23, 30, 33-36, 38, 40 and 51 have been amended. Claims 1-53 remain pending in

this application, of which claims 46-50 are withdrawn from consideration.

This invention relates to data processing systems and, more particularly, to data

processing systems wherein data items are identified by substantially unique identifiers

Ehfill;

(A) denend on and

(E) are determined using:

(a) any of the data in the data items and

(Q only the data in the data items.

A notable and significant property of this invention is that, in any particular system, tw_o

identical data items in the system will have the same identifier.

Claim 1, for example, recites an apparatus which includes identity means and

existence means. The identity means determines, "for any of a plurality of data items in the

system, a substantially unique identifier, the identifier being determined using a_H of the data

in the data item and using gn_ly the data in the data item, whereby two identical data items in

the system will have the same identifier. " Claim 1 has been amended to clarify that me

identifier depends on and is determined using:
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(a) all of the data in the data item, and

(b) only the data in the data item.

Claim 1 is further amended to clarify the property of the invention that, within the
same system, two identical data items in the system will have the same identifier.

From the above at least the following should be clear:

(1) the identifier for a data item does not depend on anything not in the data item

("only in the data item");

(2) the identifier is not determined using anything except the data in the data item

("determined using . . . only the data in the data item");

(3) there is nothing in the data item that is not used to determine the identifier,

that is, everything in the data item is used to determine the identifier ("all of

the data in the data item");

(4) if two data items are identical (i.e., contain exactly the same data), they will

have the same identifier. (Note, of course, that this does not imply the

converse, i.e., that if two data items have the same identifier then they are

identical.)

(5) Given any data item, its identifier can be determined without reference or

access to anything else.

As a consequence of the above, if the data item changes, the identifier for the data

item should change (because it is the data in the data item that is used to determine the

identifier). But if something other than the data item changes (e.g., if some data in another

data item changes or if a file name of the data item or of another data item changes), then

the identifier should not change (because it is only the data in the data item that is used to

determine the identifier).

So, for example, if a data item were to be given an identifier (i.e., be identified or

named) based on something else (other than only the data in the data item) such as, say, a

file name of the data item, then that identifier would not depend on or be determined using
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"only the data in the data item." It may depend on the data in the data item, but it also

depends on the file name of the data item. So if the filename of the data item changes then

the identifier for the data item would change, even if the data the data item did not change
at all.

To summarize, if a system determines an identifier using all of the data in a data item

as well as something else, then that system does Q detennine the identifier using gn_ly the
data in the data item.

And, if a system determines an identifier using only some of the data in a data item,

even if it uses nothing else to determine the identifier, that system does not determine the

identifier using _a_ll the data in the data item.

And, if a system cannot determine an identifier for a data item without reference or

access to some other data,‘ the system does gq determine the identifier using o_n1y the data in
the data item.

Using the present invention, a substantially unique identifier is determined for a data

item, regardless of any other names (identifiers) that data item may have. Further, the

substantially unique identifier is determined for the data item, regardless of any names

(identifiers) or the contents of any other data or data items.

Note that a data item may have other names, i.e., names other than the substantially

unique identifier. For example, a data item may be a data file and may have a data file

name given to it by a user. This file name is not part of the data item. The same data item

with a user file name may be known internally in the system by yet another name (e.g., an i-

node number in a Unix—like file system). This other name is also not part of the data item.

All the data in a file can be changed and its user—supplied and system filenames can stay the
same.

Suppose that two identical data items have different file names such as, for example,

"a.c" and "e.c". In a system such that of the presently claimed invention the two data items,

because they are identical, will have the same identifier.

10
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The Examiner continues to reject claims 1-4, 11-15, 18-20, 22-32, 35 and 38-45

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by Gramlich.

The grounds for this rejection are respectfully traversed.

The factual determination of anticipation reguires the disclosure in a single reference
of every element of the claimed invention. In re Spada, 911 F.2d 705, 15 USPQ2d 1655

(Fed. Cir. 1990) In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 15 USPQ2d 1566 (Fed. Cir. 1990), Diversitech

Corp. v. Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 USPQ2d 1315, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 1988),

Constant v. Advanced Micro-Devices, Inc., 848 F.2d 1560, 7 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir.

1988), Alco Standard Corp. v. TVA, 808 F.2d 1490, 1 USPQ2d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 1986), In re

Marshall, 578 F.2d 301, 198 USPQ 344 (CCPA 1978), In re Arkley, 455 F.2d 586, 172

USPQ 524 (CCPA 1972). Anticipation requires that all of the elements and limitations of

the claim are found within a single prior art reference. Carella v. Starlight Archery and Pro

Line Co., 804 F.2d 135, 138, 231 USPQ 644, 646 (Fed. Cir. 1986), RCA Corp. v. Applied

Digital Data Systems, Inc., 730 F.2d 1440, 1444, 221 USPQ 385, 388 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

"_F_c_);3 prior art reference to anticipate in terms of 35 U.S.C. 102, every element of the

claimed invention must be identically shown in a single reference." Diversitech Corp. v.

Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 USPQ2d 1315, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 1988), emphasis

added. Anticipation under section 102 is established only when a single prior art reference

expressly describes or inherently contains each element of a claimed invention functioning in

substantially the same way to produce substantially the same result. Tate Engineering, Inc.

v. United States, 477 F.2d 1336, 1342, 178 USPQ 365 (Ct. Claims 1973).

The Examiner must identify wherein each and every facet of the claimed invention is

disclosed in the applied reference. Lindemann Maschinenfabrik v. American Hoist and

Derrick, 730 F.2d 1452, 221 USPQ 481 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

If prior art reference lacks an element of a claim at issue, the reference cannot

anticipate. Carman Indus., Inc. v. Wahl, 724 F.2d 932, 938 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

11
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Of the claims rejected under Section 102, claims 1, 30, 35 and 38 and are

independent. Applicants respectfully submit that Gramlich lacks elements recited in the

claims and therefore Gramlich does not anticipate the claimed invention. In particular, as to

claim 1, Gramlich lacks at least the claimed identity and existence means; as to claim 30,

Gramlich lacks at least the claimed "determining" and "accessing;" as to claim 35, Gramlich

lacks at least the claimed "determining a substantially unique identifier" and the "making and

maintaining a set of identifiers;" and as to claim 38, Gramlich lacks at least the claimed

"determining," and the "requesting." .

Since Gramlich lacks at least these elements of the independent claims, Gramlich

cannot anticipate the independent claims. And since Gramlich does not and cannot anticipate

the independent claims, he cannot and does not anticipate the dependent claims.

So, what does Gramlich do?

As discussed in applicants’ earlier response, Gramlich has two kinds of files, source

files and database component files. "Each database component file contains information

regarding the text contained in one source file." Gramlich, col. 3, lines 4-5. Also, "A

database component file is created for each source file." Gramlich, col. 5, lines 66-67.

Gramlich’s source files contain computer program source code, and his database

component files contain information about the textual words (symbols) in the source files.

For each textual word . . . [in a source file], an entry in the
database component file is provided containing symbol

information . . . [comprising] the symbol name, symbol type
and line number in the source file where the symbol is located.

Gramlich, col. 3, lines 8-13.

Gramlich determines the name of the database component file fig two things.

First, Gramlich includes the source code file name in the database component file name gig

then Gramlich includes a hash value to make up the rest of the database component file
1181116.

12
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Thus, Gramlich determines a name of one data item (the database component file)

using (a) the name of a different data item (the source code file), and (b) a hash value.

Note that Gramlich’s source files are not identical to his database component files.

However, even if they were identical, Gramlich would still not use only the data in the data
i_te_1r_1 since he also uses the source filename to determine the database component file name.

Since, in Gramlich, the name of the different data item (the name of the source code

file) is concatenated to the hash and is not part of the data in the data item (i.e., it is not part

of the database component file), Gramlich does not determine the name of the data item

using only the data in the data item as claimed. I
That is, as to claim 1, Gramlich lacks the claimed identity means

for determining . . . a substantially unique identifier,
said identifier being determined using and depending on all of
the data in the data item and only the data in the data item.

In Gramlich the identifier is determined (a) using the data in another data item (the

source file) and (b) using data other than the data in the data item (the name of the source

file).

Similarly, as to the method claims 30, 35 and 38 (and their dependents), Gramlich

does not teach or in any way suggest the claimed:

determining a substantially unique identifier for the data item,
said identifier being determined using and depending on all of
the data in the data item and only the data in the data item.

Accordingly, Gramlich lacks at least one claimed element and therefore cannot

anticipate any of these claims or their dependents.

Still further, Gramlich lacks the property that two identical data items in the system

will have the same identifier. Consider the example noted above (at page 10), of two

identical data items have different file names such as, for example, "a.c" and "e.c".

Gramlich teaches (Fig. 2 and its corresponding description) that the database component files

corresponding to the files (data items) named "a.c" and "e.c" will have names "a.c.*.bd" and

13
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"e.c.*.bd", where "*" is some hash value. That is, even if the contents of files "a.c" and

"b.c" are identical, in Gramlich they will cause different file names to be generated for their

corresponding database component files. In a system such as that of the presently claimed

invention the two data items, designated "a.c" and "b.c", if they are identical, will have the

same identifier, regardless of their user-given file names.

As well as the above, there are other elements of the claims which are not taught or

suggested by Gramlich. Some of these are discussed below:

Jdepends from claim 1.

For example, further as to claim 2, there is nothing in Gramlich to teach or in any

way suggest the claimed "local existence means for determining whether an instance of a

particular data item is present at a particular location in the system, based on the identifier of

the data item." First, as noted above, Gramlich lacks the identifiers of the present invention.

Accordingly, there is no way that Gramlich could determine if an item is present using such

an identifier. Further, Gramlich has no notion of "local" or "location in the system," so he

cannot have any sort of "local existence means." Inasmuch as Gramlich determines whether

items are present, his decision is binary. That is, the item would either be there or not.

There is nothing in Gramlich about items "being present at a particular location.'‘

11;; depends from claim 2.

Similarly, as to claim 3, since Gramlich lacks the identifiers of this invention and he

lacks the local existence means, he must also lack such a means that "determines whether a

particular data item is present at a particular location in the system by examining the

identifiers of the plurality of data items at said particular location in the system."

gill depends from claim 2.

And similarly as to claim 4, since Gramlich lacks the identifiers of this invention and

he lacks the local existence means, he must also lack anything like the claimed data

associating means and the claimed access means. As recited in claim 4, the associating
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means makes and maintains, for a data item in the system, "an association between the data

item and the identifier of the data item."

To show, supposedly, where Gramlich teaches the data, associating means the
Examiner refers to the following:

generating an index file for at least one database component file,
said index file comprising a listing of symbols and the name of
the database component file the symbol occurs in.

Gramlich, col. 17, lines 38-41 (this is a step in Grarnlich’s claim 2).

Gramlich does not associate a data item with the identifier of the data item, Gramlich

associates symbols ‘m a database component file with database component file names. That

is, Gramlich associates data in data items with file names.

For the access means of claim 4, the Examiner refers to the Gramlich, col. 14, lines

45-50 (steps in Gramlich’s claim 3). However, since Gramlich lacks the association’ of the

present invention, he must also lack the access means which uses the claimed association.

Claims 11 15 and 23 depend from claim 4.

Claim 11 recites an apparatus wherein "a location is a computer among a network of

 

computers," the apparatus having a requesting means which requests data items at a current

location from a remote location. In other words, in the invention of claim 11, the requesting

means requests data items at a current computer from a remote computer in a network of

computers.

Gramlich says nothing about a network of computers, and is silent about any kind of

requesting means.

The Examiner relies on Gramlich, col. 18, lines 20-21, supposedly to anticipate the

subject matter of claim 11. That portion of Gramlich, part of his claim 6, recites:

means for performing a query for at least one symbol
comprising:

means for reading the index file for the occurrence of the
symbol.

15
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Applicants fail to see anything in the cited portion of Gramlich (or anywhere else in

Gramlich) which teaches or suggests anything about a network of computers or about a

requesting means, as claimed, which requests an item from a remote location in such a

network. Gramlich is not about networks! Accordingly, Gramlich does not anticipate claim
11.

Claim 15 depends from claim 11 and is therefore also patentable over Gramlich.

Further, since Gramlich lacks any notion of a network of computers and of accessing data on

such network, he clearly lacks the claimed transparent access means "for accessing a data

item from one of several" computers among a network of computers.

Claim 23 depends from claim 11 and is therefore also patentable over Gramlich for

the reasons given above.

Claim 23 recites an apparatus which includes verifying means for verifying the

integrity of a data item obtained from the requesting means in response to providing the

requesting with a particular data identifier. The verifying means confirms that a data item

obtained from the requesting means is the same data item as the data item requested. The

verifying means invokes the identity means to determine the data identifier of the obtained

data item, then it compares determined data identifier with the particular (requested) data

identifier to verify the obtained data item.

Gramlich neither teaches nor suggests any such verifying means.

First, as noted above, there’s nothing in Gramlich about requesting or getting data
items over a network as recited in the claim.

Second, Gramlich does not teach or in any way suggest verifying a data item by

determining its identifier. In fact, other than Gramlich’s statement that "[i]t is an object . . .

to provide a means for checking the integrity of the database with the current version of the

source file," Gramlich, col. 2, lines 29-32, Gramlich provides no teaching at all about

verifying integrity. What Gramlich seems to do is to check whether a database component

file in the database matches the current version of the source file. And the reason he has to

16
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do this is precisely because he does not have the same naming scheme as the present

invention. For if Gramlich generated the name of a file using all of the data in the file and

only the data in the file then the name of the file would be an indication of which file to use!

It is because Gramlich uses only some of the information in the tile and because he uses

other information external to the file and because he uses all of this to name another file that
he has to do the kind of verification he talks about.

In this invention on the other hand, the verification checks that a particular data item

obtained is in fact the requested data item. It may be that the wrong data item was sent, that

the wrong data item as received or simply that the data item got corrupted while being sent

or received. In any case, once a data item is obtained, the system can determine the

identifier of the received data item and check that the identifier matches the one requested.
Gramlich does not do this.

Claim 12 depends from claim 2.

Gramlich’s file names are somewhat akin to the contextual names of the data items

referred to in claim 12. But, as stated repeatedly above, they are in no way like the

identifiers of this invention. The Examiner seems to want it both ways. If the identifiers of

this invention are the same as Gramlich’s file names, then where does Gramlich teach

contextual names? Since Gramlich’s file names are like the contextual names of this

invention, there would be no reason for him to associate the contextual names with

themselves. Thus, as to claim 12, Gramlich is silent about the claimed context means and

referencing means.

Claims 13 and 14 depend from claim 12.

Gramlich lacks the assignment means of claim 13 and, since he also lacks the context

means, he cannot have any assignment means which invokes the context means. As to claim

14, Gramlich lacks at least the contextual name access means.
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Claim 18 depends from claim 1.

In some case, e.g., as recited in claim 18, at least some of the data items are

compound data items, each compound data item including at least some component data

items in a fixed sequence. Here the "identity means detennines the identifier of a compound
data item based on each component data item of the compound data item."

Gramlich has absolutely no notion of identifying (naming) compound data items. All

that Gramlich teaches is source files, database component files, and file directories.

Directories are the only compound data items in Gramlich, and he has no notion at all of

naming them. If anything, the directories are given arbitrary and random user—selected

names (such as "Project", "Source1" and "Source2" in Gramlich’s Figure 2). The Examiner

has shown nowhere in Gramlich where the naming of compound data items is either taught

or in any way suggested--let alone where a compound data item is named "based on each

component data item of the compound data item."

For claim 18 the Examiner simply says that the "limitations . . . have already been

discussed in the preceding paragraph." Applicants fail to see anywhere in the Action where

the limitations of claim 18 (or its dependent claims 19-22) are discussed.

Claim 19 depends from claim 18.

As noted, Gramlich does not teach anything about naming compound data items and

he has no notion of compound data items which "are files and said component data items are

segments," as recited in claim 19. And since he lacks the claimed segments, he does not and

cannot determine "the identifier of a file based on the identifier of each data segment of the

tile. " Again the Examiner has shown nowhere in Gramlich where segments are taught,

where files are made up of segments, or where the names of files are determined based on

the segment names.

Claim 20 depends from claim 18.

As noted above, Gramlich does make use, in an unimportant or peripheral way, of

file directories. However, as noted above, the directories in Gramlich are given arbitrary

18
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names by the user, and the names are not based on the contents of the directories. Gramlich

does not in any way teach or suggest naming a directory "based on each file and subordinate

directory within the given directory," as recited in claim 20.

Claim 22 depends from claim 18.

In some data processing systems, it is desirable to copy compound data items (e. g.,

compound files made up of segments or directories made up of other directories and files)

from one location to another in the system. Obviously there is some cost associated with

such copying and so it is desirable to avoid unnecessary copy operations. Accordingly, in

one aspect, as recited in claim 22, this invention provides for "local existence means for

detennining whether a particular data item is present at a particular location in the system,

based on the identifier of the data item." The invention of claim 22 further recites

"compound copy means" which uses the local existence means to determine when and

whether to copy the components of a compound data item.

The only kind of compound data item in Gramlich is a file directory, and this item is

peripheral to Gramlich’s operation. Gramlich is completely silent about any sort of data item

copying, and neither teaches or suggests anything at all about copying compound data items.

Still further, there is nothing in Gramlich to teach or in any way suggest the claimed

compound copying means which only copies the components which are not present at the

destination location. The Examiner has given no indication of where in Gramlich this

conditional compound copying is supposedly taught.

Claim 25 depends from claim 3.

As noted above, Gramlich is silent as to the naming of compound data items.

Accordingly, he has no notion of the apparatus claimed in claim 25 "wherein the identity

means determines the identifier of a compound data item based on the identifier of each

component data item of the compound data item."

Claim 27 depends from claim 25.
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And since Gramlich is silent about naming compound data items, he has no notion, as

recited in claim 27, of naming such compound data items as files where the component data

items are segments, and "wherein the identity means determines the identifier of a file based
on the identifier of each data segment of the file."

Claim 28 depends from claim 25.

As noted above, Gramlich teaches nothing about copying any data, let alone about

copying compound data items. And he definitely says nothing about copying such data items

only if they are not present at their intended destination, as determined using their identifiers.

Claim 26 depends from claim 3. .

Claim 26 recites a context associating means, a means for obtaining the identifier of a

data item and a logical copy means. As discussed above (at page 15 in the discussion of

claim 4), Gramlich does not have anything like the claimed context associating means.

Further, Gramlich lacks the claimed obtaining means and the claimed logical copy means.

The Examiner has shown nowhere in Gramlich where data item copying is taught or in any

way suggested.

Claim 29 depends from claims 1-28.

As to claim 29, there is nothing at all in Gramlich about database records, messages,

data segments, data blocks, directories or instances of object classes.

Claims 31 and 32 depend from claim 30.

As noted above, Gramlich has no notion of associations between data items and

identifiers or of assimilation of new data items into a system.

Claims 39-45 are patentable for at least the reasons stated above.

Summary

Applicants have shown that each of the rejected claims has at least one element which

is not disclosed in Gramlich. Applicants respectfully remind the Examiner that anticipation

under Section 102 requires that all of the elements and limitations of the claim he found

within a single prior art reference. Not only must the elements be shown, they must be
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identically shown. Diversitech Corp. v. Century Steps, Inc., 850 F.2d 675, 677, 7 USPQ2d
1315, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

The Examiner has failed, as required by Lindemann Mqschinenfabrik v. American

Hoist and Derrick, 730 F.2d 1452, 221 USPQ 481 (Fed. Cir. 1984), to identify wherein

each and every facet of the claimed invention is disclosed in the applied reference. This is,

of course, not surprising, since Gramlich does not teach or suggest the claimed invention.

In view of the above, applicants respectfully submit that Gramlich does not anticipate

the presently claimed invention and withdrawal of this rejection is respectfully requested.

The Examiner continues to reject claims 5-10, 16, 17, 21, 33, 34, 36, 37 and 51-53

under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Gramlich in view of Konrad.

The grounds for this rejection are respectfully traversed.

First, as clearly shown above, claims 1 and 2 are patentable over Gramlich. In

particular, Gramlich lacks the identity means and the existence means of claim 1 and it

further lacks the local existence means of claim 2. Konrad does not overcome the

deficiencies in Gramlich, and therefore no proposed combination of Gramlich with Konrad,

inasmuch as such a combination is possible, would produce the invention of claims 1, 2 or

their dependents.

Similarly, as to claims 33 and 35, any proposed combination of Gramlich with

Konrad would lack at least the "determining a . . . unique identifier," and there is nothing in

Gramlich or Konrad about a data processing system "being one wherein data is identified by

a substantially unique identifier, said identifier being determined and depending on all of the

data in the data item and only the data in the data item, wherein two identical data items

have the same identifier, and wherein any data item in the system may be accessed using
only the identifier of the data item."

Konrad relates to a database backup and recovery system. More particularly, Konrad

relates to a database system which uses two almost parallel databases so that if one of the

databases becomes inaccessible then the other backup database can be used instead. The way
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that Konrad does this is to maintain an audit trail of all updates to his primary database. A

recovery processor continuously reads the audit information and updates the backup database

accordingly. Konrad, Abstract. ‘
Konrad has nothing really to do with data backup other than making one backup copy

of an entire database.

Applicants respectfully submit that the claims are further patentable over the proposed

combination of Grarnlich and Konrad for at least the following reasons.

gag depends from claim 2.

In one aspect of this invention, as recited in claim 5, the invention includes

duplication means which copies data from a source to a destination in the data processing

system. Importantly, the copying takes place by providing said destination with the data item

onlv if it is determined using the data identifier that the data item is not present at the

destination. Notably there are two features recited in the claim. First the data is only copied

if it is not present at the destination and second, the determination as to whether it is present
at the destination is made using the data identifier.

As noted repeatedly above, since neither Grarnlich nor Konrad teach anything like the

identifier of the present invention, they do not and cannot determine the presence of a data

item at’ a location using such an identifier.

In particular, there is nothing in Konrad to teach or in any way suggest copying data

items at all, let alone copying from one place to another only if the data item is not present
at the second location.

The Examiner cites the following supposedly to support his rejection over Konrad:

Information relating to updates to the primary data base is saved
to intermediate storage in what is logically referred to as the
audit trail.

Konrad, col. 4, lines 48-51.

Backup database 48 is a copy of Primary Data Base 34 made at
a particular point in time.
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Konrad, col. 7, lines 37-39.

But the Examiner has shown nothing in Konrad to show the conditional copying of the

present invention which provides the "destination with the data‘ item only if . . . the data item

is not present at the destination." And since Konrad does not do a conditional copy, there is

no way that he does it based on the identifier.

Claim 10 depends from claim 2.

In one aspect, such as recited in claim 10, this invention includes a "remote existence

means for determining whether a data item is present at a remote location in the system. "

Konrad recommends storing his backup database at a remote location. Konrad, col. 5, lines

10-14. However, there is nothing in Konrad about determining whether a data item is

present at the remote location. All that Konrad does is use the entire database from the

remote location in the event of a crash of his primary database. In fact, not only does

Konrad not determine whether data is stored at the remote location, he acknowledges that the

databases are not synchronized and so, in the event that he has to use the backup database,

he has to synchronize it based on the audit trail. Konrad, col. 5, lines 15-29.

Qagfi depends from claim 4.

As recited in claim 6, the system includes "assimilation means for assimilating a new

data item into the system." This is not taught in Konrad. The Examiner cites the following

from Konrad’s claim 1 (col. 14, lines 7-10) supposedly to support Konrad teaching the

assimilation means:

receiving transactions to process against the primary
database;

updating the primary database according to said
transaction.

Konrad relates to a database system. As such, the transactions could potentially include any

sort of standard database transactions such as deletion, insertion or update or records.

However, Konrad is silent about using any form of identity means to associate identifiers

with data items.
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Claims 7-9 depend from claim 4.

Konrad neither teaches nor suggests any such conditional duplication. In fact Konrad
teaches no duplication.

As to claim 8, there is nothing in Konrad to teach or in any way suggest the backup
means for making copies of data items in the system, the backup means maintaining a backup
record of identifiers of data items backed up, and invoking duplication means to copy only
those data items whose data identifiers are not recorded. in the backup record."

First, as already noted, Konrad lacks the claimed duplication means. The Examiner
relies simply on Konrad’s use of a backup database to show the backup means of this

not made conditionally "to copy only those items . . . not in the backup record."
Backup Data Base 48 is a copy of Primary Data Base 34 made
at a particular point in time.

Konrad, col. 7, lines 37-39.

Konrad copies the entire primary database and then tries to keep the copy in synch
with the primary using the audit trail. Konrad does not do any selective copying.

Claim 9 depends from claim 8 and further includes recovery means for retrieving a
data item previously backed up by the backup means. Konrad does not do backup or
retrieval. Konrad makes one backup copy of his primary database. Then, if the primary

Claim 21 depends from claim 11.
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In one aspect of this invention, as recited in claim 21, the invention includes means

for advertising a data item from a location in the system to at least one other location in the

system. Recall that, as recited in claim 11 from which claim 21 depends, a location is a

computer among a network of computers. The advertising means provides each of the other

locations (computers) with the data identifier of the data item. It provides the data item to

only those locations (computers) that request the data item in response to their getting the
data identifiers.

Konrad teaches or suggests nothing about such advertising. There is absolutely
nothing in Konrad about sending identifiers from one location to another, let alone about the

second location then requesting a data item based on that sending.

The Examiner cites the following from Konrad, supposedly to show the advertising
means:

Depending upon the storage requirements of the Primary Data
Base 34, part or all of the data base may be loaded in the main

storage units . . . of Processing Complex 18 for quick access.

Konrad, col. 6, lines 44-47.

Applicants find nothing in the cited portion of Konrad or anywhere else in Konrad to

teach or suggest the claimed advertising means. All that the cited portion says is that if all

of the primary database can fit in memory then it is loaded there for quick access. There’s

nothing about providing other locations with identifiers of data items and nothing about

conditional providing of data items to locations only if the locations request the items. The

main storage of Konrad is passive in the sense that it makes no decisions as to what is stored

in it.

Claim 17 depends from claim 15.

The invention of claim 15 includes context means, context copy means and

transparent referencing means. The context means makes and maintains a context association

between a contextual name of a data item in the system and the identifier of the data item.

The context copy means copies a data item from a source location to a destination location,
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given the contextual name of the data item, by copying only the context association between

the contextual identifier and the data identifier from the source location to the destination

location. The transparent referencing means obtains a data item from one of several

locations the system given a contextual name for the data item. It invokes the context

association to determine the data identifier of a data item given a contextual name, and

invokes the transparent access means to access the data item from one of several locations

given the identifier of the data item.

Konrad teaches none of the elements recited in claim 17. For one thing, Konrad does

not teach anything about getting a data item from anywhere, let alone from "one of several

locations . . . given a contextual name." Konrad only has two locations where data is

stored—-the primary database and the backup database. He only uses the backup database if

the primary database fails. And he doesn’t use either database to get data based on a
contextual name, let alone using the identifier of a data item.

Claims 16, 33, 34, 36, 37 and 51-53 are patentable for at least the reasons stated
above.

Accordingly, withdrawal of this rejection is respectfully requested.
Comment on Examiner’s Remarks

In response to applicants’ Amendment of March 12, 1997, the Examiner stated that:

applicants seem to be arguing that Gramlich’s identifiers depend
only on the source files and not on the database files.

Therefore, they cannot depend on only and all of the data in the
data items, as required by the applicant’s claims.

Paper of 5/30/97, pg. 8.

No! Applicants never said or meant to say that "Gramlich’s identifiers depend only

on the source files." Applicants never said this because its not true. Gramlich’s identifiers

depends on some of the contents of the source files and on the names of the source files.

And, with the claims amended to clarify that in this invention the identifiers are

determined using the data in the data items, this further distinguishes over Grarnlich.
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The Examiner is missing a fundamental point. Gramlich has two kinds of files (data

items) that are of interest here. The first kind are source files which the user names, e.g.,

"e.c". The second type of files (data items) are database component files which the system
names. The database component file names are derived from some of the contents of a

source file and from the name of the source file. So, Gramlich has an identifier, a database

component file name, which is not and cannot be determined from only the database

component file. That is, Gramlich’s identifier is not and cannot be determined from the data
item.

Applicants note, however, that even if Gramlich’s database file names did depend on
the data in the database files (which they do not), and even if they depended on all of the

data in the database files (which they do not), they would still not depend on ggly the data in

the database files. Gramlich’s database file names are formed from some of the contents of a

source file and from the name of the source file.

Preferably, the name of the [database component] file is
generated by computing a hash value from the sum of the

contents of the [source] file and concatenating the hash value to
the name of the [source] file.

Gramlich, col. 2, lines 52-55.

Gramlich generates a name for a database component file (one file) from some of the

data in a source file (another, different file), along with the name of the source file (the
other, different file).

Thus, even if Gramlich did use the contents of the database component file to give

that file its name, which he clearly does not, the database component file name would still be

formed using some other information obtained from some other place. Specifically, the file

name would be formed using the file name of another file. So Gramlich does not use gn_ly

the data in the data item to name a data item. Arguably he may use some of the data in the

data item, and then only because that data happens to be the same as data in the source file

from which the name is actually derived.
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The Examiner further states that

Gramlich details a unique name that is dependent upon the
contents of the data items such that the unique names of the
corresponding database files change when the contents of the
source file change.

Paper of 5/30/97, pg. 8, emphasis added.

However, it is irrelevant that the data base file name gc)_11ld change when the contents

of the source file change. That is not what is claimed. The claims recite that the data item’s

identifier is dependent "on all of the data in the data item and only the data in the data item. "

This is just not the case in Gramlich. As repeatedly noted, in Gramlich the identifier is not

dependent on all of the data and its not dependent on only the data.

The Examiner goes on to say that

applicant’s attempt to completely separate the source files from
the database files is improper. The source files are rather

computer codes for the database files. One of ordinary skill in
the art would never separate the two. The ordinary skilled

artisan would realize that source files can be used as back ups
when the database files are defective. Since each source file is

used to generate a corresponding database file, the unique name
to a source file is therefore the same to the corresponding
database file (DB files cannot exist without source files). Thus,

it would be redundant for Gramlich to specify unique identifiers
for the source files and additional ones for the database files

since unique identifiers for source files are inherently the same
identifiers for the database files. Therefore, Gramlich’s unique
names do depend on only and all of the data in the data items.

Paper of 5/30/97, pg. 8.

There are a number of things wrong with the above.

First, it is irrelevant whether or not the source or database files would be stored

separately. The issue is that each of them is a separate data item, and each of them has a

name, and for neither of them is the name dependent on all of the data and only the data in
the file.
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As to the Exarniner’s assertion that "[o]ne of ordinary skill in the art would never

separate the two," why does Grarnlich say that there is "a need to insure [sic] that the

database component files . . . match the current version of the source files." Gramlich, col.
2, lines 3-6? Precisely because the files get out of synch. In fact, the whole reason for

Gramlich’s naming scheme is to be able to match source files with their corresponding

database component files. If, as the Examiner would have it, the files were never separate,

then there would be no reason to have a special naming scheme.

Applicants question the Examiner’s statement that "the unique name to a source file is
therefore the same to the corresponding database file." Likewise, when the Examiner says
"it would be redundant for Gramlich to specify unique identifiers for the source files and

additional ones for the database files since unique identifiers for source files are inherently

the same identifiers for the database files." Gramlich’s source file name is not the same as

the corresponding_ database file name. So what is the Examiner saying? That the database

component file name includes the source file name? Well this is what applicants have been

arguing. The database file name is determined from something other than the contents of the

database file. .

Applicants submit herewith corrected PTO Forms 1449 providing publication

dates for all the documents cited in the Information Disclosure Statements and thank the

Examiner for pointing out this omission.
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Applicants respectfully submit that this application is in condition for

allowance, and an early Action allowing the claims is solicited.

Respectfully submitted,

CUSHMAN DARBY & CUSHMAN

INTELLECTU PROPERTY GROUP OF

PILLSBURY DISON & S TRO, .L.P.
 

  
 

By
Dal S. Lazar

Reg. No. 28,872
Tel: (202) 861-3527

Fax: (202)822-0944

DSL:BXS:pgd
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Ninth Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000213987
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EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT
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2. The application has bee amended as follows:
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reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Thomas G. Black,
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Sixth Floor (Receptionist). The facsimile phone number for this group is (703) 308-5357.
Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be directed to
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Jean R. Homere

Patent Examiner, Au 2776
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drawing changes.

_ All views not grouped together. Fig(s)
__ Views connected by projection lines or lead lines.

Fig(s)
Partial views. 37 CFR t.84(h) 2

 

.. quiiiei: cimceriiiiig this i‘i:i‘i.-'~.i' Lu
 

View itiitl -xiilnigutl 1 ii‘-is tint lablcil sirpzarally iii’ przipci _-
Fists) __
Scctiiinal views. .37 j“l"R 3.84 (Ii; ,9
‘l:vlt‘l>in_E nut imlirritrzi +'m- a:-ctit-ii:i1 ")Ot‘llt)E1S' -21’ an ul~?:a:=
Fiiits) 7 ,_ , _,
fins» section not drziwii siiiiie as Vll_‘W with parts in cross section
with regiilzirly S[)dt7L't.l pniiillel nbliqiii: 5sl1't\l(t!S. Figjls‘)

ii. Al\'l{Al\'Cil;'i\'1l:t’\."l‘ 01" \/ll ‘ /S, 37 ('l’R 1.8443)
: Wiirils do not appeiir on :i llt)t’17.t)III2ll. lelit-tii-right l';i=;liimi Wlitill

page is either Lpl ighl or tiimcd so that the top lttjljuttttits‘ llict right
side, except for graplis. Fig.is)_v

9. SCALE. 37 CFR 1.84,(k)
__ Scale not large eniiugh to show niechaiiisiii with cmwiling

when drawing is reduced in size iii two—thiril;. in I'L1t‘.It)t1IlL‘li‘.)!l

 

Fig(.\‘)_~____
_ Indication such as “actuail size" or scale 1/2" not permillezl.

Fig(s)
10. CHARACTER OFLINES, NUMBERS, & LE"l‘TI-IRS. 37 CFR

l.84(l)
__ Lines, numbers & letters not uniformly thick and well defined.

clean, durable, and black (except for color drawings).
Fists) _

1|. SHADING. 37 CFR |.84(m)
__ Solid black shading areas not permitted.

Figls) C .
__ Shade lines, pale, rough and blurred. Fig(s) i__,,,

12. NUMBERS, LETTERS, & REFERENCE CHARACTERS. 37 CFR
1.84(P)

___ Numbers and reference characters not plain and legible. 37 CFR
l.84(p)(1) Fig(s)

_ Numbers and rel":-reiiee eliziracters imt oriented in same d11't2t‘Il01'l
as the view. 37 CPR 1.84(p)(1) Fig(s)

? English alphabet not used. 37 CFR 1.li4(p)(Z)
Vtztstj
Numbers, letters, and reference characters do not measure at least
.32 cm. (ll inch)‘ h i t._ 37 CFR(p)_(3)

Fig<s) 0” few/.

l

13. LEAD LINES. 37 CFR 1.84(q)
__ Lead lines cross each other. Fig(s)
__ Lead lines missing. Figmj

14. NUMBERING OF SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1.84(t)
__ Sheets not numbered consecutively, and in Arabic numerals,

beginning with number 1. Sheets)
15. NUMBER OF VIEWS. 37 CFR l.84(u)

__ Views not numbered consecutively. and in Arabic numerals,
beginning with number 1. Figmgj

__ View numbers not preceded by the abbreviation Fig.
Fiysij

I6. CORRECTIONS. 37 CFR 1.84(w)
_ Corrections not made from prior P'TO~948.

Fig(s)
17. DESIGN DRAWING. 37 CFR 1.152

__ Surface shading shown not appropriate. Fig(s) _ _(C
‘_ Solid black shading not used for color contrast.

Fists)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - Patent and Trademark Office Application No. 6 0
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REMINDER‘

Drawing changes may also require changes in the specification,

e.g., if Fig. l is changed to Fig. IA, Fig. IB, IC, etc,’ the
specification, at the Brief Description of the
likewise be changed. Please make such changes by 37 CFR 1.312
Amendment at the time of submitting drawing changes.
 
INFORMATION ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES

M 1. Correction of Inform-alities——37 CFR 1.85

File new drawings with the changes inctvrpctmtctl ’ll't’:’Cl.Vl The applictition tn1n’ibei‘o’r the title ofthe
invention, itwei1t0r’st1aIne, docket number (it iilkl the naive and telephonic number oi" a person
to call if the Office is unable to lI1Ll[Chl‘l‘tt‘ tit ma a K‘ pi't\.pet'applit::1tir>n. shot !lCl be placed on the
bztclt oi’t;-acli sheet oftdrawings in 2lCC(1I’Cl{Il‘xt.'t’ '- ' ‘. “ ‘. lgt ). Amiélciitll ittay delay filing of the
new drawittgs untillreceipt of the Notice oi’ 9 “ E...)-gtt‘ ‘sions ot‘titxtet!titay be
obtaitted under the provisions ol'37~CFR l .i A . . t. a sepztrztte pziper with
a transmittal letter addressed to the Dfilwttlg t»...~.=t«.-«,t .ii:‘Ltl!:'£l.

 

 
 

  
 

  
  
 

2. Timing of Corrections

 

  

Applicant is required to submit acceptable gnrict

.<t.;:t=.i2ot‘y prjritatl set in the NUliL'c‘r ofAllow:tl*»ility tl _
unacceptable by the Office, applicant nt1)st:it':'atttga: to but ti-ptable Cl)I‘I‘€ADl.l0Il resubmitted within‘

\ ll}gU1?gir&<d ihffic-lt~1 Q&‘l0 avoid the liL§-LIL ‘it; uttilsittizttttg as extension oftime and paying the' e‘xle7nsioh'fee. There ore, applicant should llic t.‘Ul'i'L‘£.'lC(i drawings as 5t)§.>ll as possible.

l;‘,.\ witltin the tltrec--monlh shoi“tened__
‘ u1,\.'il.‘:L‘llUll is tlctcrtnitietl to be

   

  
  
  

l3:tilttrc. to tztkc t:on'ective action within set (or mtctitieti) period will zesttlt in A.BANDONl‘v‘lEN'1’ of
the Application.

3. Corrections other than Informalities Noted by the Drawing Review Branch on the'F0rm PTO 948

All changes to the drawings, other than infomtalities noted by the Drawing Review“Bra’nch, MIllST
be approved by the examiner before the application will be allowed. No changes will be pemutted
to be made, other than correctionof infonnalities, unless the examiner has approved the proposed
changes.

«pa ..._..«..,_..._. .......<......
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UNITED STA . DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademarkofflce

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE

LM4I!U?]?

I."Lii..!iI_v"5l=-llvIri‘ii\i i'ji'r3tF('[3‘\’ #3:. l,”.?LI.~3HM.-Syn
. .. ._.iI3I_Il-Tr‘ i*'l¥¥]'.I

Illlllfii i‘~lEi»xi ‘v’tii!I"x"' ,
l\|IN"l"H I-"*LIi.iIfiiFx' " '
I*.II’—‘z’Ei|*I}'.I\Ii3"i'C|I‘-.I IIIIIT. "-‘flitIjiljig-~-:j3i-513113

EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT A ,,...»*" ' 1

LFYS

  

 
 

 IDfiNTIF1ER$ TDTITLEOF

é HHUE THE smmfiINVEN'|10N Iiw’-?n'i'fit F'F{i‘.iI ' "' ' E-'TE1M LIF; mi‘ _
T1i"V E‘-WT-"ii I"i'Eii*i=5.. i.+ilHi-_*"l&.Ii.~?-‘~.*' '..;:;-' . 'i_::::a>.l. 1::m'p':i
"l".T.FIEIR "     

‘J [I 7 , l'_i u';;: . in I] iji

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
,EFi’Q§EQU'I'IQfl _O_fl [HE MEFIIIS LS QLQ§ED,.

FIOM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS
THE ISSUE FEE MUST BE PAID WITHIN FAPPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. IELS §TA ZUTOFIZ PERIQQ gang: BE EXTENDEQ. 1!

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NOTICE:
I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your
current SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is changed, pay twice the amount of theFEE DUE shown above and notify the Patent and A- P33’ FEE DUE sh°“’“ ab°"°- °'
Trademark Office of the change in status, or

' ‘B. If the status is the same. pay the FEE DUE shown . _ _B. FII6 verified statement of Small Entity Status before, or with,
‘ ‘~ above./ payment of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above.

~--ll. Fart B-Issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and returned to the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) with your
ISSUE FEE. Even if the ISSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account, Part B Issue Fee Transmittal
should be completed and returned. If you are charging the ISSUE FEE to your deposit account,
B-Issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and an extr

application number and batch number.Ill. All communications regarding this application must give
Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

n or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing an applications flied a timely payment of maintenance

maintenance fees. if is patentee’.-3 responsibility to ensure
fees when due.

HHENTANDTRMDEMARKOFHCECOFY

«qty? x._.....t, . ti, A ».wi~m
PTOL*85 (FIEV. 10-96) Approved tor use through 08/80/99. (0851-0033) . GO -1015-Pa e292 of 335
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/2g>(2°«?’7“ at

 PATENT

I E UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PAT 4M-34*" GATION OF ATTENTION: APPLICATION DIVISION 023|nventor(s): FAFLBEFI et al.
Appln. No.: 08 960,079

Series Code *1‘ Serial No. 4‘
Filed: October 24, 1997

Title: DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING
SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS
TO IDENTIFY DATA

Date: March 30. 1998
Asst. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 202031

Sir: REQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT 

1. Attached is a copy of the official filing receipt from the PTO in the above application for which issuance of a
corrected filing receipt is respectiully requested. ,

2. There is an error with respect to the following data which is

incorrectly entered and/or I:I omitted
' Error in Correct data
1- I:I Applicant's Name 1-

2- I:I Applicant's Address 2-

, N 3. Title 3. DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING
‘ SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO

IDENTIFY DATA

4. El Filing Date 4.

5- CI Serial Number 5-

6. |:| Foreign/PCT Application Re 6. 5,
:-U 22- gas;

7- D Other 7- %’ :3 C.)
3. (complete the following applicable item A or B) N on Eon

to ITI
A. [:I The correction(s) is/are not due to any error by applicant and no fee is due. 8 C0 C)OR

B. ® The fee under 37 CFR 1.19(h) of $25.00 (fee code 576) is paid as follows:

04/221 IEERO 00000011 oossoogr -W 5‘ Enclosed is a check go which if missing or inadequate please charge our Deposit Account under
 

 

 

Order No. 7018/243063 for which purpose this Request is filed in duplicate.

\ -PiIlsbury'MacIison & Sutro LLP

A Intellectual Property G/roup

1100 New York Avenue. N.W. By: Atty: Dale 8. Lazar Reg. No. 28872
Ninth Floor, East Tower I

Washington, D.C. 2005-3918 /'

Tel: (202) 861-3000 Sig: » A : » = Fax: (202) 822-0944
Atty/Sec: DSL/ded Tel: (202) 861-3527

(Attach Filing Receipt com; and PTO receipt PAT-103A)

PAT—10‘T 11197

GO -1015-Pa e293 of335
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PTO: ‘I 03X
(Rev. 8-95)

FIUNG RECEIPT

UNITED STATEE iPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trade ..tark Office
ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND COMMISSIONER
OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, D.C. 20231 
EEWEEIEEEFINEEH

24 97 ll 
41 .3’ SHMAN DARBY & CUSHMAN

w ILLSBURY MADISON & SUTRO
1100 NEW YORK AVE NW

I NINTH FLOOR EAST TOWER
WASHINGTON DC 20005-3918

Receipt is acknowledged of this nonprovisionel Pltent Application. it will be considered in Its order and you will be notified as to the
results of the examination. Be sure to provide the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER. FILING DATE, NAME OF APPLICANT. and TITLE OF
INVENTION when Inquiring about this application. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. Pieise verify the accuracy
of the data presented on this receipt. if an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please write to the Application Piocusing Division’;
Customer Correction Branch within 10 days of receipt. Please provide a copy of the Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon.
Applicantisi

DAVID A. FARBER, OJAI, CA; RONALD D. LACHMAN,
NORTHBROOK, IL.

CONTINUING DATA AS CLAIMED BY APPLICANT-

THIS APPLN IS A CON op 08/425,160 04/11/95

FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED Ol/28/98 * SMALL ENTITY *TITLE

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE //DE/I/7'/F/659$ 7'0

Ab£mcw¢;y bean?PRELIMINARY CLASS: 395

0092dnoaa 958-Hdii Ci3f\i3OEiéI
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r " «' J7 ”,v'“Lw:7°’?“,.7
\ 7-5 J/. V’ 1' 20) 1:)”

‘‘’}i;;--'’’ IN THE . _J NTANDTRADEMARK .~FlCECk‘?
” Attention: OFFICE OF PUBLICATIONS 
 

U‘

In re PATENT APPLICATION 0 ) Allowed: February 17, 1999
 
 

|nventor(s): FARBER et al. .- Batch No.: P25
Appln. No.: 08 Atty. Dkt. PM 243063

Series Code rt‘ , , . . 4* M# client Ref
Filed: October 24, 1997 (Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975)

(Our Order No. 7018 243063
Title: DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING C# M#

SUBSTANTIALLY UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO

IDENTIFY DATA ITEMS, WHEREBY IDENTICAL DATA Date: May 17, 1999
ITEMS HAVE THE SAME IDENTIFIER

FILING OF FORMAL DRAWINGISI AFTER ALLOWANCE

Hon. Commissioner of Patents

wasm,;:2:.Ts?§%2"o:':: MECEItf.~‘"‘L,t
Sir: MAY 1 9
1. Please accept the herewith 3_1_ sheet(s) (including any mentioned in line 7) I:/E32! g givisihin
2. of formal drawing(s) on A4 E] 11" size paper ,_ Wed Fiieis

3. of Figure(s) 1_(a)—_2uE!

4. of which Figure(s)_ is/are black and white photographic drawings

5. which is/are in lieu of the informal drawing(s) filed earlier.

6. which include the corrections required/approved by the Draftsperson/Examiner

Large/Small
Entit __

7. in PTO Paper No. 22 dated Februarv 17. 1999

   
 

 
 

  
  

    

 

 

8. Ori inal due date: Ma 17 1999
9. Petition is hereby made to extend the original due date to cover (1 mo) $110/$55 = 115/215
the date this response is filed for which the requisite fee is attached (2 mos) $380/$190 = +0 116/216

3 mos $870/$435 ____ 117/217
10. TOTAL FEE ENCLOSED [_

CfiAFtGE §TATEMENT: The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter, or any missing or insufficient
tee(s) filed, or asserted to be IIISCI, or which should have been filed herewith or concemlng any paper filed hereafter, and which may be required
under Rules 16-1 8 (missing or insuiticiencles only) now or hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Official Document under Rule 20. or
credit any overpayment, to our Accounting/Order Nos. shown In the heading hereof, for which purpose a dggllcatg copy of this sheet Is attached.
This CHARGE STATEMENT does not authorize charge of the issue fee untlllunless an Issue fee transmittal sheet is flied.

Pillsbury Madison 8; Sutro LLP
Intellectual Prope ' .

 1100 New York Avenue, N.W. By: Atty: Reg. No. 28872
Ninth Floor, East Tower

, Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
Tel: (202) 861-3000 Sig: Fax: (202) 822-0944
Atty/Sec: DSUs|b Tel: (202) 861-3527

NOTE: File this cover sheet in duplicate with PTO receipt (PAT-103A and attachments

PAT-125 1/59
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FIG. |O(0)

SIMPJ_E
DATA ITEM

COMPUTE MD FUNCTION ON
DATA ITEM

S214
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DATA ITEM
 

TRUE NAME

1
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’ WMX‘ Page 7, line 31,chan e“FIG
$5 =

‘ N Page 8, line 9, chang 1” to --FIGURES 1( and 1(b)--.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE T119
ATTN: OFFICE OF PUBLICATIONS

Batch No. P25 9
Examiner: HOMBRE, J.  &
Group Art Unit: 2776

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

FARBER ET AL.

App1n.No.: 08/960,079

Filed: October 24, 1997 
For: DATA PROCESSING S

UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA ITEMS .. .

May 17, 1999

Récaavaa

MAY 1 61999

Grow.) 2700

**-k***

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR § 1.312

Honorable Commissioner of Patents

And Trademarks

Washington, .C. 20231

 Sir:

Please amen this application as follows:

1” to --F1‘ UREm(\a1ynd 1(b)--.
IN THE SPECIFICATION:

 

"”—£”i‘"’~ ‘
R3

Page 30, line 13, Chang “FIG 16” to —-F1‘ URES 16( and 16(b)--.

Page 31, line 22, change 1G 17” to --FIGURES 7(a) and 17(b)--.

Page 32, line 28, change “FIGURE 18” to --FIGURES (a) and 18(b)--.
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APPLICATION of Father .I., No.: 08/960,079

54 \
Page 33, lineflfi change “FIGURE 19” to --FIGURES a) and 19(b)--.

Page 38, line 1 1, chang “FIG 26” to --FIG S\&(a) and 26(b)--.

Page 41, line 16, change “FIGU 27” to --FIGURES 27( ) and 27(b)--.

REMARKS

When formal drawings were prepared for this case, Figures 1, 16-19, 26 and 27,

originally each on one page, had each to be split over two pages. The specification has been

amended to change the numbering of the figures accordingly. No new matter has been added

by these amendments, and approval ofthese amendments is respectfully requested. Since

this Amendment is being filed at the same time as the payment ofthe issue fee, and is

therefore not being riled after the issue fee, no Petition under 37 CFR § 3 12(b) is considered

  

necessary.

Respectfully submitted,

PILLSBU DISON & SUTRO LLP

at we 1
y Lt?

Reg. No. 28
Tel: (202) 861-3527
Fax: (202) 822-0944

1 100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Ninth Floor, East Tower

Washington, D.C. 20005-3918
(202) 861-3000\\CDC\SYSl\DATA\WI’\PAT\63\243063\AMD312.DOC
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IN THE UNITE. STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OF ‘CE PATENT

 

APPLICATION
Group Art Unit '2-. J6

|nventor(s): FARBER et al. Examiner". Homere, J.
Appln. No.: 08 960,079 Atty. Dkt. PMS 243063

Series code '1‘ Serial No. 4* M# client Ref

Filed: October 24, 1997 (Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975)
Title: DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM USING SUBSTANTIALLY

UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS TO IDENTIFY DATA I 8 (Our Order No. 7018 243063crr Mr:

Asst. Commissioner of Patents May 17. 1999 ' "sWashington, D.C. 20231
MAY 1 8 i999Sir".

Grotto 2700

This is a reply/amendment/letter in the above-identified application and includes the herewith attachment of same date and subject
which is incorporated hereinto by reference and the signature below is treated as the signature to the attachment in absence of a
signature thereto.

FEE REQUIREMENTS FOR CLAIMS AS AMENDED

Claims Hi number Pr elsmeli Entity Additional Fee
remaining after previously paid for :

No. amendment -

0

1. “Small Entity” siaiement(s) flied

I] previously

 
 

D harewim

  

2. Total Effective Claims @EH_x18/$9 =
II:3. Indeendent Claims

 

 
 
  

   
time leave blank if this is a reissue a Iication

5. Ori inal due Date: Ma 17, 1999 m_;
6. Petition is hereby made to extend the original (1 mo) $110/$55
due date to cover the date this response is filed (2 mos) $380/$190 = + 0
for which the re uisite fee is attached 3 mos $870/$435 =

7. Enter an revious extension tee -_ since above - due date and ubtract
enslon Fee Attached8. ”

 
 

 

 
 

  
 
 

115/215
116/216
117/217

    

  
 
      

  
 
 

 

11. After- ' — ............ L... ............. ..

  13- T_______j*:__oTi_
14. -

15. ‘If the entry in t:lris space is less entry in next space, the “Present Extra" result is "0".
16. "If the “Highest number previously paid for“ in this space is less than 20. write “20” in this space.
17. """If the “Highest number previously paid for” in this space is less than 3. write "3" in this space.

Cl;iAR§E §TATEMENT: The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fee speclfltzily authorized herealter, or any missing or lnsuflicient iee(s) filed, or asserted in be
tiled. orwhich should have been filed herewith or oonceming any paper filed hereafter, and which may be required under Rules 16-18 (missing or insufliciencies only) now or
hereafter relative to this application and the resulting Oflicial Document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment, to our Aocomflnglorder Noe. shown in the heading hereof, for
which purpose a gamma copy of this sheet is attached.
This CHARGE STATEMENT does not amorize charge oftho issue fee untlllunlese an issue tee transmittal sheet is flied.

Query: is appeal deadline now? if
so, file Notice of A eais separatel .

Reg. No. 28872

Pillsbury Madison & Sutro LLP
intellectual P erty Group

‘1100 New York Avenue. N.W. By Atty:
Ninth Floor East Tower

Washington. D.C. 20005-3918 Sig:
Tel: (202) 861-3000
Atty/Sec: DSUBS:kim

NOTE: File this cover sheet In duplicate with PTO receipt (PAT-103A) and attachments

 Fax: (202) 822-0944
Tel: (202) 861-3527

PAT-1 20 1 2/97
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'9 ~ V . - _ PART B—lS5UE FEE TRANSMTITAI.

cdmpleteand mail this Iorrn, together with _ce.ble fees, to: Box ISSUE FEE 0 li_» ' r Assistant Commissioner for Patents“ V
Washington, D.C. 20231 ‘ C33

MAY 1 7 1999 ‘”

MAILING INSTRUCTIONS; This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE. Blocks 1 New Tm meme 1 . be‘ . ‘I4
Ihmughdr should be completed where appropriate. All further correspondence including the Issue Fee 0"?” issue :63 . .‘”8°’ ‘r":n<‘$":s5;‘(‘;
Receipt, the Patent, advance orders andnotitication of maintenance lees will be malledto tI1e current fo,any°me,m°°mpany, _ ; ‘_ : 3 _.__,_-3,1; _ 2, pa suchcorrespondence address as indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) assignment nrrnrn-ran en3,r°.§f,' must have its own nlitoaiie oi
specifying a new correspondence addrees; andlor (b) indicating a separate “FEE ADDRESS” for
maintenance fee notifications. Certificate of Malling
CURRENT OORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Legrxy mark-up with anycorrectlcns or use Block 1) I hereby certify that this issue Fee Transmittal is being deposited withthe United States Postal Service with sufficient postage tor first class

mail in an envelope addressed to the Box Issue Fee address above onthe date Indicated below.

 
 

 

 

 

 
F‘ I Li '2'’ N
3 1 ill I] I‘-.l-_-lei "i’iICiF.‘
N I N T H F “

  (Depositora name)

(Signature)

(D319)
DATE MAILED

INT 1 r‘-‘i l....l.. ‘r’
4F:.i'-i i" I ill?-'ri.. 1";'r”—‘rT.(~'1

 BATCH N0. APFUN. TYPE

 
A'|'TY‘S DOCKET NO.

“ -"gr ‘ r

  
4: it ‘I7 E! “.7 U U . D it iii , L ,1 T 3; in 1 ‘r x,--

1. Change of correspondence address or indication oi ' Fee Address" (37 CFR 1.363). 2. Forpnnting on the petem front page, list
Use of PTO iorrn(s) and Customer Number are recommended, but not required. (1) the names of up to 3 registered patent 1 atlomeys or agents OFI, alternatively, (2)

Dchange of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence Address ionn "'13 "W9 0‘ 5 Single 71"“ (“SW09 85 3
PTOISBI122) attached. member a registered attorney or agent) 2 & Sutro LLPandthenames oiuptozreglsteredpatent

U ‘Fee Address‘ indication (or‘Fee Address‘ Indication ionn FTOISBI47) attached. attorneys oragents. lino name is listed. noname will be printed. 3

 

 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print ortype) 4a. The following less are enclosed (make check payable to commifiioner
PLEASE NOTE: unless an a§lgnee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. or Patents and Tragbmatks):
inclusion oi asslgnee date is only appropiate when an assignment has been previously submitted to E Issue Fee
the PTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion at this term is NOT a subsltitue ior
[fling an assignment [: Advance Order- it of Copies
(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE KINETECII. INC-

 

4b. The following lees or deficiency in these fees should be charged to:

(3) FiES|DENCE= (CWV r OR COUNTRY) NO , hbrook, Illinois DEpos1'|' Aocoum NUMBER 03-327i larder 110.
I H , ‘ $CLOSE AN EXTRA COPY OF THIS FORM)

Pleasenheckthe : .,. .t, -. = » ' below r notbeprlnted onthepalent) [ 7018/243063)
 
 

 ,. l'_Xissue Fee" ’ D gwemmem U Advance Order- 46 ot Copies

- an to applythe Issue Fee to the application identified above.

 

:$:1fl:e.a ”' Re. No. 2887
NOTE: The Issue Fee will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered anomey
or agent; orthe asslgnee or other party In interest as shown by the records of the Patent and

 

T""°'““'“°'"°°' MI-\Y 1 8 1999
Burden Hour Statement We term is estimated to take 02 hours to complete. Time will vary

g on the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time required Pubushing Division
to complete this ionn should be sent to the Chief Information Oificer, Patent and Trademark
Office. Washington, D.C. 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OFI COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND FEES AND THIS FORM TO: Box Issue Fee. Assistant Commissioner for
Patents, Washington D.C. 20231

Under the Paperwork Reduction Actof1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection
of infonnation unless ltdisplays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMTT THIS FORM WIT!-I FEE

PTOL-858 (REV.10-96) Ior use through 06/30/99. OMB 0651-N33 Patient and Trademark Office; 0.5. DEPARTMENT OF COMMER
W y W GO -1015-Pa e 330 of 335. »' . 1 *‘ ~ ='-«<W " _
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oi - PAnTa—4seuEFEETnANsMnTAL N

»‘ complete and mall this in’ ,.,;*k~abie tees, to: Box ISSUE FEE- ‘ Assistant commissioner for Patent ’
Washington, D.c. 20231

i ‘ E§5&
MAll,_lIilt3_ INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE. Blocks 1
throirgh4_shcuIdbe completed whereapprupriate. Aliiurthercorrespcndence inciudingthe Issue Fee
Receipt. the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees Mil be meiledto the current
correspondence address as indicated unless corrected below or directed othemise in Block 1. by (a)
arfieciiying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate “FEE ADDRESS‘ lormaintenance iee notifications. ¢e._
CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Nata: Lagibly mark-up with my corrections or use Block 1)

 

 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
  

 

Note The certificate of mailing below = w "5: «ca icr domestic
nullings oi the issue Fee Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used
forany other accompanying papers. Each additional paper. such as an
assignment orformai drawing‘. must have its own certificate oi trialling.

certlflmte of Malling
I hereby certify that this issue Fee Transmittal is being deposited with
the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage tor first class
mail in an envelope addressed to the Box issue Fee address above onthe date Indicated below.

 
uHeHMeN DARBY % rnenmnm

PILLSBURY MAD sum e x.‘ "
1100 NEW vane ova NH fffigffigz? r« mwwmfimmm
NINTH FLUDR EAST TDMER .» \~;T‘A ' ‘ (Signature)

 
 

,y‘_.;5\i.~
 

H|'.'.iF'1EF\'E". ,. ._T
 

 

 

 
|..i?EiIZ'i l..'55¢1(i:rI* tv.=ar'm

  

 DQTQ F‘F<|IIi’_'?’EI€w‘EiI~Ni3i E4Y€1'TEl\‘l 1_lE%Ii‘J|3 i\i"l'Ir‘3rLL‘r‘" i..|i\iIi§i!HEi II1'El‘\lTIFIEIF.'$'i TC!
IDENTIFY DATA ITEMS. NHEREBY 1 FICAL DATA ITEM? Hove THE some
IDENTIFIER " " ' “ “

ATl'Y'S DOCKET NO. CLASS-SUBCLASS BATCH No. APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY

A Eflflflfifl 7U7~flfl2.m0m
   

  
F'2Ei |.JTILIT‘Y' ‘YES; ‘~_A_~:_. 1. v_ :3

1. change or correspondence address or Indication of -* Fee Address“ (37 cm 1.363). 2. For printing on the patentitunt page, list
Use of IFCD iorm(s) and Customer Mimbar are recommended. but not required. (1) the names of In to 3 registered patent 1 - ‘ attorneys or agents OR, alternatively. (2)

Ci change oi correspondence address (or Change cicorrespcndence Address iorrn me name 0? 9 310915 firm (hailing 9-5 H
25.5 I member a registered attorney or agent) 2 & Sutro Lil‘P1-OISE“ “chad and the names of up to 2 registered patent

El “Fee Address‘ hdication (or“Fee Address‘ Indication iarrn PTOISB/47) attached. attorneys oragmts, um name is listed, no
name will beprinted. 3

  

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 4a. The following fees are enclosed (make check payable to Ocmrnlssloner
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee ls Identified below. no aasignee data will appear on the patent. or Parents and Trademarks):
Inclusion of asslgnee data is only approplate when an assignment has been previously submitted to E Issue Fee
the PTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion ct this form is NOT a subsititue lor
flung an assignment [3 Advance Order - it oi copies_a‘~_
(A) NAME or: ASSIGNEE KINETECH, INC -

, 4h. The iollowing fees or deficiency in these fees should be charged to:
(B) SESIDENC GITY Ir STATE OR COUNTRY) Northbrook, Illinois DEPOSIT Accoum Numaen 03-3215 ( order 119 .

.‘ . ‘ ENCLOSE AN EXTRA COPY OF THIS FORM)
Please ~ 2 thdappmprlete Igneeca orylrtdicated -.= (will notbeprinted onthepatant) ( 7018/243063)Exlssue Fee

El Advanoe‘Order- ir orcopres

ested to apply the issue Fee to the appiltntion identified above.

A 51799

NOTE; Theiesue Fee will not be meptad irem anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney
or age'nt: orthe assignee or other party in lnterestas shown by the records cithe PatentandTrademark Oiiice.

. Burden Hourstatement: This iorrn Is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary
. depending on the needs at the individual case. Any comments on the amount oi time required

to complete this iorrn should be sent to the Chief information Officer, Patent and Trademark
Oitlce, Washington. DC. 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND HEES AND THIS FORM TO: Box Issue Fee. Assistant Commissioner for 1 8Patents. Washington D.C. 20231 M
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act oi 1995, no persons are required to respond to a cclledion P bushing D]v'i5|on
of lnionriation unless it displays a valid orvre control number. U

Cilndlvid l--=l--i.;."_g,..- Cigovernmem
 
 

\\ nmsunfiumscmuwnunm
‘K XTOL-853 (aEv.1o~9s) Approved for usethrough oe/so/99. omeoeet Patent and Trademark Oltloe; u.s. DEPARTMENT or commenceGC)

A
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/ UNI .p '3 STATES PATENT & TRADEMA '<. OFFICE , é. K Washington, n.c. 20231 I‘ 3
7 IEEQUEST FOR pa:-mum FEE REFUND 1“ » *'__g,_.gg 59 56

1Da1_:e of Request:

  

 
  

 
 
 
  

 
 

 

lo PAPER 5 DATE
NUMBER

Maintenance

_ Assignment

1o REASON:

- overpayment
- Duplicate Payment

No Fee Due‘ (Explanation): 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  
OFFICE: _ L-_. ‘ _._ 2 an —

************¢:*-x -!:****i-iii-!:***-A-iiii-i-iieiii 9

A I

THIS SPACE SERV'ED_FOR IN E ONL . 7APPROVE - . DATE: .. 12?

Instructions for completion of this form appear tan the back. After completion, attach
white and yellow copies to the official file and mail or hand-carry to:

Omce of Finance

man no 1571 Refund Branch
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9.

11.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR UJING REQUEST FOR EPATENT ‘[3. ,li:. REFUND FORMS
[FORM NUMBER PTO-1577]

Fill out the fonn completely, and print or type all information.

DATE OF REQUEST: Enter the date you fill out the form.

SERIAL/PATENT #: Enter the Serial or Patent Number.

Enter a check mark or an X in the box preceding the type of fee to be refunded. If the
fee you are refunding is not listed, place a check mark or an X in the box preceding "Other

" and print or type the fee type on the fol owing blank line.Z...-.

PAPER NUMBER: Enter the PAPER NUMBER of the document for which a refund is
requested. [PAPER NUMBER refers to the sequential number (on the outside of the official
file wrapper) assigned to the document. If the document has no number assigned to it, you
may leave this box b1ank.]

DATE FILED: Enter the Mailroom Date of the document for which a refund is requested.

AMOUNT: Enter the dollar amount of the refund.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF REFUND: Add the dollar amounts in the column labeled AMOUNT
and enter the total in the box.

TO BE REFUNDED BY: Enter :1 check mark or an X in the box preceding TREASURY
CHECK OR CREDIT DEPOSIT AZC ft to indicate how the refund is to be made.
Requests to credit :1 Deposit Account must be accompanied bl‘ formal authorization to credit
the account. Formal authorization to credit a deposit accrant consists of a copy of the
signed statement by the owner of the Deposit Account graiiting the Commissioner permission
to credit their account, stamped with the FEE ACCOflFAl;lLlT‘\' STAMP with the amount
of the refund circled.

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NUMBER: If refund is by credit to a Deposit Account, enter the
Deposit Account Number.

REASON: Enter a check mark or an X in the box preceding the reason the refund is
being requested. If there is no fee due, enter the reason on the 3 blank lines provided.

REFUND REQUESTED BY: Only PTO personnel formally authorized to request refunds
should enter their NAME, TITLE, PHONE NUMBER, OFFICE and SIGNATURE on these
blanks. Supervisors shall provide the Office of Finance with an advance list of personnel
authorized to sign this form.

COPIES: WHITE: Attach to the official file.
YELLOW: Attach to the official file.
PINK: Retain for originating office.

Mail or hand-carry the completed form with attachment(s) to:
Office of Finance
Refund Branch

Crystal Park One, Room 802B

‘U.S. GPO: I993-300-808/50253
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J,

UNITED STATES BERT-\ilTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington. 0.0. 20231

 
  

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT
  

  

: ATTO_Rl\_JE _oQc_;KET NO.

 

AT mgr: , PAPER NUMBER A ' 
DATE MAILED:

A. D The petition filed under 37 CFR 1.312(b) is granted.
The paper has been fowvarded to the examinerfor consideration on the merits.

B.fl The amendment filed Q5 ll’! ( ‘Vi under 37 CFR 1.312 has beenconsidered, and has been:

1. C] entered

2.)? entered as directed to matters of form not affecting the scope of the invention (0.3311).

3. D disapproved. A report appears below.

4. [I entered in part. A report appears below.

Report:

Jaw [<!’0I’Vi“€r~L
qqimk axammx

q,’7'7“7

PLEASE FURNISH YOUR ZIP CODE IN ALL CORR{.‘SPONDENCE

FORM PTOL-271 (REV. 7/89)
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3'‘Oz

  
 

APPUCATI‘ SERIAL3luMBER§:"f’ /W" ‘,.
“ 1 I '

<2, o, rm
SUBCLASS

(ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK]

W~“~A~m A ‘ 11
:1

1

/ 1

Fanm 42,; mo. :31
,.;F»W_ . jkjjj
11111
,,,- § _‘l——

ASSISTANT EXAMlNEfl (PLEASE STAMP R PRINT FULL NAME)
LA I /Q. /‘ 0/M’. c.

7 PRIMARV EXAMIN ‘ (PLEASE STAMP OR PRINT‘ FULL NAME)U L \/Ll LUS. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

' pE°v?759g1) ISSUE CLASSIFICATION SLIP PATENT AND TRADEMARK omce S

  
  

  
 

 GROUPART UNIT
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